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PRl3FACE..

“I’he speeches contained in this volume are those which have’been snbjetted to the revision and correction of t!le different speakers, but which
\vere not returned in time for their insertion in the proper order. The
great delay which took place in ihe publication of the preceding volumes,
in consequence of the detention of some of these speeches, was the cause
of 60 much, and such just complaint, that it was considered by the stenographer, who was charged with the superintending of the publication,
to be his most judicious course, to close the volumea in which the mis ,
sing speeches should have appeared, and lo collect them into a ~~~~~~~
BAL &‘PENDJX.”

GENERAL

APPENDIX.

The following .speech of Mr. C. J, INQERSOLL,is in continuation of
the remarks of that ‘gentleman, made on the 5th of February, which will
he found in volume eleven:
In what was ssid, the 15th of December, respecting political economy,
I mentioned what I no.w repeat, that the former view was but preliminary
to this greater question of the right to repeal bank charters by enactment
This restoration of public supremacy
@oflaw, without judicial-agency.
is the great desideratum.
Settle this in general consent, and with a coin
*basis, banks will be useful and states sovereign.
Without it banks are
government, and the very worst government.
I disclaim all power of this convention to act directly on banks. It
And I desire to intro*an reach them only through future legislation.
duce my argument by expressly repudiating nearly every assertion and
concessien of Mr. Dallas’s much abused letter. All that he concedes of
contract I contend for; all thathe asserts of the effect of fraud in legislation, I dispute. I question at any rate, his doctrine as to the contract
obligation of reimbursing a bank bonus; and I need hardly add that I
disown every one of his unlucky, though misconstrued and perverted,
illustrations.
Furthermore, I acknowledge the supremacy of the federal government in whatever may be the appropriate way to control state laws, and
the acts of this convention; and wherever a charter is a contract within
the constit4on of the United States, that is the supreme law, to maintaiu the obligation of such contract against all state laws impairing it.
whether proceeding from convention or legislature.
I repudiate, and strongly deprecate, every violation of property and
vested right. I own the iuability of a state, by law or otherwise, to resume its grant of private property; and I hold a state bound to protect
private property and right. I cannot but dwell a moment on my denial
already intimated of what has beea conceded by Mr. Dallas, Mr. Forward, Mr. Porter, and Judge Hopkinson, that a law infmted by fraud is
The argument
therefore either void, or voidable by judicial proceeding.
M1Peck’s case appears to me in this particular to be conclusive ; and on
ahis point alone is the supreme court unanimous in that case. If a majority of both houses of a legislature can be proved to have enacted a law
from fraudulent motives, perhaps that may be reason enough for its repeal
To take the instance of fraud
by law, but not for its judicial abrogation.
imputed to the Bank of the United States in the alleged corruption of a
certain number of one branch of the legislature, in the pepone of two
members of this convention, with other renatom, 1 canaot perceive how
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such a circumstance. is to annul, though it may vitate the act of all the
rest constituting a majority of both branches. Without prior conviction
a Court of justice cannot judicially know the fraud; and, as is said in
Peck’s case, there appear to be insuperable dificulties iu tlie way of ascertaining, assuming, or acting upon it judicially at all. Plutarch states,
in his life of Cicero, that Cornelius’ Lentulus, under accusation, eorrupted most of his judges; and being acquitted by a majority of two, he
said that what he had given one of them was thrown away, for a majority
of one was all he wanted. At least a majority must be rorrupted; and
even then there remains many difficulties before a court of justice cau set
at naught a law on the plea of fraud.
Having thus, by liber,d’ concession, cleared my premises of all that
might embarrass the real, and, my only question, I deny that bank charters
are contracts within the meaning of the constitution.
That they have
been thought such was, wirhout due consideration, judicial determination,
or other sanction, taken for granted from the sweeping but individual
doctrmes of one of the judges in the Dartmouth college case and its unlbrtunale offspring, as novel as they are latitudinary ; from Judge Story
having without any authority, said so in the course of his discussion and
support of those doctrines ; and ftom inconsiderate and unauthorized
compilers and book-makers, to whom the legal profession is beholden (and
doubtless they are convenient) for commentaries, digests, and other works,
which abridge research, but ought seldom to be taken as law. 1,et it
always be kept in mind that I speak of bank charters only. It is a COW
mon error to confound all charters of incorporation-which
is done often
without reflection, though sometimes disingeniously. Modern free republican self-government, with bills of rights, liberty and equality, are confounded with the totally different political systems of old, when charters
less known were entirely unlike modern corporations.
Mr. Forward, 111
Itis lelter on this subject, treats all charters as alike, a very prevalent n%
apprehension assumjng that all are contracts, because some are. ‘1 Every
body knows,” he says, ‘band even partisans (alluding probably to Mr.
Dallas) do not deny that a charter is a contract between the government
and individuals, and has all the essential attributes of any other contract.”
And SO he proceeds, on premises altogether assumed, and as I conceive
fallacious, confounding all charters. and affirming that all are contracts’
because some may be, making no distinction between public and private,
or between a state and an individual, and concluding from such premises
that heeause a state has no power to resnme a private grant or impair contracts between individuals, it therefore has no right to control public incorporations or regulate what is part of political government.
Having thump
by assnmption and confusion of the subject-matter, established his position, Mr. Forward adds that ‘4 it is to be recollected that it is not the solitary power of destroying the Bank of the United States that is ascribed
to the convention, hut a power to destroy all charters-annihilate
all VCS“If there he any exception,” says he, exultingly, “let thl:
ted rights.”
friends of absolute power point itout, and let them fix the limits that shall
circumscribe the omnipotence of the convention.
NO such limits can be
assigned. The power to annul charters is the power to annul patents for
lands ; and if either the one or the other can be done by the conventim.
they may expelus from our houses and rob us of our goods.”
All this
eloquence’ahd obloquy, these hard words and alarms, are the result of
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mistaken premises, if not discriminating between obviously different
kinds of charters, and assuming what Mr. Dallas’s letter may perhaps
warrant,- but I plant as,the very cardinal question, whether bank charters
are private contracts. Every lawyer is familiar with the distinction beEvery statesman
tween the public and private ac:s of incorporation.
should recollect thedifference between the guilds and colleges of despotic
Every Ameriages, and a charter of privilege from our free condition.
can feels to his cost that power to make public currency a substitute for
money, is a recent grant or usurpation of part of the sovereignty which.
for the first time, is now mistaken for a mere private charter. Charters of
old were mostly muncipal exemptions and immunities from the general
lot of individual restraint and subjection-grants
of freedom-such as Magna Charta and others. But modern acts of incorporation are generally
grants of special privilege and franchise from common liabilities and segregation from individual equality ; grants of privilege, contrary to comOld charters
mon right, almost peculiar to this country and this century.
svere asylums of liberty ; modern charters are strongholds of property.
Formerly the freedom of some town or guild was necessary to a man’s
being permitted to follow a trade; whereas, now all men are free alike to
choose any calling; but the incorporated are privileged above the rest in
property.
If American legislatures can charter at all, the charters they
grant for private purposes may be rights, which, once vested, cannot be
Whether such grants are contracts.
resumed or impaired by legislation.
in the meaning of the constitution, or not, they may be rights, as well
It is a great mistake to suppose that charvested as other private rights.
ter or corporate rights are more sacred than personal rights. Judicial
speculations and professional obsequiousness have tended, if not endeaveured, to place property on higher ground than persons. But this is a
mischivous error, withont the least foundation in jcstice or authority.
Charter property is held by no better tenure than private.
All rights are
vested. No charter vests corporate rights more firmly than every individual right, whether actual, acquired, or howsoever held. I assert all
personal rights ; and I question no private or vested rights, by denying
that a bank charter is a contract. No novel or alarming denial of any
right is set up, by vindicating the right of government to superintend,
regulate, eontroi, and repeal, if need be, without judicial agency, the
bank charter which government grants.
1 will not altogether deny, but desire to question briefly, the power
almost universally taken for granted, without express authority by conWe
stitution of an American state, to grant a charter of incorporation.
are taught that social and political authority in the old world proceeds from
either parentage or force; which is the derivation of government, actorThe power of parents
ding to Paley, and other inquirers into its origin.
Perhaps our American govor that of force, founds political authority.
ernments are founded in consent-that
of the United States certainly is.
But however established, why is an American legislature necessarily
anthorized by tacit commission, without express grant, perfunctorily to
confer chartered privile,ges on a favored few 1 Such franchises have no
foundation but in publtc convenience and public utility; and are they
within the ordinary scope of the mere trust of American legislative function ? That legislature shonld not, if they can, grant monopolies, seema
to be yielded by the studied effort to show that corporations arc not
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monopolies.
Are perpetuities within the power of legislation ? They
are contrary to common law and right, Public policy denies, and courts
Courts
of justice annul them, as ineompatible with goed government.
ofjustice will not indulge even wills, so as to create a perpetuity wbieb
the law abhors-strong
language, but it is the lauguage of Blackstone.
Yet the law is, that one of the peculiar properties of a corporation is perpetual succession ; for in judgment of law it is capable of iudefinite duration. What right have aunual legislative trustees of the permauent sovereignty, without express authority in their written commission---what public policy is there, by personal privilege, in granting propel ty in perpetuity
to one or more incorporated persons, which common law and equity witbhold from the same persons, if not incorporated ? Common law abhors
and annuls perpetuities.
The common practice of American legislatures
pullulates them. A man may have as a corporation sole what be cannot
It is settled law that a charter conveys no power
have as an individual.
bul what is expressly granted, or indispensable to effectuate what is so
granted. Yet personal exemption from the common lot of all uninrorpo-,
rated persons, which is not expressly granted by any charter, is assumed
l’roas part and parcel of the grant, to the detriment of the community.
perry prevatls over person, to establish, by judicial and professional interpretation of common law, what if tested by any mode of ascertaining it,
would assuredly be refused by common sentiment.
Charters, in the
theory, are to go by their very letter ; but in practice they confer prisiAmerican legislators are
leges beyond all their original and true spirit.
But they grant the whole
trustees of parts of a reserved sovereignty.
sovereignty over the currency, the highways, and other property of tbc
sovereignty, which they are not entrusted to part with. Because the federal
legislature has no power, in terms, to grant charters, such power is deuietl
by much of the intelligence of the country. It has always been insisted
by many of the makers of the federal constitution, that without express
power to incorporate, such power does nat exist. Hamilton in his vindieatien of the constitutionality of the Bank of the United States, asserts
the English position, that power to incorporate is inherent in every definition of government, as a general principle, essential to every step of its
progress; that every power vested in the government is in its nature sovereign, and includes, by force of the term, a right to employ all the means
requisite and fairly applicable IO the attainment of the ends of such power, which are not precluded by restrictions and exceptions specified in
the constitution, or not immoral, or not contrary to the essential ends of
This general principle then, he cays, puts an end at
political society.
nnce to Jefferson’s abstraction, that the United States have not power to
erect a corporation, that is IO say, to give a legal or artificial capacity te
one or more persons distinct from the natural. “It is incident,” says
Hamilton, “to sovereign power to erect corporations.”
The difference
is this, that where the authority of government is general, it can create
corporations in all cases ; where it is confided to certain branches of legislature, it can create corporations only in those cases. The Roman law is
the source of the power of incorporation ; according to which a voluntary
association of individuals, at any time or for any purpose, was capable of
producing it. In England whence notions of it are immediately borrowed, it seems part of the exerutive authority, and the exercise of it
has been often delegtied by that authority ; whence therefore, the ground
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of the supposition, that it lies beyond the reach of all those important
portions of sovereign power, legislative as well as executive, which belong
IO the government of the United States. An incorporation eeems to have
been regarded as some great independent substantive thing; as a poliliral engine, and of peculiar magnitude and moment; whereas it is truly
to be considered as a quality, capacity, or means to an end. Thus a
mercamile company is formed with a certain capital for ihe purpose of
carrying on a particular branch of business. Ilere the bnsiness to be prosecuted is the end. The association in order to form the requisite capital
is the primary means. Suppose that an incorporation were added to
this, it would only be to add a new quality to that association; to give it
an artificial capacity by which it would be enabled to prosecute the business with more safety and advantage. A general legislative authority
ilnpiiev a power to erect corporations in all cases. a particular legislative
power implies authority to erect corporations in relation lo cases arising
under that power only. To erect a corporation is to substitute a !egal or
artificial person ; and where a nttmber are concerned, to give them individuality.
‘I’0 that legal or artificial person once created, the common
law of every state of itselfannexes all those incidents and attributes which
are represented as a prostration of the main pillars of their jurisprudence;
for the true definition of a corporation seems to be thus: that it is a legal
person or a person created by act of law, consisting of one or more namml persons authorized to hold property, or a franchise in succession, in
a legal as contra distinguished from a natural capacity.”
I have quoted thus copiously from Hamilton’s admirable defence of
legislative power to grant corporations, because I know of no abler vindication, and my object is to state the whole question in its utmost fairness
and force. But &is argument was in answer to Jefferson%-become like
Hamilton’s, the standard of a political school. I will not say that the
errors of Hamilton’s argument, but its inconsistency at any rate with those
political principles which have been asserted bycertain phdorophers from
Locke to Jefferson, consists among other things in ascribing sovereignty
IO legislation, which however consistent with English doctrines, is incon.
sistent with American. Congress is not sovereign, even though supreme
in its delegated authority: nor is a state legislature.
Power superior to 1
that of legislation, abides in written constitutions, and sovereignty only i,9
in the people, Corporations are derived from Roman law: and in England part of the executive anthority may have been corroborated by the
But English comcommon law annexing to them personal intangibility.
mon law has never secured corporate beyond private rights, and how
came that part of the common law of England, which sanctions corporatmns, to be consecrated here as law at all? That it is not the law of thg
United States must be agreed, and whether so in any state, depends on the
particular constitution and law of that state. In all the states carved out
of Louisiana, if the Roman law is their inheritance, every voluntary association might be incorporated, but no member of a corporation would be
personally privileged from common liability.
The flower of English
royal prerogative to grant charter, even by deputy, when transplanted IO
America, took root, lf any where, in the popular, not the legislative soil.
When Jefferson denies that congress can create a corporation with capacity to set aside the laws of mortmain, alienage, descents, distributions,
socheats and monopolies established by the state, does he not authorize
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denial of the common law’s power to do so 1 Stale legislation may eflect
those purposes directly, but can it grant charters as successor to the BriOr can the Engtish crowo, without explicit constitutional permission?
lish commou law, Americanized, judicially repeal these most important
of our alterations of that common law ? I venture to question this boasted issue of complicated construction-all
assumed, all constructiveconstruction reared on assumption.
The crown incorporates, therefore
the legislature incorporates, without express constitutional permission.
The English common law annexes incidents to corporations subversive
of equality, therefore Smerican commou law abrogates the cardinal statutes of our government, and thus an incorporated mdividual is placed beyond all our pobtieal institutions.
The first constitution of Penusvlvania is explicit in this respect, chapter 1, section 3 and 4, of the Declaration of Rights.
~1The people of \
this state have the sole, exclusive and inherent right of governing and regu- ii
latiug the interual policy of the same. All power being originallv inher- 1
ent in, and consequently derived from the people ; therefore all officers of :/
government, whether legislative or executive, are their trustees and ser:
vants, and at all times accountable to them.”
These pregnant declarations of the source, trust, and accountability of legislation, if not unmeaning phrases, are original and explicit reservations by a sovereign people
of their rights, always to regulate the internal policy of their state, by
mere short lived responsible trustees, never empowered, unless in terms,
to devolve on other trustees (which is incompatible with the nature of
trusts) perpetual and exclusive privileges of exemption from the common
lot of their common Constituents. III the second chapter of the same
constitution, legislative power ;~re defined; and among others is, in terms
that of granting charters of corporation.
It may be affirmed, therefore,
from the coustitutiou of ‘79, when corporations had not beceme common
right by common misapprehension, and state bank charters were unknown,
that the prevailing opinion in l’enosylvania was that legislatures cannot
graut them without being authorized expressly by constitutional permission. In the debates on repealing the charter of the Bank of Ihiorth
America, this is forcibly urged by Mr. Smilie and Mr. Findley ; and behre legidative practice on this subject had become inveterate, under the
seducttve influence of public improvements and individual intidelity, legislative power to incorporate was not taken for grauted as it is now, but
the contrary.
The first article of the Declaratiou of Rights of the constitution of ‘90, decldres the birthright equality of all men, sod their indefeasible right of acquiring, possessing and protecting property ; which
is no unmeaning phrase, as it must be, iflegislation may render all men
wiequal iu the acquisition, possession, and protection of propeity, by
privilegiug a few to be exempt from the liabilities commnn to all the rest
coucernii-fg it. The law of continental Europe, from which we derive
our illegltmiate corporations, doe,G not coufer on men incorporated the
formidable privilege of holding corporate property free from the personal
liabilities IO which they are liable for their unincorporated property., The
pedigree of American corporations is extremely base. Privileges inconsisterit with American government proceed frotn acts of legislatures havmg
no constitutioaal power expressly to grant them ; but the legislature does
not give the most formidable privileges-a
name, faculty of suit, suecession, a seal, authority to make laws not contradicting the law para-
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mownt. and to hold property, are capacities useful to the paNicends which
alone legislation has a right to provide for, when individuals are incorporated. Privilege of exemption frem individual liability, which is no part
of the Roman original, is assumed in this country as an incideslt of Eng
lish common law. As a corporalion cannot be committed lo prison Of
outlawed, be arrested or appear to suits in person, therefore, proceedings
Rgainst it are by dislress on its lands and goods. But 011 what principle
ofcommou law or good government are t.he members privileged from
persotml responsibility for their corporate property ? Granting tllat to be
111~English common law, no part of that law was ad.optetl In America
which is inconsistent with American instilutions.
There were very few
if any political corporations iit the time of the revolution ; and what i*
taken for commnn law perhaps even there, but certainly here, is not that
custom arising from. universal agreement which Blackstone defines to be
tbe common law, but rather assumption or usurpation of very recent
and unnatural growth-the
fungus or imposthume of professional pleth+
ra. The Roman original being entirely departed from, and even the
Gglish royal prerogative of incorporating extended, may it udt be ~UCStioned whether by the American revolu&
this formidable power passed
to our I~gisl>~tures ? If the people are the stale, and the legislature is
not, it follows that no legislature has authority to grant charters, unless
permitled by the people in a constitution.
It is of vast importance to the
permanence ofour institutions that the origin of assumed power sh0uld
be ascertained. (:orporation power is now an overshadowing influence
~:uch
as i:s
in this state whose very p~epotency requires investigation.
rights are, let us abide by them, b’ut let us ascertain what they are.
‘,
*Mr. Porter crmcedes as most others seem to do, the right of posterior
IPgislation to tax banks, limit dividends , and otherwise restrain hanks.
Power to limit hank issues of paper, and confine them to coin, is universally asserted and acquiesced in. The governor in llis late message, insists on much tnore extensive intervention than is necessary, by suhsequent enactment to impair the original privileges of bank charter. I never
heard a deninl of the legislative right to change the public circul:ltion. by
diminishing the paper and increasing the coin of bynks, (whatever may
be said of direct repeal of their charters,) till Judge Hopkinson insisted
npnn it here. It has not been queslioned before, I believe, either in pracrice or principle.
He contends that power to issue the paper or coin
medium continues always as granted at first; which is pushing vested
right in public power to the uttermost; though perhaps the best test of
the validity of the argument which denies posterior legislation any power
IO affect the alleged contract of bank charters.
Paine, as cited by Mr.
l’orier, evades the question of power and fabricates an argument on contract, by suggesting that charters are not hlws hut, arts-acts of bargain
and sa!e by the legislature.
But who cotimissioned legislatures to sell
and bargain acts of favor for money, as ki,ngs sell titles? Mr. Forward
in his letter, calls a charter the act of a legislature, clothed with limited
powers, he grants, but to the extent of those powers representing the
people ; and he would be @eased by some one’s detining what is meant
hy sovereign power.
Chief Justice Marshall says, in Peck’s case, that
it may well be doubted whether the nature of society and government
does not prescribe some limits to the legislalive.power. AlthoL!gh less SURceptible of definite restriction, legislative powers requires hmitalion at
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feast as much as executive or judicial power; and it is a great desideratum of American politics to teach our legislators, many of whom, especially the professional members, are extremely loose in their notions of
legislative power, that it is limited at all. Too many suppose they may
vote as they will, provided tt is not morally wrong.
Paine’s suggestion
is but an evasion of the question of power. The notion that a law may
be a contract, because called an act and not a law, though clothed with
all the forms, solemni:ies and effects of a law duly enacted, is a mere
sophism.
By whose commission do law makers become chapmen, to
sell privileges for money in w&h they too often contrive to share themselves, or with friends, relations, or partisans ? Not only is a charter a
letter of attorney, to be executed to the letter, and infringed by every departure from it; but legislation is a strict commission also, and every representative, whether corporator or legislator, who forgets that he is a
trustee, violates his trust. Kings of F:ngland have sold charters and
even granted to others the power to sell them, as they have sold titles.
Sut that American legislators have no sucft power, Paine lrimself proves
in the following extract from a republication by him, dated June 21.
1805, addressed to the citizens of Pennsylvania on the proposal for callIng a convention to reform this constitution :
“ A constitution is the act of the people in their original character of
sovereignty.
A government is the creature of the constitntion ; it is produced and brought into existenee by it, A constitution defines and limits
the powers of the government it creates. It therefore Ml0 .vs as a natural, and therefore a logical, result, that the government exercise of any
power not authorized by the constitution, Is an assumed power and therefore illegal.
*‘There is no article in the constitution of this state, nor of any other
state, that invests the government, in whole or in part, with the power
of granting charters or monopolies of any kind ; the spirit of the times
was against all such speculations ; and therefore the assuming to grant
them is unconstitutional, and, when obtained by bribery and corruption.
is ctiminal.
IL is also contrary to the intention and principle ofannual
elections. Legislatures are elected annually, not only for the purpose of
givhag the people, in their elective characters, the opportunity of showing
their approbation of those whn have acted right, by re-electing them and
rRjecting those who ham acted wrong; but also for the purpose of carsecting the wrong (where any wronog has been done) of a former legislature. But the very intention, essence and principle of annual election
would be &stroyed, 8 any one legislature, during the year of its authority, had the power to placr any of its acts beyond the reaeh of succeedinglegialatures;
yet this is always attempted to be done in those acts of
legislatures called charters. Of what use is it to dismiss legislatnrs for
having done wrong, if the wrong is to continue on the authority of those
who did it? Thus much lor things that are wrong. I BOW come LO
speak of things that are right, and may be necessary.
‘4 Experienceshows that matters will occasionally arise, ewpeeially in
a.new country, that will require the exeruise of a power differently constituted from thai of ordinary legislation; and therefore there ought to 4~
an article in a constitutian defining how th;ls power shall be ronstituted
and exercised.
Perhaps the simplest method which I am going to men-
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lion is the best, because it is still keeping strictly within the limits of
annual elections, makes no new appointments necessary, and creates no
additional expense. For example :
4‘ That all matters of a different quality to matters of ordinary legislation-such,
for instance, as sales or grants of public lands, acts of iocorporation, public contracts with individuals or companies, beyond a certain amount-shall
he proposed in one legislature, and puhlished in the
form of a hill, with the yeas and nays, after the second leadin*g, and in
lhst state shall lie over IO be taken up by the succeeding legislature ; that
is, there shall always, on all such matters, one annual electiou take place
between lhe time of bringing in the bill and the time of enacting it into
a permanent law.
66It is the rapidity with which a self interested apeculation or fraud on
the public property can be carried through within the short space of one
session, and before the people can be apprised of it, that renders it necessary that a precaution of this kind, unless a better can be devised, should
Had such au article been originbe made an article of the constitution.
ally in the constitution, the bribery and corruption employed to seducu
and manage the members of the lale l,egislature in the aff’airs of the Merchants’ Bank could not have taken place. It would not have been worth
while to bribe men to do what they had not the power of doing. That
legislature could only have proposed, but not enacted the law ; and the
election then ensuing would, by discarding the proposers, have negativ’ ed the proposal without any fttrther trouble.
“ This method has the appearance of doubling the value and importance of annual elections. It is only by means of elections that the
mind of the public can be collected to a point on auy important subject;
and as it is always the interest of a much greater number of people in a
country to have a thing right thau to have it wrong, the public sentiment
is always worth attending to. It may sometimes err, but never intentionally and never long. The experiment of the Merchants’ Bank shows
it is possible to bribe a small body of men, but it is always impossible to
bribe a whole nation ; and therefore in all legislative matters that, by requiring permanency, differ from acts of ordinary legislation, which are
alterable or repealable at all times, it is safest that they pass through two
legislatures, and that a general election intervene between. The election will always bring up the mind of the country on any important proposed bill, and thus the whole state will be its own council of revision.
It has already passed its veto on the Merchants’ Bank bill, notwithstanding the minor aounril of revision approved it.”
It is not my intention, however, to fatigue or perplex by metaphysical inquiries mto the origin of communities, or the power of their reprcsentatives to enact charters, meaning to submit, with deference, views
divested of every questionable assumption or preliminary doubt, in the
plainest way to common understanding, and therefore I superadd to all
preceding concessions, that American legislatures have power, without a
constitutional grantof it, to create charters for banks ; which I concede for
argument’s sake, yet contend that a bank charter, created by any American state, is not a contract within the purview of the constitution of the
United States or this state, forbiding acts of state impairing contracts,
That a bank charter is not a contract within the purview of the ooortitu. tin, ir what I undertake to prove.
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There is still, however, another preliminary to be noticed before that
position is taken up. Ilank charters, as I have shown, are apt tn be con.
founded with all other charters. My view requires, not only that their
kinds should be diseri.minated, but that their rlassification also should be
somewhat better fixed than it is in the law books lo which we must look
for most of the published learning on this subject. i*‘e sl~oultl guard
agAmst technical and profrssionai impressions, fol lawyers, IIke other
men, are wedded to thrir peculiar reverence. They seldom define corporations accurately, anil describe only two clrlsses, viz : public, those
created for municipal pu.rposes, such as counties, citi.cs, towns and
boroughs; an,d private, su~chas insurance companies or others for merely
private concerns. I submit that there are at least three classes, viz : first
private, such as an incorporated hotel, forge, quarry, or the like, of whicll
I believe there are instnnoes owned by individual members of this convention; secofld, municipal, such as incorporated cities and places, which
are public, though local ; and third, political, such as share the sovereignty, among which 1 place banks, because they share 111esovereirntp by
mahing the public currency, logelher with corpornkions allowed by law
lo partake of the sovereignty by controlling public highwa) s, whether
rivers or roads, and all other political corporations whatever. i’rofessional
learning susrendrrs what Judge Story rather oddly calls strictly public
corporations, lo legislafive control. Consider, then, for a moment the
rrason of that law which surrenders the city of Philadelphia for instance,
with iIs complicated interests, debts,loans, Innumerable contracts, plans,
and future as well as present in,volvments, by-laws, and all, to the regulation or repeal of an act of assembly, while it deems the charter of a bank
making the rirrularing medium of a state, perhaps for thirty states, beyond the .reacti of legislation.
Does it stand to reason that the state may
qt any time destroy all the vested interests, snd impair, if not destrop,
the contracts, of acity, while it cannot I,revent a bank from affecting all
the property and all the contracts of the state, including the city, by a
substitute lor money 1 Is there any reason for constructive law that all
the private interests, held under a cily, are of political cognizance, but
all the public power of a bank is intangible private right 1 In the true
definition or the philosophy of corpllratmns, is a bank less a public concern than a cit,y ? Mr. Hallam, in his constitutional history of England,
holds that corporate privdeges may be revoked wheu it can be done without injuiing private rigllts.
It is only for the atlvanrage of the public, say8 Blackstone, that arti&eiaI existence is ever given by incorporation 10 natural persons. In the
judgment of the cir,*uit court of the United States for the New Jersey
district, on the Camden and Amboy rail road rompany, Judge Baldwin
was at aloss to determine whether that immeuse private sovereignty is a
public or private corporation, the true criterion being, he says, whether
the objects, uses and purposes of the incorporation are& public conveni8nce or private e,molurnent, and whether the public can participate iu
&em by right or only by pe.rmission. But so careful and accurate a lawyer as Judge Baldwin falls into a m.&&e in classing corporatians,-pub.tic corps rations being, he says, towns, cities, counties, parishes existing
for pubj,c purposes ; pri; ate corporations being for banks, insurance,
,ro&, I an& bridges, &c. For aulbority be cites 4 Wheat. G(i4;at which
page 1.f that book ie to be found Chief Justice Marsh&‘8 claesification
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of corporations, but with no mention of, or allusion to banks for the introduction of which Judge Baldwin must have mistaken Judge Story for
I\larshall, and the profession might be taken from him :ls law what has no
foundation in authority, though it may be published as judicial sentiment.
Judge Story, I believe, is the only federal judge who has ever ventured
to say that a bank is a private corporation, in which he merely repeats
what Mr. Webster said at the bar, no doubt witbout adverting to the dietinction I am essaying. Even he has never so adjudged; lout in the
sweep of those large and radical notions which he has broached, this is
one of the unsupported sayings for which so respectable a judge may
be quoted; to whom it is but justice to remark, that probably his altentioa
never was directed to the difference between muncipal and political corporati.ons, both public, both in a measure partaking of the sovereignty,
but the latter much more than the former. Judge Baldwin, wheu throwing banks into the definition of a private corporation, does not meau to
put himself in conflict with a very able opinion pronounced by him and
Judge Hopkinson, that “bank notes, payable to bearer, form the cntrency
of the country, passing from hand to hand, in all the pursuits of life, like
coin, they circulate on their intrinsic or representative value by common consent. It is their being a currency and a substitute for coin that
makes the difference between them and bills of exchange, promissory
The mints in which such currency is made
notes or checks on banks.”
woul,d hardly be defined as private institutioas, and Judge Baldwin will
not so class them whenever his discriminating understanding applies
itself to the subject as its novelty and importance deserve. I believe that
when he looks beyond mere law-book definition to the enlargem.ent 1 have
attempted, of three ins,tead of but two kinds of charters, he will perceive
that banks which are political, cannot be privatr, though not muncipal
corporations; and that it does not follow that a charter falls within the
class of private, because it is not muncipal, the true criterion being, as
Judge Baldwin expiains, whether the objects, uses and purposes are for
public convenience or private emolument.
Mr. Porter also relies on the pu.bliahed opinion of the present Chief
Justice, while Attorney General of the United States, on the same Camden and Amboy railroad, that charters for canals aud railroads are con.
tracts. That opinion made much sensation from its imputed denial of
what, without reflection, are apt to be thought not only vested but sacred
rights. Its argument against the power of legislatures to bind their successers in all cases, is coincident with some of my views ; and I feel no
disposition to cantradict Mr. Taney’s acknowledgment, that private charters are vested rights not to be resumed or impaired. It is too well settled
to be disputed, he says, yet the recency of federal adjudication and the
aonflicts of judicial opinions about it, warrant, 1 conceive, the propriety
of reviewing and endeavoring to setlIe the whole subject. Wlthout
reference to other charters it is enough ,for my purfiose that bank charters
are not railroad or canal charters, much less merely private charters.
The latter may be coutracts without affecting my argument that bhe former
are not. The subject of charters altogether, whether political, municipal,
or private, has acquired vast importance.
By the oficial documents on
our table it appears that one hundred and sixty millions of property have
been, within the last forty-five years. locked up, in I’ennsylvaaiaP in this
smdern mortmain corporation law, and therefore callsloudly for dispassion.
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ate American consideration to ascertain what it was in its first Roman state
what in its English, and what it ought to be in its American. Bank an0
other charters have become an estate in our realm. They are, in effect,
pepetuated by renewals, often obtained long before the existing charter
expires.
Charters are sold by the legislature.
Bonuses and other hCmtive considerations are taken for them, and a system of pernicious legislation has establiseed the practice ol members, at least individually, themselves, or their connexions and partisans, sharing in the gains. What may
be called public or local corruption is openly and eagerly resorted to by
members and others. No one deems it wrong to take and to give for his
county or district, and jobbing in legislation is as common as in stocks.
Exchanges of local advantages are the levers that move the whole commonwealth.
To a certain extent this is unavoidable, and therefore not to
be reprobated, however it may be regretted.
But I look to two governmental means of, at any rate, checking and controlling their continuance,
which, if incurable, must render American legislation as vicious as royal
prerogative.
Laws formally enacted will be no better than ordinances
issued by monarchs from arbitrary councils, unless restraint be put on the
mutual dispositio:i of legislators and speculators to give and to gain undue
advantages by favored, generally unworthy, individuals.
The most common and most injurious of their contrivances is a charter, by which their
designs are protected from personal liability to law. I wilt not dwell,
now, on the flagrant vices of this modern canker of republican institutions.
The governmental means of correction are : first, legislation-rendered
the cure, as it is the cause, of the evil, by a free use of the reserved right
of repealing bad grants of puhtic privileges: and, secondly, which 1 hope
to see the mnst eEectua1 of all checks, impartial and independenl administration of justice on corporations as cm individuals. Such administration
is now unkuown in Pennsylvania, and generall) throughout the United
Stales. They are almost always stronger in funds and intelligence than
individual opponents in courts of justice.
They have the ablest counselvery elemenls as Ihey are considered of public improvement and prosperity. Belief in their snperior utility and exaltation of their directors, such
as we have heard from most of the gentlemen of the bar in this convention, particularly Mr. Scott, IMr. Sergeant, Mr. Sill, Mr. Porter, and Mr.
Merrill, make the atmosphere and the faith in which larcyers and judges
live and thrive; and, without detraction from the integrity or even rhe
independenceof courtsofjustictr, their adjudirations,like theirprofessional
prepossessions, and the commentaries and compilations on the subject,
from Chancellor Kent down to the humblest retamer, have become perversions of the common law,common equidity, and common right, to elevate and sustain the supposed benefactors and aelual masters of the state.
But I think their reign is drawing to a close, and that, beginning with
public opinion, enforced by legislation, a great barrier against charter
power will be complkted by the courts as the most effectual restorer of
individual right-right
to be equal-yes,
to be superior---r0 corporate
privilege. Such is undoubtedly the common law autl the civd law,-tht
reason, and as such it will come to be the learning, of all law administered.
The charter of a man’s rights is lirrge and free, and to be always liberally
construed. Charters of incorporated men are derogations from man’s
equal rights. to be restrained to the letter of the grant. Such are law and
reason, and so to be enforced. The Supreme Court of the United States
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$as set an example which no doubt will be generally followed.
Let any
lawyer Iool; into his English authorities, and he will be satisfied that
chartered and combined men are not favored by the co1nmon law Of England or by the judges who have administered it. If that truly great magistrate, the late Chief Justice of the United States, conld resume his
place in rhe meridian of his superior I:acnltics, he wonld he Rs forward
as his distinguished successOr to maintain those Obvious Zmirations of carporate power which all the philosophy Of law inculcates, and which, in,Jeed, are the adjudged doctrine of the Supreme Court of the United States
al all times. Arbitrary English monarch and subservient judges violated
law to destrov charters; but its principles are, nevertheless, well se:tled
there. In this country, courts of justice, influenced by overshadowing
circumstances, have suffered individual and public interests to be subjnga
red by chartered associations. But they will return, with chastened public
opinion, to those unquestionable standards Of right and law which the
Roman code, and the Engiish teach, and which, ever since Trajan’s well
known letter to Pliny, prescribe the regalation that whatever a body oi
men got hy charter is to be restrained, as the French say, nzl pier1 (i’p:la letIre, to the veiy fOot of the letter. Numberless abuses now unconsciously
common with corporations a1e illegal, and must be so decreed. It is
instructive to recur to Hamilton’s defenceofcc,rporate power: *~a strayge
l’dllacy seems to have crept into the manner of tliinkinq and reasoriin~
up011the sub,ject,” said lie ; “ irnaginatlou appears to have ken unn+~iall:;
busy concerning it. An incnrpor2tion seems LOIdave hcel1 rc~arcletl as
some ,gWilt indepeudent sulxt:iiili\,e thing ; as a political engiG, and IIt
peculiar magnitude and uroment; whereas it is ti7ul.v to be 1.Onriderec! :I
quality, rapacity, or means to an end.”
We have lived to feel c:orpOri1tions--all lllill he treated as absurd crralions of imagination-g~ent
indrpendeut substantive things, political engices of peculiar 1nn~nitude attti
moment. And it is as curious as it is instructive, that what JefYe1~n IO:xoltl and Ilamilton treated as preposterous. is the rralitv of our pr65ent
‘I‘he enactn101i; of laws, ll1eir
government by corpo1ate supremacy.
atlminis1ration by conrls of justice, and their excacution hy cllief magi+
trates, are ail controlled by these preat inde~renden1 sul~srantive things,
political engines ofpeciiliar magnitr~tle,antl inr>tnPtit. wllic.11.~t;I& mo:!lent
absolutdy govern this cornmouwealth nnd this union 01 commonwr;llths
with Illore sway than even its le:!i1im;1teinstitutions.
Emdllt~il>~ltio11front
this sway cannot be effected at ouce. Jiut it i5 rcjmin~-~:,)t~,ilrg by law,
by law to be enacted and byslaw to be adrnini~trre~l. by 1eao:ti;lz to 111,:
gnvereignty what 110sovereignty, wheihei single or popul;ir,
~211 (If) williout, viz : power to control lhe passiclns and ruachinalions of nlen cc,mbined to usurp i1-more necessary than power to control individual passions.
I rannot leave this part Of my subject without remarlring, that tl1Ose
emin~ut lawyers whom we see the champiorls Of cltartec usurpatious are
as blind to their prkssional
interests as they are denf to the voice ofgoO&
fame
Fortune and fame must be thaiis wt1o devote their tale111st0 rcs-.
cue and viutlicate inclividuds tram charter supremacy.
The courts, kc.
legislature and the community must eventually concuar .to overthrow au:
usurpation SOcotxtrary to all republican institutions, and modern tanden!ties mat it cannat endure ; and th&egal profession will be great losers&
YOL. XIV.
B
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fortune and iu character, if they do not join to support the principles of
law against the practices of innovators on it.
State incorporated banks are a novelty wholly unforeseen by the constitutions; a vast fungus grown upon government, upon property, upon
liberty and equality, by which the commcm welfare is thoroughly affected,
and the currency, more than two-thirds of it, engrossed. Never before,
in the annals of jurisprudence, has such a great pnhlic interest been withdrawn from the power of legislation to be regulated as exclusive matter of
mere common law. The power to tnake currency is a sovereign power.
Even granting that a state mav farm or depute such authority, it must
have, it cannot alienate, the riiht to regulate and control. The legislative power, says Rutherfortk, in his Institute of Natural Law, implies a
power not ouly of making laws, but of altering and repealing them. As
the circumstances either of the state itself or of the several iudividuads
which compose it, are changed, such claims and such dmies, as might at
once be beneficia!, may become useless, burdensome, or even hurtful.
If, therefore, the legislative power could not change the rules which it
prescribes, so as to suit them to ttte circumstances of the body politic.
arrd of the members of that body, it could not answer the purposes for
which it was established; it could not at all times settie their claims and
their duties in such a manner as is most conducive to the good of the
whole, aud of :he several individuals which make up that whole. With
this fundamental doctrine of English legislation our own agrees. The
principle, in t!,e English constitution, that the Parliament is omnipotent,
does uot prevail in the Uuited States, says Chancellor Kent, in his instructive commentaries, tholigh if there be no constitutional objection to a statute, it is with us as absolutely uncoutrollable as laws flowing from sovereign power, under auy other form of government.
But in this, and in all
other countries where there is a written constitution, designating the
powers and duties of the legislative, as well as of the other departments of
the government, an act of the legislature, may be void as against the constitution.
No law mill or can be drawn in question without appeal to
eonstitutioual interdict: an act repealing, is as valid as an act granting, a
charler. The power of parliament to abolish laws establishing vested
rights has been esercised in numerous instances, from the repeal of the
mortmain rights till now, when the whole vested interests in lit,hes aod
other church propertv are, as well as numerous corporations, undergoing
p:irliarrlcnl:iry revocjtiou.
Pennsvlvauia has repeatedly, and in signal
instances, exercised the same legislative power, I shall meution only
thosr: of-first, the Proprietaries’ Property; second, the College or University of Pennsylvania; third, the Hank of Xorth America, aud fourth,
tile Wrightsvilie, York, and Gettysburg Railroad.
Of the first and lasl I
musi say something specially.
It will he borne in mind that I am not
treating the p&c?/. but the Po’uer, of legislation to repeal laws granting
vested rights. That power I assert, over all public or political acts.
Wheu and whether it ought to be exercised, is not to be confounded, a2
a question of policy, with the right to exercise it at all times. By the
newspaper reports of what Mr. Meredith said on this subject, he slaty,
that what he called vested rights are held by stronger obligations tham
written law-by
those bonds of concientious acknowledgment which are
If he did s2y SO,
in every breast the monitors UPhonesty and integrity.
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ehe wkole course of English legislation and of the adjudications of the
Supreme Court of the United Stales contradicts his assertion, and manifests that what are commonly called vested rights, like others, if connected
with pnblic interests, are always liable to public coutrol. If, therefore,
that gentleman intended, by such argument, to give any counlenance to
the vulgar impeachment, continually repeated by interested men, that
those who would relieve the stale from the burthen of their privileges are
enemies to property and wrong rlocrs, he impeached all the reforms of
The doctrines of this
good government and many of its judicial supports.
r:ornmonwealth, in the preamble to the act of ‘76, for resuming Ihe
cstxles mt’the late Proprietaries of Penusylvaiiia, is : “Whereas the claims
elf lhe iale I’roprielary, by the charter, cannot loifger consIs with the
safeety, liberty ontl happBness of the good people 04 tkis colnlnoilwealth,
and the safety and happiness of the people is the fundamt~rrtxl law of society, and it lx15 been the practice and usa,ge of slates, most celebrated for
freedom and wistlom, to coutroi and abAsh all claims of power and interest inconsistent tvith their safety and welfare, and it being the right and
duty of the repreoen:alives of the people to ast;Mmc the direction and management of such interest and property as belongs to the commonwealth.
or was designed Ibr their advantage ; be it therefore enacted, that ali aud
every the estate, right, title, interest, property, claim, and demand of the
heirs and devisees, grantees or orhers claiming as Proprielaries of Pennsylvania, whereof they or either of them stood seized, or to which they or
any of them were entilled, or which to hm were decreed to belong, in
or to the soil and laud of the said late province, now state, of l’ennsylvaElia, or any part thereof, together wilh aZI granted by the charter, shall be,
3tid are hereby, vested ii1 the commonwealth of Pennsylvunia. f0r the use
and benefit (~4 the citi2eris thereof, freed and discharged, aud ahsolulely
:qnitted, exempted and indemnified of, from anil against the estate, right
and title of the Proprietaries, and subjected to such disposal, aiienalion,
conveyance, divisiort illIt appropriation of this or any future legislature of
llais commonmealtl~.”
‘ITie same legislature, by the same transcendant
ziuthority, fixing, without nmpirage or other invention, the sum of money to be bestowe d on the Proprieta:iee, as intlemnit-y, take care 10tleclarr,
that it is given from liberality and grateful recollecttrm of tile enterprising
spirit whleh tlisiingniahetl the foundersot Pennsylvania. The lantls,ren~s,
property and pn5sessions are all taken from individuals to whom they
belougetl, and are vested in the people of the state. The right thus to
&vest is put on the ground of stale necessity.
No right in the divested
party is acknowle$ed
to conflict with the right of the State. What is
dorved is eLc~mlza.
The legislature gives what it thinks proper. Nor
is it privilege or corporate immunity that is taken away, but private property-property
which the state did 110~ grant originally or ever own at
all. lo the same year the legislature enacted the law to amend and alter
the charter of the Gollege, Conformably to the Revolution arzd to the constitutioja and gouerizment of tAis Commonwealth, alleging, as u reason
for such act, that the trustees had departed, by a by-law concerning religion, from the plan of the original founders, and narrowed the foundation
of the said institution.
Having explained, in a public letter, the grounds
of the legislative repeal of the charter of the Bank of North America, I
shall not here review that vocation of what is called vested right, and I
reserve the remarkable instance of the Wrightsville, York and Gettysbrug
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railroad for the distinct consideration I mean to give hereafter to thlrt; +ig.
nal illustration of the right of a state to qualify its grant or contract. IO
is a recent instance going much further than 1 can approve. One of the
most clamorous in theoretical vindication of vested rights carried into execution on that occasion much more than the power 1 contend for.
Several of the members of the legislature condescended to ask my
opinion on this subject, in compliance with whose request I endeavoured
to explain, by a letter published in November, lS36, the difference
between property and privilege -the alleged right in corporate exemption from personal responsibility, distinguished from vested right in
individual ownership of any kind of property.
The views of Smilie,
Findley, and other eminent legislators of Pennsylvania, the fathers of
repubhcanism, were cited for the plain distinction between a legislature’s
taking away the gold and silver, notes and other property of the stockholders of a bank, and taking away their corporate franchises. A charter
is not property, was their argument, but a permit to sue and be sued, in
a particular way, which, if it prove a public injury, the public may take
back without affecting any vested right OF property.
A legislature,
repealing a bank charter, leaves all the property of the bank untouched
to the stockholders, and takes from them nothing bat their corporate
franchise, which consists in permission to sue and he sued impersonallyto be exempt, personally, from all liability of suit-and
in succession,
without limitation of time, while the chartar lasts. ‘I’he difference
between such franchises, and the riqht conferred by the commonwealth.
by a patent for land or in ownership of the house or chattle of an individual, was demonstrated, as must be manifest; although there still, and
always will, remaitl disingenuous and weak defenders of ronporate
privilege to assert the coutrary and insist nu its identity with property.
Strictures, published by a citizen of Maryland, on that lelter, enable me
10 reinforce it. 1 was principally induced to publish by apprehension
that ciamolous denunciation of Mr. Dallas’ letter, and the artful abuse of
it by speculating champions of what they vociferously vindicate as vested
righ~s, had succeetied ill impressing the public with prejudices against
My object is the protectioii of property
the true doctrine of property.
tram artificialand disguiseddepredations upon itby unequal pririlcges,and
‘I’he authol- of the
tt:e preservation of public savereigoty also inviolate.
~i~rfldftd sLricture* falis into the ctm~non mistake of confounding alk
c:hurters, for colleges, manufactories, hospitals, roads, canals, bridges,
insurance otfices and IJZlllliS; he herds them all together in utter cclnf~sion,
w~tll the couclusiun which, from such confused premises, may perhaps
be got at, that the most inviolable contract of all is a bauk charter. My
Lear espressly distinguishes private from public corporations ; my argument rests on that position, and it is strange how a reply to it should
“take for granted that 1 consider my theory of the property ot’ a
corporation applicable to every kind, whether bank or bridge, canal or
college.”
My view, throughout, is just the reverse ; and such remarkable
misconception of it is unaccountable, as that of a Maryland larvyer not
noticing at all the judgment of the Supreme Court condemning Maryland
and Ohio laws taxing the Bank of the United States, when I cite the
cases, and quote the very language of Chief Justice Marshall, aatl the
very judgment of the court, that the bank was a public and not a.private
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rorporation.
He also misunderstands the distinction between the ancient
charters of freedom, and modern, particularly American, charters of
Those of the middle ages conferred, he thinks,
personal privilege.
monopolies because they granted peculiar privileges to be free from common restraint, such as exclusive right to carry on particular branches of
trade, or certain manufactures or handicrafts; exemption from taxes or
services required of the rest of a community, and from personal service in
war. These, which I quoted Mr. Findley and Mr. Smilie for deeming
sacred, the author of the strictures says are now the only privileges
which are not so. We have changed all that, says he, flippantly, since
the Dartrnouth College case, and the legislatures have a right to cut and
carve as they please what your forefathers of republicanism held ‘sacred.
The revolutionary effect of the Dartmouth College case is not equal to
+this gentleman’s apprehension of it; the very issue between us is, that I
deny the power which he concedes, without reserve, to American legislatures, to cut and carve either public rights or private property as they
please. Their pleasure is no right.
They have no right to give to
individuals what is common property; and they are too apt, under the
guidance of off-hand violaters of social and political right, to misconceive
altogether what private property is -the real and legitimate meaning, use,
and appropriation of property.
I hold the right of property sacred,
coeval and coeternal with the social state, if it did not precede it; and the
.arttficial contrivances, by legislation, to change its tenure to the advantage
of one and disadvantage of another, or of one class to the disadvantage of
another, is doubtful, if notfalse assumption of legislative right.
Monopolies, perpetuities, castes and titles of nobility, will not be contended
,for by any American.
Privileges to levy imposts and duties, not for
public ends, but particular emolument, or to administer justice according
“to regulations peculiar to a few beneficiaries, are conceded by the Maryland gentleman himself, while he considers it even comic to discriminate
between the right, by American institutions, for all men, according to
every bill of rights, to be equal in the means of acqniring, possessing and
transmitting property, and the arbitrary permission of old times, by
special leave, to a few freedmen to follow what livelihood they liked.
In his theory it is a sacred contract for a few men incorporated to make
currency for the pubic, which no state can interfere with, when granted
by charter, because such privilege is the property of the corporators. But
the right of any number of men, incorporated in a town, to follow such
callings as they prefer, may be cut and carved as legislators please. I
feel too much reverence for the sacred right of property to cut and carve
thus. Industry is property.
A man’s earning, by labor, is property
as sacred as his profits from bank stock. The social edifice stands entirely
on the basis of property.
To protect property from false and unequal
privileges-privileges
to hold it exempt from exposure to the common
liabilities of property-to
protect property from all infringements is what
I contend for. This gentleman, who cannot comprehend, but confounds,
the striking difference between charters of old and recent corporations,
likewise loses himself among the metaphysics of monopolies, and will
not perceive why the charter of a bank is derogatory to common right.
By turning his attention to the plain matter of fact, that formerly freedom
was a privilege, whereas, now privilege, by charter to some, inflicts unjust
inequality on others-that
to be exempt, in stock, from personal suit is
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above equality with the rest of your fellow-citizens-perlla~s
the citizen
of Maryland may discover, that equality, which was a privilege of old, is
now the common right derogated from by charter. Freedom i3 no longer
a privilege, but commou right.
He might have learned from Burke, in
the very speech he quotes, that the grecl& charters, as llurke ca11sthem,
(the old) restrabed power, while modern charters crenle it. Not only
so, but power, by privilege, which, since the American Hi11 of I+hts
became part of all constitutions, is contrary to common right. The
distinction between ancient aud motleru charters thus appears, together
with the derogation from common right which a modern charter VCWC~~Psafes, to the prejudice of all those who are not privileged by charter. It
was the boast of Napoleon that he established equality, without which
his encoomiasts insisted that liberty cannot be. Eil:crty reigns in this
country to a degree he could hardly conceive of; but equality in the
acquisition, disposal and transmission of property is becoming extinct by
laws more destructive to property than the most radical or agrarian
enemies to its tenures, if there are Bny,can desire. With persous perfectly
free, our property is much of it held by unequal titles more unjust than
the rules of primogeniture and entails. ‘l’he same lively cltizeu of
Maryland insists that il’, by privilege, I mean that attribute or quality by
which any corporatiou performs its proper functions, and he supposes I
can mean nothing else, then he entirely denies any shadow of right iu a
legislature to destroy it, for it is as much property as money in the vault.
The corporate franchise, quality or privilege is a right-a
vested rightsays this sarcastic advocate, in the phrase of the forefathers of republicanism, and, accordiug to the meaning of that phrase, a sacred right-it
is property, to all intents, within the protection of the law. He then
recapitulates, carefully, a11corporate franchises except that particular one
which I especially denounce as unjust privilege, held by no vested right,
viz: exemption from personal responsibility for corporate property, and
triumphantly closes his strictures by sayiug: ‘6 I will not discuss, further,
whether a charter is a contract -1 think it beyond discussion-but
I wi11
pause to inquire how it comes to pass that you should assume a doubt
that a bank charter is not a contract.”
He had not discussed it at all: it
was beyond his discussion : and when he pauses to inquire how it came
to pass that I doubt why a bank charter is not a contract, his whole force,
never noticing the two solemn judgmeuts of the Supreme Court OF the
Uuited States, that hanks are public institutions, consists of a citatiou of
oue of Judge Story’s solitary dicta, in his favorite l)artn!outh College
case, that a hank is a private corporation, emblazoned in italics, capitals
and all the brilliancy of the art of printing.
This candid antagonist,
condemning the whole inventory of my propositions, by an eastern figure
as without even an islet of orthodoxy, (also duly italicised,) in a waste of
heresy and schism, evidently did not choose IO confront the radical
differences between public and private charters; between charters of
personal freedom and charters of corporate property, or between the
corporate franchise of suit and the privilege of personal exemption from
suit at. ail for incorporated property.
Such strictures do not even
approach the question, but expend themselves in tropes on mislaken
premises.
Property is a right, vested in an individual, which legislation cannot take away, for another individual, nor for public use, without
equivalent.
In this country the means of acquiring, holding and lrans-
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&tting property are equal to all; monopolies and perpetuities are illegal,
When, therefore, iegislation renders these means
so are privileges.
unequal, by incorporating individuals exempt from common liabilities, it
violates the first principle of equality in property.
And when it does so
by authorizing privileged individuals, as a bank, to make currency, it
Should the public resume
moreover grants what belongs to the public.
that privilege without taking the chattels of the bank, it affects no property, impairs no contract, infringes no right, but it resumes a privilege
merely, in derogation of common right, the grant of which is of questionable power, the resumption of which, if politic, is unquestionably
authorized.
My Maryland antagonist is especially offended at my having said, that
perAaps, in rescinding a bank charter, the bonus, if any paid for it, should
be restored, which poor perlrups he denounces, as a wretched casuist,
hourne down by the load of sin I have heaped upon his shoulders, and
vainly endeavoring to look with an honest face upon the crowd of
astonished and indignant conternners of his shabby office; tropes and
metaphors more figurative than argumentative.
In plain English, how
stands reason and the argument on this, which by the much abused
perhaps I acknowledge debateable, ground? Governor Ritner’s late message, has relieved me from much of the argument, since he condemns the
impolicy of bank bonuses-w hich proposition I have long contended for,
till latterly, I confess, without much countenance.
The Marvland
philippic supposes the question settled, by the magnitude of this p&e of
privilege!
The value of the right, which I think (he says) too insignificant to be called property, and too unsubstantial to be entitled to the
protection of courts, is, according to his reckoniug, nearly six millions of
dollars; which in his estimate is overwhelmingly conclusive tha: it is not
only property, but a great deal of it, and a great deal of property he
concludes, must be held by some right.
It is not because the price was
insignificant or unsubstantial, that 1 doubted the claim of a bank bonus to
reimbursement.
But I mill meet my metaphysical assailant on his own
ground. Political economy admonishes even the governor himself, that
for the state of Pennsylvania to part with a large portion of its sovereign
power to a few incorporated individuals, in exchange for some of their
credit given in return, is a very poor exchange for the state, a bad bargain
by which it actually gets nothing, and gives a great deal-what
perhaps
it cannot part with at all. The six millions which our Maryland
arithmetician reckons so large a price and value, cost the banks but a few
dollars worth of paper and lampblask, impressed wiih the counterfeit
seignorage of bank credit, for which paltry thing the state gave the entire
and perfect chrysolite of its sovereignty.
It is high time, that the whole
community should appreciate the preposterous and pernicious delusion of
a state exchnnging its credit for that of forty or fifty of its citizens, chartered lo substitute their credit for money. So much in brief, for the
political economy of the bonus doctrine.
But this is not all: there is
moreover, a problem of finance to be solved. In ail my views of this
subject, I have studied to keep clear of those personifications and appeals
that excite passion and disturb judgment.
My aim is to treat fairly a
hi& constitutional and fundamental topic; not to shew that the only
bank in Pennsylvania whose charter is not revocable in its terms, ought
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to be revoked. That I leave to others. if so inclined.
I have never
denied that some large state banking institution, to take the place of the
Bank of the United States, may have been judicious, and even necessary,
in the habits of the community ; as I have always believed that the Bank
of the United States might, and wculd be so now, but for what, with deference to other judgments, I thought injudicious means of obtaining a
recharter.
But I have abundant materials carefully constructed of simple
arithmetic and unanswerable proof, that the finances of Pennsylvania are
large sufferers by the ignorance of the short-sighted donors of what was
exchanged for the six millions, said to have been got in a bonus. Granting, as I IIOW do, for the argument, that the six millions were paid in
money, and not in depreciated credit, it is still perfectly demonstrable,
that the bonus costs the state much more than it has or can come to. As
I mean lo dwell on this demonstration, I will not do more than simply
lay down the proposition, that what the Bank of the United States gave
the slate, and is to give, for a charter, (counting the bonus in good money)
is nevertheless no gain, but a large loss to the state, by the vast increase
of expenditure and debt, that bonus opened. It was Pandora’s box for
Pennsylvania.
Thirdly, it was not however either the economical or the
arithmetical view of the subject that induced my perhaps
against the
bonus, but the plain and positive law of the matter, I doubtithe contract
obligation,
A bonus is a sort of fee or gift like a lawyer’s, bestowed
arbitrarily for a service qf inappreciable value not redueible to computation, not a price to be the subject of a legal demand, but a donation neither
demandab!e nor recoverable by law. Once given, it cannot be reclaimed.
It rests with the donee in mere honor and policy, whether to take it.
all, or to restore it altogether or in part, on a.change of circumstances,
its it rested with the donor whether to give it. I question the legi4ativc
right to sell a charter or any other advantage. Kings have sold titles of
nobility-I
know of no authority by which an American legislature oan
sell a bank charter for a bonus. The pernicious impolicy of the system
has become continually more flagrant. Formerly internal improvements
and even churches were cons&ucted by lottery grants by legislation. But
the practice has ceased with universal reprobation ; as the corrupt and
costly schemes of bank bonuses soon will.
A state, like an individual,
should preserve its faith inviolate, and make sacrifices of money rather
than lose credit and character: and in repealing a bank charter the highest
obligation of state honor and policy enjoin punctilious fulfilment of all
their mere expectations.
But it is no contract or engagement of which
the obligation may be impaired, or which comts of justice can enforce.
It is altogether matter of sound policy resting in the discretion, wisdom,
and virtue of the legislators, who are to bear in mind that it is uot their
own but public money, with which they reimburse, if they do, a bonus
improvidently, or perhaps fraudulently, taken by unwise predecessors.
Thus, whether we consider economy, arithmetic, or law, perhup~ with
an honest face 100l~sfrom their tripod, on his assailant dismounted and
thrown on a mere islet of mistake, with only his Iliad of shabby strictures
to hide among, quo cunque nomine
gudet.
The citizen of Maryland agrees that the grant of a corporate franchise
implies the deliberate assent of the legislature to the wisdom and sountk
policy of the grant. &‘A legislature has no right-1 speak in a moral
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sense-to
pass any act but for the bene0 of the country.
It must be
presumed, therefore, i11all cases, that sufficient political inducementssome clear conviction of public advantage resulting from the act-to
determine the legislature to make the grant.”
Now this presumption of
political inducement is seldom true even as a presumption, and publia
advanlage hardly used as’ a pretext, the avowed object being individual
exemption from common liailibly.
I am beholden to the Maryland strictures for also adopting my classilication of charters and reasons for it. $6Charters to cities and towns,” he
says, “are Ijurely politiral corporations, and do not include the idea 01
C0IIIri1C1. The pat%es on both sides are the public, in these corporations;
and being erected solely for the better adrnimstration of governme111, they
are at all times sub.ject to the 1norlification at the will of the supreme
But according to his 0w.n presumption, that political induceauthority.”
ments and public advantages are indispensable to the legislative ri# or
power tt, grant charters, coupled with the fact that hanks make most of
the public currency, and regulate the value of a11labor ant1 the price of
all property. it is clear thal they are political institulior~s.
The party
receiviug the charter acts for the public, as much as the party granting iti
‘I’he mixture of some private interest ant1 gain does not change this state
of things, because the pilblic interest predominates, and it is a universal
principle of all politics and all jurisprudence, that whenever public ant1
private interests are blended, the public are pa1amount.
The whole question lies in a very narrow compass-in one word-and
be it remembered that the burthen of proof does not rest on me. It is for
the citizen of Maryland to shew, if he or his like can, that bank charters
are private contracts, or bank bonuses public gains. I denv tile one and
question the other; but the burthen of demonstration does not rest on me.
By no rneans,-- those who affirm lhat bank charters are ronstitutional contracts, are to skew it. They are to denlonstrate what, lrowever taken for
granted. has never yet been atljudicated. or haxlly aasumctl by RI~Vcoufl,
at1d contra(iicts the whole impression of English, Atnrrican anti common
understandinu
Not only so, but all tloul~t. even doubt, resolves itself
into tlecision~&inst
those who would condemn a law as contrarv to the
s*Jprerne law of the constitution of the IJnitetl States. Judges, ~articularly Chase, Marshall, Washington, ‘I’llgham and Sllippen, have expressed thernsclves most pointedly to tl1is effect Jurisdiction to annul
laws is an awful power, said Judge Iredell.
Judge Chase said if he ever
exercised it, he would not decide any law to be void, but in a very clear
case. I believe that he meant such an indnbit‘1ble error, as would rnduce
even an English judge to declare an act of parliament void. But grant
that he d1t1not, aud concetling without grudging the judicial power to
annul laws as unconstitutional, it is yleldetl by all judges that such an estremity requires a case of the clearest necessity.
After strongly asserting the duly of a judge to declare an act of assembly void, when convinced beyond doubt that it was passed in violation of the corrs1itution of the
United Statrs, or the state, Tilgham adds, that nevertheless. the utmost
deference is due to the opinion of the legislatune, so great indeed, that a
judge would be unpardonable, who in a doubtful case, should declare a
Law lo be void.
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With such judicial anthorily, I hold my position firmly, that if it be
doubtful, whether bank charters are constitutional contracts, they are not
such conlracls, simply because to doubt, is lo be resolved.
Thus with the four legislative precedent5 I have mentioned, the Proprietaries, the University, the Bank of North America, and the Gettysburg road, of repeal of laws grdnling vested rights, I may assume that
the power and the practice of the legislalrrre of Pennsylvania are nnquestionable, from first lo last, lo revoke grants by law, lo divest vested
rights, whenever public necessity require5 it, and that it has never deemed it unjust lo consult great public interests on principles of large and
judicious policy.
Unless the constitutions of the state and the United
States fxbid such legislation, as impairing contract, lhcre is no interdict
upon it.
Thus having shcwn unqueslionabl~, tlrat the judicial power to declare
laws void a5 contrary lo constitutinns, is an extreme jnrisdicllon, never
lo be exercised but in very clear cases, I now cast on those asserting it,
the lxtrthen of affrrming tha: the charter of a bank is n contract within
the meaning of lhal term as used in our constitutions.
It cannot be
done. Affirming the negative, I shall now take the bnrthen of proof
without dwelling on the drfference between the constitution of the United Slates, which adds the vexed word oDligutions, to that of contract,
as used in the constitution of Pennsylvania.
We litlOW how lamenlably the supreme court of the United State5 were divided and exercised
by this apparently slight difference of a mere word. But I &a2 attempt
no advantage from it, although the omission of the word obligation in
our coustitution, makes for my argument, I am conlenl lo do wllhoul it.
The fact is, and it is a strong fact, that the courts of Pennsylvania have
never adjudged any law of Pennsylvania lo be contrary to the conslitulion of Pennsylvania, (for the case of the Ebensburg road, in the %l volume of the Pennsylvania Reports, forms no exception;) nor has the
supreme court of the United Snttes ever atljudgetl an act of Congress lo bc
contrary to the constitution of the United States. In Pennsvlvacia 1
stand upon a rock. Not only has neither legislation nor adjudication evcc
deemed a law a contract; but further, the judgment of no court of this
slate sanctions the assumption that a law can be judicially annulled, as
impairing some other I;\w importing a contract althin the constitnllon.
‘Phe,se are persuasive premises. ‘l’tie courts of justice of onr own slate,
by at least significant silence and inaction, are abettors, while its legislature by repeate:! and unquestionable acts, has always exercised the
power 1 assert, and much greater power than 1 assert, over what are
called vested rigbls.
Going beyond the eontines of mere professional impression, founded
on no authorlly, let us inquire of philosophy, of the best foreign sources
of information, of common parlance and common sense-whether
a law
is a contract? Was it ever so considered? Do they think so in England ?
in France? at present? dud antiquity?
What reason has Judge Story.
or any other bold asserter of such a novelty, fnr venturing to say so?
Why is a charter a contract? Without regard to the sovereignty it
shales, why is a bank charter, why is any law, held a contract with the
Why is the great power of a colnmustate, subject to judicial control?
aity exercised in the enactment of a law, to be reduced to the level of a
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private agreement, and construed, regulated, or annulled accordiugly?
Blackstone, 10 whom I prefer referring: because from a random word OP
two of his, in a parenthesis, Chief Justice Marshall was prevailed on by
Judge Story to infer ai1 this immeuse result, tlcfines law to be something
prescribed. and prescribed by a suptTior, wbicb co~nm~~~~~ky,
and mostI!
with pend sanciion, what is to be tlonc or not done. There ia no contract in this, no equaliry, no consideration, no agreement, such as Blaclistone defines a contract. All his instance3 of contracts. obviously contemplate individuals; lie mentions A and B, 2s the parties to 3 contract.
He has no idea of an act of state. It is palpable, that a law is not in his
mind at all. Ia both his defiuitions. that ol’ law and that of a contract,
he shews beyond doubt, that he considers IlIe one a public and sovcretgn
act, thz other an individual transaction.
To the s-lme effect, may liullierforlh be cited. 6‘ A law,” he says, a( is a rule to which men are obliged
to make their moral artions conformable.”
And “such acts of mani;illt\
as produce a mutual obligation, and cousequently, a mutual ciaim on the
parties concerned on both sides, are contracts.” Again, he acltls, Lbwhen
we consider only the general notion of a law, itrere appears to be a plain
dlfrerence between positive laws and compacts. 9 compact is an act of
two or more persons, which produces an obligation upon those who make
themselves parties to it, by their own immediate or direct consent. A
law is an act of a superior, which obliges all, who are under his authority, as far as they are concerned in the matter of the law, and as far as
the legislator has intended to oblige them ; whether they immediately
and directly conSent or not.”
These doctrines from indisputable authorities cannot be gainsaid.
Even Marshall himself, in the very ratiocination of deducing a law to be a contract, by means of an innocent word in
Blackstone, cannot help saying that one of the parties to the contract he
constructs from a law, wexe individuals whom he names-James Gunn
and others. The civil code of the state of Louisiana drawn with great
care and precision, with reference to the best authorities, detiues law to
be a solemn declaration of legislative will,
Law commands, permits,
forbids, announces rewards and puuishments, mattes general dispositions
not for particular instances, but for what is of common occurrence. A
law prescribe3 for the future only, can have no retrospective operation,
nor impair the obligation of contracts.
This definition of lam, referring, among other autl:orities, to the judgment of the supreme court of the United-States, evidently contemplates
private contracts between individual parties, and excludes, both in its
terms and spirit, all idea of an set of a state, or law itself, thus defined,
being a contract.
To Madison’s explanation in the Federaliet, and I,ulher Martin’s and
others, for which I beg leave to refer to my letter of 1836, all proving
that the constitutional prohibition applies to private contracts, between
man and man, and not to laws, or what llave been ccmstrued to be contracts between states and men, let me here add, Judge Story’s note to the
33d chapter, page 217, of the 3d volume of his Commentaries on the
Constitution, which is as follows :
L’In the original draft of the constitution, some of the prohibitory
clauses were not inserted ; and particularly, the last clause, prohibiting
a state to pass any bill of attainder, ex post facto law, or law impairing
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the obligation of contracts. The former part was inserted by a vote of
seven states against three. The latter was inserted in the revised draft
of the constitution, and adopted, at the close of the convention, whether
with or willlout opposition, does not appear. It was probably suggested by the clause in the ordinauce of 1787, (art. 2.) which declared ‘that
no law ought to be made, &c., that shall interfere with, or affect private
,eontracte or engagements, bona fide, and without fraud, previously formed.”
By lhis note, Judge Story would seem to agree to the original
design of the clause, i!s moaning as contradistingulshable from the COT+
struction he has since been mainly instrumental in putting on it.
An intelligent foreigner, M. de Tocqueville, says of this clause in the
constitution, this power appears to me to attack more deeply than all the
rest. the sovereignty of the states. I put the question to a respectable
Italian lawyer now in this country, whether a law can be deemed a contract, to which he at once replied in the negative.
A contract withont
individual parties to it, is not a common idea.
-4 slate conlracting is an unusual thiug ; ad a state contracting by general law, having
noue of the ordinary featnres of a contract, is, I believe, what was seldom
if ever thought of, till a law of Georgia was so considered by Marshall,
on the suggestion of Mr. Story, under peculiar circumstances which I
shall endeavor to explain.
Legislative precedent, judicial authority, and the reason of all mankind
concur, while we keep ourselves within a state, to refute the notion that
a law is a contruct, much less a bank charter created by law. Are we
bound to look beyond, as Ch;mcellor Kent said in Fulton’s case, to inquire further, to go out of our OWE state, our own legislation, our own
jurisprudence, and to rake among the embers of a supposed lkderal interdict for the apprehension that a different government, that the judiciary
of the United States may annul a law of this state, which by our state
authority rightfully repeals a haul; charter? ‘I’here is no adjudication of
ltlre Uuiletl Stales 10 alarm or warn us. The federal judiciary has never
adjudged that a bank charter is a contract -has never ad.judgetl any thing
like il. There is no analogous or kindred jutl~ment of thnt judiciary.
On the contrary, there are two sole.nn and deliberate judgmenls of the
supreme court of the United States, that bank charters are public 13ws,
that hanks are political institutions.
Laws of ,\IIaryl;md and Ohio taxing
the Baulr of the United States, were vacated by the supreme court on
the ground that it was not a private, but a public corporation.
In the last
mentioned cze, Chief .Justice Marshall’s language is. that the bank is not
a priv;lte corporation, but n public corporation created for public and national purposes ; that it is not an individual or company, having no political connesion will1 government and carryiug on the private, business of
Inking.
Even if Ihe Chief Justice had not said so, the judgment of
the court rests entirely ou that ground. Its acts speak more conclusively
lhan any wortis.
There is other and stronger authority to the same effect ; stronger than
even that of the supreme court. Hami!ton’s defence of the constitutionality of the bank vindicates it as a political machine, and the whole
argument of this originator of the first great bank, is, that it was a public
measure, “The simplest and most precise idea of a bank,” he says,
*’ is a deposit of coin or other property, as a fund for circulating a credit
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upon it, which is to answer the purpose of money.”
Private interests
and direction are involved and employed, as the best means of aecom@shing this public end. ‘6 It is a medium of eschanpe, a regulation of trade,
and a general object,” he says, 6‘ because its bills are to cireulale in all
the revenues of the country.”
He appeals to the practice of other nations
for asserting that banks are an LISII~ engine in the administration of nalional
finances. and an ordinary, and the most effectual instrument of pulic loans
So Burke, on the East India hill, said, if the Bank of Eugland should by
mismanagement fall into a state similar to that of the East India company;
if it should he oppressed with demands it could not answer, engagements
which it could not perform, and with hiUs for which it could not procure
payment; no charter would protect the mismanagement from correction,
and such public grievance from redress. If the city of London had the
means and will of destroying an empire, and of cruelly oppressing and
tyrannizing over millions &men as good as themselves, the charter of the
city of London would prove no sanction lo such tyranny and oppression.
(These acts of mismanagement are precisely such as are now objected to
our banks.) Thns Marshall’s authority and that of the supreme court,
is confirmed by Hamilton and Burke, that hanks are political contrivances,
and not private concerns, IO which may hc superadded the practice and
understanding of every American state in all branches of government,
with the full approbation of the community, that hank privileges are
subject at all times to such changes as the state may make in them.
An uninterrupted current of judicial, executive, and legislative deter-minations, by which states have taxed hanks, reduced their paper and
increased their coin circulation, as public welfare required, together with
the enactment and enforcement of other fnntlamental changes, never
supposed to impair the obligations of their charters and contracts, prove
beyond refutal, that hanks have always been universally deemed political
means, not private property, and that legislation may regulate them from
time to time as occasion requires.
‘rhe Governor’s late message recommends radic*al alterations, more sweeping than I consider expedient, but
to the power of whose enactment no objection has been raised.
Mr. Sergeant, Mr. Forward, and Mr. Hopkinson, jusfi~y the palpable.
breach of the letter 01 the law in the non-payment of coin, by asserting
the right of the hanks to judge whether it best comports with the public
well-dare. And how can they Judge hut as part of the government authorized to determine what is good for the community?
All the governor’s
suggestions assunre that the hanks are part of lhe stale, to he regulated 3s
such. ‘i’he Bank of the United States is now the very state and government itself. All slates. according to the varying emergencies of bank
;lgency with currency, always act on this ground. Several of the states,
Massachusetts and I<entucky for instances, repealed bank charters hy
legislative action without rudicial proceeding.
In the debate of our
legislature on the repeal of the charter of the Bank of North America,
the right of legislative repeal, without conviction or any offence or judicial
agency was expressly insisted on. ‘I’he professional notion that a court
of justice is an indispensable agent in annulling a hank charter is merely
professional, and wholly unfounded in either law or reason. It is one of
the many spurious offspring of that professional paternity which in this
country beyond all others is extremely prolific of teclmlcal dogmas. A
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Legislature may and must be the revoking power when the bank has not forfeited its charter by misbehnviour, but the public good requires its revocalion. A misbehaving bank may be tried for misbehaviour, and punished
by forfeiture, in a court of justlce. But a bank injurious to the commonwealth from any cause not proceeding from mismanagcmfnt or miscon&ICI, fillIs within the power of legislative repeal alone. A court of justice
has no judicial faculty of judging whether the bank is detrimental to the
~~ommiin~ty ; no recognizance of the case. The community itself must
judge of that, cod esecule its judgment by the popular representatives.
Moreover, the supreme court of the IJnited States have unanimously
determined,--ant1 their unanimous resolution of a conslitutional question
is 3 rare thing,- that the lcgiblature of Peunsylvania retains judicial
raculties especially of equitable character, owing to that imperfect distribution of the several powers of government, which it has been my
unsuccessful effort in this convention to remedy by a distinct constitutional provision.
When incorporated persons vlolate charters, the courts
may act on both persons and charters ; but when charters are public injuries, legislation alone can apply the remedy to the charters ; and it must
be a mere question of state policy whether public good requires repeal.
Power to charter is assumed by American legislamres as devolved on
them through the Kevolution from the royal prerogative of the mother
country ; ant1 legal proceedings being necessary in England to repeal a
royal grant uf c*harters, the idea has naturally prevailed with lawyers in
this country, lhat cliarters ciin be revoked here as in England, by judicial
action onlv.
llllt this mistakes both premises and conclusion.
It is
rxtrernely;ioabtTui
whether American legislation derives from succession
to royal prcrogatlve the power to cnh,lrter: aud even if it dues, tllat is 110
reason why the charier emanating from a legislature must be revoked by
:I court. Royal prerogative 11asii0 faculty of investigation witb a view to
repeal. It must act through the instrumentality of courts of justice,
which are but emanations from the royal authority, not co ordinate
departments of government as with us. Neally all our charters contains a
clause reserving to the legislature, power to repeal them when public
welfare requires. It is equally impracticable for a cburt to try questions
of politics, ‘3nd for legislatures to try forfeitures of private franchises.
The technic31 notion that writs and courts are indispensable to repeal
public charters, is in sliort only asserting that they are irrepealable but at
the will of the bar. ‘l‘tiot legislatures, or the people, are not to be trusted
with the exercise of this dangerous power; and that it is better administered by courts of justice is, however common a notion, not an argument
it is altogether contrary to the whole theory of
I need combat.
Americsn government, and, I believe, has proved extremely injurious in
practice; one of those technical usurpations which it becomes us to
throw off.
Distinguished lawyers and eminent judges have said, whose sayings
published in law books, often pass for law, that laws are common contracts, that bank charters are such contracts, and that all charters are
irrevocable but by judicial proceeding to forfeit them. Denying this, as
lo bank charters, but with unaffected respect, by professional reverence
for those who have dictated it, I muat treat it somewhat extensively, with
all the freedom compatible with perfect deference for those whose mis-
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take I shall strive to shew ; one in particulnr, whose contribution to the
literature of law, I consider more valuable than to its stability, and whose
extravagances all tend to take power from the community, and place it
with the judiciary, which I hold to be even more injurious to the usefulness of the judiciary than derogatory to the sovereignty of the people.
The law of prerogative, of prize, the common English law,-which,
by
fiction of law, he has contributed to fasten on the French of Louisiana,
while he would take it, together with jury trial, iu maratime ca6es, from
those of New England and the other states much attached to it, if not make
it the common law of these United States altogether,-charter
law,
criminal law and constitutional law, the whole encyclopaedia of jurisprudence has been so remodelled by this learned judge as to require dissent
to his doctrines, ftom, if I am not mistaken, every judge on the bench
with him. At his suggestion, Chief Justice Marshall, for the first time
that such a thing was ever thought of, pronounced a law a common
contract, when, iudeed, there was much to induce some extraordinary
act of judicial intervention, being one of those exigencies which may
justify f&e judgment, or at any rate, f&c reasons for right judgment.
It was a grant of land by a stale to individuals by name, who sold it to
third purchasers, so !hat it was actually irrevocable by subsequent law of
that state, without manifest injustice.
Judgment annulling such law is
therefore right, and its only iulirmitp is that the judge pronouncing it,
gave a wrong reason for it. Soon after that bold judgment, Mr. Story
was promoted to a seat in the court which gave it : and then, for the first
time in tile I&tory of any jurisl~rudcuce, followed several other judgments, affirming and exaggerating that of Fiercher and Peck, to wlrich I
allude, uufortuuately
mistnliiug the argument of tllc Chief Justrce,
(suggested as it was by Mr. Story, as the law,) for the judgment of the
court. At length, nearly the whole court was prevaiietl upon to carry
the doctrine lbat laws may be judkially
rescinded, as even common
contracts, to the extent that a college charter is also a private contract;
the fatal results of which untenable position together with a sequel of
similar judgments, soon betrayed themselves in the utmost ucnertainty of
the law, and irreconcilable contradiction among the judges. And when
the principle, after these results, was attempted by the Harvard University to be again enforced, intolerable consequences had left no one advocate
among the judges. but its author and perhaps another. The private
contracls of individuals are of sacred obligation, and even grants of land
by states to individuals, must be irrevocable.
But Judge Story was
early warned by a friend, always studious of his reputation, that judicial
enactments sustaining as contracts ante-Revolution
charters against
reform by post-Revolution law, would never be practicable or tolerable
My immediate purpose, however, does not need the denial
judicature.
of the New England College cases, rank as their growth was like to be,
to choke the common harvests of state legislation.
The legislature of
Pennsylvania in the act I have cited, resumiug the Penn property, asserted the safety and happiness of the people as the fundamental law of
society, and the practice and usage of states most celebrated for their
freedom and wisdom, to control and abolish all claims of property and
interest, inconsistent with their safety and welfare, and that it is the duty
as well as the right of the representatives of the people, to assume the
direckion and management of such interest and property as belongs to the
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commonweal&h. or was designed for their advantage. The same legislature reformed the charter of the University of Pennsylvania, that it
might cnnform to the revolution and the constitution and government
of the Commonwealth.
The,y acknowledge the right consecrated by the
constitulion of every state 01 the American Union, for the people lo
change their government and reform it as they will, and when they will.
It is reasonable if not indispens:ible, that Ihe exercise of sucli power
should follow a revolution, in order IO conform government to a new
state of things. But in the instances of laws of many of the states of
this Union. the supreme court , under Judge Story’s suggestion of the
contract character of laws, individual and charter laws, resolved that laws
may be judicially repealed. I am not bound IO demonstrate the error of
this doctrine, except as to bank charters. After annihilating, first, legis.
lative repeal of a private grant of land, and then reform of a college
charter, as impairing the obligation of contracts, the Chief Justice, to the
false reasoning of the tirst case, superadded in the second as a rule of geueral constitutional construction, that t!le rule once established, it is not
enough 10 say that a particular case was not in the mind of the convention,
mheu the article was framed, concerning laws impairing the obliaa[ion of
contracts. nor of the American people when it was adopted. \Ve must
go further and say. that had the particular case been suggested, it would
have been excluded by the lal!gaage of the constitution.
The case being
within the words, must be within Ihe operation of the rule. ‘I’his is
going further kdeetl.
The case in question, or any such case, is not
within the words of the constitution : but, by tech&al
interpretation,
linding one isolated word lo bear a well known meaning, in questions 01
properly, the rule laid down is, that in questions of politics, all idea of
the intention of those usi.ng that word, and all historiral recolktinn.
are
to be rejected, and f’lnm n single word thus perverted, judicial power is
to be assumed which none but dictators and vanquishers have ever
exercised-power
lo set aside established laws. ‘l’he propngalion of
constructive law is remarkable.
Mr. Story suggests at the bar, autl judge
RIarshell takes the first step : Mr. Story, appointed a jut!ge, naturally
makes the most of his offspring, ant1 Marshall pntronises II in Ihe cases
witllin the words, because, he says, ihey then fall witllin the operation of
the rule, inasmuch as, had thky been suggested, it does not appear that
they would have been excluded b? the language. JudgeStory some time
afterward, publishing commentarles, declares it to be a law, ti~at it has uot
been thought any objection IO this constructive assumption, thal Ihe
preservation of charters and other corporate rights might nut have been
primarily, or even secondarily, within the contemplation of the framers of
the conslitution. when the clause was introduced.
Finally, Cllancellnr
Kent extols both the rule and the reason as admirable safrguartls of
A written rnnstitution guards private contracts from vicious
properly.
or inconsiderate legislation ; so said the accredited commcrtlary ou that
constitution published with it by one of the principal I’ramerdl-hl:ldi~;on.
Twenty years afterwards, a judge adopts the suggestions of an ingenious
lawyer. that a grant by law executed is a contract, and nine years after
adds, that with the help of the further judicial rule hav$g found su~:h
meanirlg in a word, it is immaterial whether a case falls within :he mean-.
ing or not, so that it is covered by the word. The construction is thus
carrirl from an .individual grant to a charter trust. Judge Story thee
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throws in bank charters to boot, among his illustrations of the omnipotent word ; of course in his commentaries he repeats his own arguments
and those of the judge who was prevailed on to adopt them, and they
pass as law ; they are obsequiously taken as such by most of a learned
profession, and perhaps nothiug but the inveterate vice of this doctrine,
betraying itself forthwith in utter contradiction and confusion, prevents its
being perpetuated as the supreme law ; so that every law enacted by any
state would be but a contract whenever a court thought so, to be rescinded at pleasure by those whose vocation is neither to make or break, but
simply to interpret and enforce laws. There is an honest judicial exultation in Chancellor Kent’s promulgation of this vast increase of judicial
It was in the great case of the Dartmouth
power that is quite edifying.
College says he, that the inhibition upon the stales to impair by law the
obligations of contracts, received the most elaborate discussion and the
This decision did more than any
most efficient constructive application.
single act 1)roceeding from the authority of the United States, to throw an
impregnable barrier around all rights and franchises derived from the
grant of government, and give stability and inviolability to the literary,
charitable,
religious, and commercial institutions of our country ! !
Generous concession ! by a learned judge, one of whose ablest and most
elaborate vindications of state law in the case of the steam boat privilege,
fell urlder the federal constructive supremacy he delights in ;--just
conclusion ! if, as no doubt he believes sincerely, it is for public good
that states should be but corporations, and corporations, states, under
constructive reform of a federal constitution of the United States, centralized by judicial action.
When a court constructs a judgment, says a late English analyser of
legal judgnlent, it forms that judgment of certain materials which are
law ; which materials the court does not make ; and so far the judgment
Rut the judgment is law, al\hough the materials
is not creative of law
map be mistaken. An emnlous expounder of American organic and political law, and a great admirer 01’ English law, assum, s power to annihilate statrile law constructively, by reducing statutes to contracts, and
augmenting the assumed power not by judgments but arguments, his own
arguments at the bal, adopted it is true, but only as arguments, by another
In a country consisemine;it ju:lge, and prol’agatetl by commentaries.
ting of thirty countries, with laws and opinions varying will1 various
meridians and descents, SUCIIarbitrary, novel aud sin$e minded opinions
not originating with 1egislatures or common sentiment, are uttered bv
judges to be accredited as the law of the whole land ; by judges whoie
habitual exuberance of argumentative illustration (an afluance for which
the late Chief Justice and Judge Story were conspicuous) renders it
always necessary 10 distinguish the judgment of the court from the rati.
ocination of the judge, ledt individual speculation be taken for atijudication. No statesmen, politicians or partisans, have argued more contladictoriiy than the federal judges on questions of politic-al law. Analysis
of the Dartmouth College case for instance, gives the curious resulr of
five of the seven judges concurring in the decree, but only three coinci.
ding in opinion generally, and of those three, one of the most to be relied
upon, differing in many Important partlcu lars fromthe other two ; so that
at most but two reasoned alike, and one ventured so fzr as to speak of
VOL. XIV.
c
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bank charters as contract5 ; that one holding divorces, public salaries, and
acts of limitation, to be all mere contracts within judicial abrogation.
The first and best compilation of American constitutional law by Judge
Sergeant, which is col&ned to adjudication without speculation, remarks
the difference between judgment and argument, while in the commentaries of Story and Kent, one may trace the humble parentage, monstrous
birth, and inordiuatz growth of judicial constructive prepotency.
Power
is assumed to judge laws, and avoid them as unconstitutional ; laws are
reduced to contracts by one wnrd taken contrary to ils meaning as used.
This construction is protested against by part of the court and forms no
part of its judgment, being the mere argument of the judge pronouncing
it. Pet this mere argument is propagated as jutl<ment-as
law ; and the
lows of twenty-six sovereign states are to be subject to a perennial annihilation by young advocale’s l&y,
fondled into formidable law by him
as a judge, while clinging lo stare &&is as the only rock of judicial salvation, deprecating novelty as injustice , and protestIng against American
courts thinking an:1 reasoning at all, while blessed with even modern
English courts to do it fool them ? According to Hume’s opinion, lhe
common
lam of England is nothing more than the body of laws framed
by Alfred, long lost, though now co!lstituling the great basis of English
jurisprudence.
An E@ish judgta, \Vilmot,, deemed the common law,
altoget!;er statutes worn oul by time. All the most accep:etl and even
renowned
systems of legislation have been the gradual growth of public
. .
opm~on, rc>gistrred by enactments. Common law itself, the common
civil law, as wall as the common English law, is but the wisdom of many
men distilled by the. process of many agrs. and finally, declare d as the
accord of ctsperience and common consent. But this entirely new theory
of con6tulioncd law broached in the heat of argument, resisted on Ihe
bench, never acqniescrd in hy any unanimous court, and sprung upon a
It is revolulion in
confederaticn, has all the characteristics of dictation.
the law ; forced upon a people by such quesiionahle construction, that as
a rule it cannot pletend to stand Wit~Jollt the allowance of numerous and
deep exceptions.
Let us entlcavour to imagine an English judge repealing an act of ParHe has Ihe samejudicial right, and is under the same obligation
liament.
of official du,ty to do so with an American judge, to repeal the law. But
the English Judge always recol!ects that Parliament or the people make
the law which he is only to administer, and that his function doea not
extend to either creating or vacating it. Such constructive law as some
American jadgcs have atl.empted to f&ricate for annulling statute law,
without any esplicit consritutional authority, would never he thought of
by the English juc!iviary ; nor would they be suiY?red to m:rlre laws or
destroy Illem, by Marshall’s argumenl, that a word in a political compact shall be subjected to all the tonsequences ofteclmical meaning, without regard to whether the authors of the compact contemplated such
meaning,--distended
by Judge Story to the extreme that it is immaterial
what they meant,-and canonized by Chancellor Kent, as the impregnable barrier thrown around all rhe rights of property, fortified against the
will of men and the MS of states ,-having
originated in Hamilton’s
defence of the hank, who says, that if power to erect a corporation, in any
case, be deducible by fair inference from the whole or any part of the
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numerous provisions of the constitution, arguments drawn from extrinsic
circumstances regarding the intention of the convention, must be rejected.
Whatever may have been the intention, that intention is to be sought for
in the instrument itself, according to the usual and established rnles of
Madison reasoned otherwise.
In his speech on the same
construction.
subject,, as preliminaries to a right interpretation, he laid dnwn these
rules : “An interpretation that destroys the very characteristic of the
government cannot be jnst. Where a meanmg is clear, the conseqnenres,
whatever they may be, are to he admitted ; where doubtfnl, it is fairly
triable by its consequences. In controverted cases the meaning of the
parties to the instrument, if to be collected hy reasonable evidenre, is a
proper g;iide. Contemporary and concurrent expressions are reasonable
evidence of the meaning of the parties. In admitting or rejecting a constrnctive authority, not only the degree of its incidentality to an express
authoritr is to be regarderl, bnt the degree of its importance also; since on
this wilidepend the probability or improbability ofits being left to aonstruction.” Considering the constitution by these rnles, Madison could discover
no anthorjt,y in it to incorporate a bank, much less imagined that a statute
could be Judicially vacated as a contract ; and no circumstantial reason
against the notion that a bank is a private affair, pleads more forcibly than
President %ladison yielding his jndgment several.years afterwards to the
many judgments in favor of its constimtionality;
for it cannot be that the
united opinions of the legislatures, the judiciary, and the community to
that effect, to which he yielded, were predicated ofa private corporation,
hut it must have been some institntion of great public concernment, which
‘I’he only instances of corsuch sanction had rendered constitutional.
porations stated by Hamilton as having been created by congress were
the governments of the northwestern and sonthwest,ern territories, both
obvtonsly political, and the most that can be argued from the conflicting
opinions of Jefferson and Hamilton on the whole snbject of corporate
power and state rights, is, that they formed respectively tbc creeds of
opposite political schools, of which that of Jefferson was departed from
by VIarshall and Judge Story in their constructive interpolation ; !vladison
finally yielding to authority, (contrary to Iii-3 own opinion) that a bank
may be constitntionally established, but always adhcting to his view as
publi.hetl in the Federalist, that laws may he judicially annnlled as impair
ing private contracts, not acts of state. It is Judge Baldwin’s opinion,
and that of others, that injnstice is done to hfarshall by imputing to him
coincidence in many of’ the estravagances of Judge Story ; and that,
fairly interpreted, the late eminent Chief Jnstice’s political law will be
focnd to be of the I\Iatlisonian stamp of federal doctrine. I have heat-11
the late Judge Johnson say, that Marshall was as good a democrat as
there was on the bench ; and his insuperable repugnance is well attested
to some of Judge Story’s prize and prerogative and corporation law. But
the book of learning, industry, and amiable disposition of Judge Stnrv,
rendered him a very acceptable and influential associate to Chief Justice
Marshall, especially in the latter years of his long judicial career ; and
with unfeigned reverence for his illustrious character, I confess that 1 find
it difficult to separate his position from Judge Story’s, in what I deem
the great aberration of the contract doctrine.
Nothing is more misunderstood or misrepresented by lawyers,

much
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more by the oommunity. than the decisions of the supreme court of the
United States, respecting its duty to repeal laws impairing the obligation
of contracts. All the early judgments while there was any harmonious
action .on that bench, involving laws of Georgia, New Jersey, Virginia,
and Vermont, tnrned on direct grants of land to individu:lls, resumed from
third persons, which grants are irrevocable ; as much so by a state as by an
individual.
If I give any thi,ng to another, by traditionit is gone frum me,
he has possession of it, and It IS prcbably beyond my physical power, as
it ought to be contrary to my legal right, to retake that tiling : not because the grant ~8s a contract; at any rate that is not the reason when a
state grants a thing to an individual.
The state of Georgia granted land
by act of assembly through the instrumentality of the governor of the
state to James Gunn and others. Then no subseque!!t act of lhat state
could resume that land, revoking the grant, no matter why. It WM given
and taken ; the state having no right, which is equivaient to having no
power, to take it back. But in order to do justice on this plain case,
Marshall made a constructive contract, because he says II compact is a contract. and he cites Blackstone, saying that an esecutcd contract differs in
nothing from a grant. The whole paragraph in Blackstone is in a short
parenthesis, no’l vouched by any judgment or authority, never intended to
be misconstrued as it has been by a learned profession, seizing on it to
supersede legislation whenever a contract can be distilled, by the forensic
process, from the numberless laws which (if any law be a contract) may
be so reduced by this chemisty of law. After defining and classifying
contracts as agreements or mutual bargains between two contracling parties whom he individuates as A and B, and instancing that one p.~ps the
other for a transfer of property ; (all of which is to~ily unilke a law) and
so proceeding to explain his views, Blackstone adds, as part of’ a sentence, 16for a contract executed (which differs in nothing t’rom a grant)
From those five words, found in a short
conveys a chose in possession.”
parenthesis, comes the unfortnrxite and unnecessary zrgumeut, that a law
Jnnst be a contract to be annulled. For a long time afier Blackstone’s
C:onlmen:aries were in the library, and in the memory of every lawyer,
tne~- were no1 quoted in English courk5 ; and it is said their illustrious
nothor was struck with modest repugnance when told that they had been.
jn this country hey are the vade-mecum of the bar, a~1 the rubric of
ronrts, and it is curious LOcontemplate the unexampled revolution u hich
a difiident, and almost conjectural, expl,ession respecting property and
persons, thrown into :I par~~nthesis of au English law book, vouched by
~10atljudicatioll or autliurity, :LUL!pllpab:y with no thought of such result,
has led to in the polItical law of a new world. I may add, that in Marsllall’s use of thi3 short phrase of Blackstone, he does not even quote it
accu:ately, but adds a word, perhaps of no importance, yet ltot In the
short sentence of tive words, on which he dra\vs for his whole argument.
Judge Johnson in his more considerate and more enduring adhesion to
this declaration of judicial independence, (for such the judg,llent deserves
io be called when separated I’rom the reason) after subscriblug to the jndgment, that a slate does not possess llle power of revoking its own grdllt.3,
0% a just and general principle, the reason ntld nalure of things-a principle which wdl impose laws, he says, even on the Deity-because
when
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the legislalure have once conveyed their in\erest or property in any sub- \
ject to the individual, they have lost all power over it, have nothing to act
upon, it has passed from them, is vested in the individual, and becomes, i
intimately blended with his existence, adds, that his opinion is not founded on tire provision in the constitution relative to laws imp:iiring the obligation of contracts, wbicb he quotes Madison in the Federalist, for saying was intended to afford ageneral protection to indiritluul rights, against
the acts of the state legislatures.
Judge Johnson gives injo the technical
definition of the misconstrued word contract. though he qualifies this
otherwise fatal concession by dwelling on the difficulty which the Chief
Justice does not appear to h$lve adverted to, till it perplexed, and I may
say prostrated, the judgments of the whole cot;rt a few years afterwards,
when theother word o’)llgaGo,z came to be thoruoghlyconsidered, as Johnson first said it must be. The inconsistency of an obligation continuing
with a grant after its execution, is demonstrated by Johnson, as it must
convince every one. And he proceeds upon higher and broader views of
constitutional jurisprudence to anticipate the insurmountable difficulties
which have distracted the supreme court. perplexed jurisprudence, exaggerated jurisdiction, and confused the community, from the impracticable
construction whirh, taking the.word’contract
alone in its mere technical
meaniug, attempts to bind all laws by such pigmy fetters. I enter, says
he, with great hesitation, on this question, becanse it involves a subject of
The states and the United
the greatest delicacy, and of much difficulty.
States are continually le,aislating on the subject of contracts, prescribing
the mode of authenticatron, the time within which suits shall be presented for them, in many cases affecting existing contracts by the laws which
they pass, and declaring them to cease or lose their effect for want ol
complance in the parties with such st’dtutorv provistons.
All these acts
appear to be within the most correct limits of legislative powers, and
most beneficially esercised, and certainly could not have been intended
to be affected bv this constitutional provision ; yet, where to draw the
line, or how to limit the words, “ ol,ligation of coutracte” will be found a
subject of extreme c!ifficultp.
To give it the general effect of a restriction of the state powers in
favor of private rights, is certainly going very far beyond the obvious and
necessary import of the word s, aud would operate to restrict the states in
the exercise of that right which every community must exercise, of possessing itself of the pioperty of the individual when necessary for public
uses ; a right which a magnanimous and just government would never
exercise without amply indemnifying the individual, and perhaps amount
to nothing more than a power to oblige him to sell and convey when
public necessities require it. Judge McLean, in the Charlestown bridge
case, not only repeats and affirms Johnson’s objection to Marshall’s
adoption of Judge Story’s suggestion, that a law is a contract within the
purview of the federal constitution, but he adds another substantive refutation, that an executed contract cannot be subject to any contract obligation ; and, as I understand his argument, he moreover takes Madison’s
position, that the clause in the constitution merely refers to private transactions, and was never designed to act upon those ofstates. These qu*
tations show how Johnson differed from Marshall, and that Judge MCLean also dissents, and truly indica
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ed, not from the federal judiciary declaring state laws unconstitutional (I
do not now call that power in question) but from their attempting it on
the mistaken principle that such laws are to be judicially
dealt with as
mere eontracls.
That postulate I venture to deny, and have endeavoured to show the
,difference between the judgments and the individual sprculations,of some
of the judges of the supreme court, especialiy that one who alone has
ever called a bauk charter a contract, and broached many other speculative sentiments, subversive of ordinary and constitutional law. Even,
however, grauting that laws are contracts, and (going to the uttermost of
this judicial speculation,) that lass of incorporation are contracts, still
the Dartmouth College case itself does not venture beyond privatecharacters, and ofa bank be not a private institutien, there is no pretext from that
disastrous judgment itself for cousidering a bank charter a contract. On
the contrary, the ouly judgments of the supreme court on bank charters
pronounce them public institutions.
Having thus explained the law, I cannot leave the supreme court without presuming farther to question the great lawyers who have adorned its
‘Ihe constitutionality ofa nation‘bench. Conhtitulional law is politjcs.
al bank and other controverted questions bf political law-the touchstones
and formations of partiss, must needs divide eminent lawyers, whether
at the bar or 011the !,ench, like other men affected even by the northern
Most of our fedor S(JUtherU
atmosphere of their respeclive iesidence.
‘era1 juc!gc,s were statesmen dcepiy imbued wirh party politics. The Chief
Justices were active and leading members of a party when promoled to
the bench. It becomes indispensable, therefore, to such a verdict as history and truth will record on their constitutional dortrines, to appreciate
them in conuexion with those fundamental movements, which have aiitated
allcountries and ages, but in ours espcriallv have been alway-s a primary
element of all public life. At the formation of the constitution, with
reference to constitutional +inion, there were first, centralists, who endeavoured to make the federal authority, in all departments, not only judicial
but executive and legislative, a controlling supremacy over that of the
states in all their departmeuts ; secondly, federalists, whose plan was that
the supreme cc;urt of the Unit1 d States alone should decide questions of
constitutiorlai difficulty ; thirdly, repubiicans, consisting of two classes ;
first, those who, denynlg the Sole supremacy of the supreme COUrl, granted a qualified federal supremacy in certain contingencies ; and secondly,
those who denied federal supremacy altogether,-holding
that the states
and the Union, and each branch of each government must determine for
themselves in constitmional exigencies and conflicts; and fourthly, there
were some of all parties who may be called optimists, fur nraklng the experiment oi the constitution as substituted for the confederation, without
siding entirely with either the centralists, the federalists, or the republicans ; trusting the experiment to work its own way, but never anticipating, as 1 know from one of them, that the vast constructive power worked out would ever come to pass : furas my informant always said, if such
result had been foreseen, neither the federal convention, nor the state conventions, would have adopted the constitution.
The several divisions I
have designated ascentralists, federalists, republicans and optimists, comgrzhended men of various parties as parties have since been formed; and while
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confining myself strictly to an historical account of their preferences, I
refrain from any opinion on their rejpecrive merits. P,rtriots, in the
best sense of the term, were attached to each party.
In ttie progress of
events, centralism is now nearly extinct ; constitutional republicanism,
till latterly hnrdly existing north of Virginia, now predominates in the
south, and has increased to a strong interest in the west, centre and even
in the east.
Concjtitutional federalism proved the strongest of all the several parties ; it organized the government, and for the first ~~i$rt years was tbe
ascendant interest: not the federalism in whose revival Judge Hopkinson exulted during this discussion. ‘I’itat forbearing federa!ism which
was the creed of Washington and M:rtlison, was not the central federalism of Hamilton and .Morris, or of the elder Adams; be it said, not
only without meaning offence, but even ail opinion, my side object being
to ascertain the constitutional poiitics of those to whom as judges we are
called upon to bow for constructive constitutional doctrines. ‘PO appreoiate their judgments on political questions we must know their POlitics.
Uurin,u the first eight years :Jf federalism, no state law was declared
uaconstttutional by the supre’ne court of the United States. In 1795,
one of the judges, Pat,erson, on his circuit iu Pennsylvania, ruled a state
law to be unconstitutional in the courseof an eloauent and able charge to
a jury, aseertiug great original principles of jndie;al power and dutyrand
of fundamental, rather than constitutional law. which, far from controverting, I deem muoh more ‘conformable to right reason than the doctrine of
contracts tong after suggested by Mr. Story, adopted by Marshall, a:nd
propagated by both, especially Judge Story.
The very questionof contract, as they invented aud extended it, was distinctly presented to Judge
Paterson, within six years of the time when he had asskted, as a member of the federal convention, to insert the clause against state laws,
impairing the obligation of contracts. Yet, while asserting the loftiest
powers of judicial supremacy over legislation, the idea of rescinding a
law as a mere contract never occurred to him. 0;~ the contrary,his brief
view of this point, in the close of his opinion, demonstrates that what
long posterior suggestion brol!ght to light, aud subsequent experience
has exploded, was never imagined at or near the period of the constitution, nor thought of by its framers, hut is a constructive creation, which
as Judge Story in his commentaries admits, was not at all foreseen or intended by the framers of the Union. At a later period, the supreme
court rejected all Paterson’s grounds. Thirteen years after the constitution, when a law of Connecticut was brought immediately before the
supreme court on the allegation of its invaltdrty as contrary to the federal
constitution, the judges evidently shrunk from the exercise of authority
so formidable as annulling a law. Judge Chase said, ‘ without giving an
opinion whether this court has jurisdiction to decide that any law made
by congress contrary to the constitution of the United States is void, I
am fully satisfied that this court has no jurisdiction to determine that any
law of any state legislature, contrary to the constitution of such state, is
void.’ The other judges, Paterson, Iredell and Gushing, in several opinions each, discussed the constitutional clause in question, without the
least approach to Judge Story’s notion, that, by prohibiting Jlawr of
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states impairing the ohligation of contracts, the constitution contemplates
laws as contracts : and Judge Paterson said that he had 6an ardent desire (as one of the framers of the constitution) to extend the provision to
retrospective laws in general, which are all contrary to the fundamental
principles of the social compact.’
But throughout the whole of the arguments of these primeval judges, familiar with the constitutional inten-tion, not one idea appears, to justify that long suhseqent and extravagant
construction, by which the modern doctrine was introduced, contrary, as
its author admits in his commentaries, to the design of the constitution.
It was not till 1810, when the federal judiciary had been in existence
so long as to have worn out several successions ofjudges, that for the first
time, and under remarkable circumstances, the great step was taken of
judicially declaring a law void ; and not only so, but void because it was a
contract. After a party contest, which, from its fury and its effects has
been called a political revolution, Jefferson became president in 1801,
and while the outset of his administration attacked tn destroy the most
prominent measures of Adams’ administration, which Marshall had been
largely instrumental iu building up,-Marshall,
just appointed chief justice, was as intently occupid 111an attack on one of the first measures of
Jefferson’s administration, by the proceeding against Madison as secretaThe Chief Justice’s extrarp of state, for withholding commissions.
ordinary argument in that case contains the first solemn assertion in the
supreme court of the powers of courts to annul laws as unconstitutional,
which had often been intimated hefore, but !hat was the tirst occasion
(and without any reasou for it in the case itself,) when the power and
duty were ominously explained by an elaborate argument.
Nine years
afterwards that stupendous power was first exercised, just after Jefferson,
the first presidential apostle of constitutional republican principles, had
retired from the presidency, and was succeeded by a constitutional federalist ; not such a federalist as those Judge Hopkinson rejoices with, but
holding with them that the federal judiciary is the sole and exclusive
As soon as such a federalist,
reso!vent of constitutional controversies.
in the person of Madison. was president, it was determined by the supreme court, under memorable circumstances, in a case which one of the
judges charged with double dealing, not only to annul a law, to which
there would have been no great obJection, but for the unfortunate opinion
that it was annulled because it was a contract. This judgment was in
perfect harmony with the new president’s constitutional tenets, however
dissonant from those of his patron predecessor.
The reason given by the Chief Justice was nothing more than his individual opinion, binding neither the court, the community, the future
nor any other judges, and explicitly
disavowed by one who held to the
constitutional doctrines of Madison ; moreover, protesting, from the
bench, that he was very unwilling to proceed to the decision at all, because it appeared to him to bear strong evidence, upon the face of it, of
being a mere feigned case, and it is the duty of courts to decide the rights
but not the speculations of parties ; but his confidence in the respectable
counsel nduted him to abandon his scruples. Among the counsel thus
half acquitted by Judge Johnson was Mr. Story, with whose accession
to the bench next year began that cataract of cases, in which laws were,
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overwhelmed by the notion that they may be dealt with as contracts. The
judgment that land granted by a state to individuals cannot be resumed by
the granting state from third purchasers, wonld not have been objected to.
It stood firm on those first principles of obvions justice, propounded by
Paterson and Johnson, though abandoned by Marsh& and Judge Story
for a constructive novelty much less satisfactory, dignified, or effectual.
We don’t know whether ana ofthe other judges concurred with Marshall in
that notion. while uniting III the judgment. The two seniorjudges, Chase
and Gushing, men of gleat learning and experience, were absent, so that
even thejudgment was that of a bare majority of the court. The opinion that a law making a grant is a contract, was the ingenious suggestion
of a young lawyer, fruitful of reasons, in a case which, as Johnson suspected, may have been a mere speculative issue, made up without his
convenience or knowledge.
It was a germ, which duly cultivated, must
add vastly to judicial authority, rendering its fiat more powerful than any
law of a state ; exceedingly grateful to those, and they abound. who think
constructive supremacy, enthroned in courts holding otlice during good
behaviour, a safer and better chancery of constitutional power than any
other branch of government,- much safer and better than the c:)mmon
forum of a community, the mere mass, to whom, by our constitutions and
theories of government, the sovereignty is assigned, but whom, in the
honest politics of many, it is nevertheless wise and just to deprive of as
much of it as judicial construction can lay hold of.
Two years after the Georgia law was annulled, a law of New Jersey
shared its fate, under circumstances much extendrng the doctrine. Jersey
had agreed to release from taxation, lands purchased from the Delaware
Indians, who, removing to New York, sold the lands to third purchasers,
who claimed exemption from taxation for them, and the supreme court
repealed a law taxing them. on the ground that the convention with the
Indians was a contract with the landa, thongh it admitted that thestate
might have insisted on a surrender of the exemption from taxation, as a
condition to their sale by the Indians.
In both these cases the judgments
are recommended at, any rate by a persuasive eqnity.
But the contract
principle they introduced and extended, soon came IO be applied with increasing extravagance, until self-destroyed by the contradiction, confusion
and discredit, which inevitably ensued. The supreme court determined
that a law might be a contract, and that even the taxing power of a state
must be annulled by a court, if it discovered in a tax law what might be
deemed a contract. The assumption thus established was soon applied
to church laws, to colonial acts, and to corporations, through which stages of exaggeration it rapidly passed to its doom. In 1815, a Virginia
law of ‘98, the well known session when Madison’s cardinal resolutions
brightened the rusting rights of states and people, was set aside by the
judgment of a majority of the supreme court; pronounced by Judge
Story in an eloquent and learned argument, which shadowed forth the
coming event of the Dartmouth College extension.
That eventful decision followed in 1819, pushing the contract principle to extremity.
Until
the Georgiaease, the constitutional interdict was supposed to be confined,
as explained in the Federalist, by Madison, to contracts between individuals. The first judicial step beyond, in 1810, applied it to -slates ; and
successive enlargements carried it to tax laws and church laws, until final-
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ly it embraced a colonial charter, annulling the law of an independent
state reforming it. Other analogous judgments soon followed this, the
ne phS ultra of judicial construction.
Judge Storv, who, with the fond
feeling ot’ attachment to illegitima’e offspring, which is natural, would
reduce limitation laws, divorce acts, 2nd uearly all other state laws within
the power of the federal judiciary, as mere contracts--that is, would entirely centralize a federal governrnent- strugg!ed still in the Harvard
College case to keep his then lsiiguishing doctrine alive, as it stole into
being in the Georgia, and came to monstrous maturity iu the New Hampshire case : hut it died the common death of excess, by its own excesses.
If stability and inviolability can construct an impregnable barrier around
property, with materials from the customary contrivances of centralism,
and it is for the general welfare that states should he teducetl to corporations, while corporations are made states, their power to enact laws subordinate to that of corporations to make by-laws, thisjudicial construtive
It revives the politics of Hamilton
power should he matter of exultation.
and Morris, in which Judge Hop1~111so1~
rejoices as those most consoBut it will
nant with the constitution and the happiness of the country.
be regretted, and by reason resisted, if Madison was right or Jetferson’s
politics ought to prevail,
It is palpable and intolerable violation of the
constitution and of state rights, according to the more anti-federal opinions of once a small remnant of republicans, magnified by re-action
against judicial and other political usurpation into great numbers, whose
appreciation of the Uniou is perhaps as just as that of central federalism.
It is not a question of judicature, but mere politics, on which parties are
divided, arid ever have heen, and will, as they must and should he. Judge
Hopkinsonshens
that it is mere politics, while laying it down as law.
Conceding to courts of justice better faculty of deliberate and satisfactory judgment than other umpires, still this is a question iu the determination of which political parties, not individual litigants, make the very
issue, and one or the other party, as a party must settle it, as a question
of politics, not law. It is preposterous to expect obedience to constr uctive fiat, reversing enacted law, pronounced by courts, as the only mode
of establishing supreme law. There is no sanclion. Constitutiona: are
as much political principles, as judges are men. In the debates of this
convention we are obliged to hear gentlemen of certain politics extolling
Marshall and condemning Jefferson, sometimes by labored%omparison
and disparagement, 2s was the effort particularly of Mr. Meredith, which
proves nothing hut such gentleman’s preference of .\1arehall’s politics to
Jefferson’s.
For 2 disciple of the one to reprobate the other as 2 had
man, tends no more to make the doctrine of the one right, or the other
wrong, than for those who differ in forms of worship to deny the religion, and assert the infidelity, of each other. A cbristain 2nd Mahometan may as well undervalue each other’s faith. There would be 2s much
reason-in the one’s undertaking to convince the other.
Mr. Clay, in his excellent speech in the senate against the Bank of the
United States, thus indicates my views of the necessity of considering
the individual politics of a court which is to determine political questions ;
and at the same time countenances my doctrine as to the legislative
power to repeal bank charters. Mr. Clay’s whole argument is distin,guiahed for ability; it may be taken as the best against, as Hamilton’s is
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the best for, a Bank of the United States. Mr. Clay said that congress
have as much right to judge of their constitutional powers as their successors. But bad they revoked the law, the judiciary would pr~~bablp
have been appealed to, and from the known opinions and predelictions of
the judges, then composing il, they would have pronounced tne act of incorporation, as in the nature of a contract, beyond the repealing power
of any succeeding legislature.
He therefore concluded, that it was
wisest to wait the natural dissolution of the corporation, rather than accelerate that event by a repealing law, involving so many delicate considerations. New and immense extraordinary and political faculty and resporsibility. more than it can bear, has been assumed by maiistracy whose
appropriate function it has heretofore been, always and every where,
only to adjudicate private rights without meddling with political questions
of constitutional perplexity and popular peril.
When the last President
insisted on his official right and duty to judge for his own of%ce of a con.
stitutional difficulty, without abiding by the determination of the judiciary
or any other co-ordinate branch of government, his mulch assailrd position conformed to the doctrine of Jegerson, and had the sanction of all his
school of politics.
When a disaffected state lately refused to yield to the
authority of the United States in the adjustment of’ such a difficulty, and
even armed to maintain its stand, that state cnuld vouch such high authority as Chief Justice McKean, and perhaps Mr. Kawle for its c,mtlicting
independence.
Judicial supremacy is no more written in the constitution
than nullification.
Both come ofconstruction.
Wherefore acknowledg
ing the right of superintendence in th e federal government on all questions of the constitution, and laws of the United States made in pursuance thereof, and all treaties made under the authority of the United
States, constitutional federalism and sincere patriotism rnay still recommend forbearance from constructive powerand political judicature, as wise
for a judiciary whose unquestioned authority in allunquestionably judicial
controversies, suffers more frorn usurp,ltion of political exrlusireness
than any other radicalism -such assumption being extreme radicalism.
Judge Hopkinson’s pleasure at the indications of a revival of federalism,
and his panagyric of its virtues, are mistaken, if he meant the principles
of Hamilton, and what he wouldcall federalism,
It is very common to
say, as the judge did, that the federal doctrine is the derrtier resort ou all
emergencies.
But nothing is more contrary to history, if centralising
federalism be meant
So f&r from it, the principles of tllat federalism
are not only exploded here, but their Eng!ish modeis are much decried ;
the politics of Hamilton, Morris, and their respectable compatriots, the
American doctrinaires ,-some of them, even with Washington’s sanction
--ale gone forever. Their English predilictions for limited suffrage, profuse taxation, long terms of ofice, national debt, funding, a national bank,
restricted naturalization, alinage, sedition, libels, and olhers, the great articles of English creed, and the favorites of American federalists, are no
longer tolerable. He must he blind to continual manifestations, to all
modern history, to the march of intelligence end melioration of politics,
who does not see that the uttermost theories of the Virginia school have
gained ground beyond, probably, the most sanguine anticipations of the
founders of their long peculiar tenets; and that all excessive government
is coming to an end. Among the realizations of these changes, the judiciary has rendered itself nqlonger the sole arbiter of constitutional dl5-
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culties. Should they who most anxiously revere and uphold that department regret this change ? Will it not save and s[renEthen the iudiciary ?
Will it uotcorroborate and perpetuate tile Union 1 The exclusive authority which Madison and the constitutional federalists ascribed to the federal judiciary, to settle the constitution by“judicial construction, has been
at least unfortunate in its exercise. The perilious function of invalidating crphatare deemed unconstitutional laws, is an awful power, said Judge
Iredell, in its experiment.
The supreme court has seldom, if ever, been
of one mind in the high function of even repealing a state statute-has
never ventured to 0tYer such indignity to an act of congress. Conflict
has produced inconsistency ; of consequence the judiciary has failed to
convince or satisfy. A tribunal vitally important tn the community, for
judicial purposes, has suffered in its great usefulness and dignity by gratuitous disparagement; for frequtnt political or constitutional controversies are not consonant with the judical office. Why should j udges expose
the judiciary to the vicissitudes of politics injurious to t,he judiciary, as
a body, fatal to the judicial standing of individuals?
A profession and
politicians maintaining the exclusive prepotency of the federal judiciary,
forget. chat some of the most elabor.lte, convincing and accredited decisions of such justly celebrated magistrates as Parsons, Spencer, Thompson, Kent, Kirkpatrick, ‘l’ilghman and their learned associates, gentlemen
mos!ly of federal politics, on benches ofjustice justly venerated-deliherate and able determinations of the superior courts of most of the states
-have been reversed and annulled, together with state laws affirmed by
magerly judgments, in contradictory decisions of seldom, if ever, the
whole of the judges of the supreme court of the United States widely
differing among themselves in every opinion.
In a country like ours,
ao wide spread, so little bound by mebropolitan supremacy, can the learned profession of the law ever be satisfied that Judge Story’s arbitrament
of a constitutional controversy is of better reliance than that of Parsons,
Without intending personal comparison,
Kent, Tilghman, or Iloane?
let any considerate man, let every judicious lawer contemplate the whole
Union, with a broad view to the great result. Will the bar, and suitors,
and community believe that the federal court or judgment cannot but be
right, and the state court must be wrong ? Is it not too much for general
acquiescence, that the judgments of a few however able and unexceptionable magistrates at Washington, shall supersede and suppress those
of their equals in learning and reputation throughout the Union, when
the latter affirm statutes of their several states ? Consider the admirable,
the fervid, and the sotid argument of Kent and his eminent associates in
the steamboat controversy, for instance : can the mind, will it, embrace
without hesitation the reverse of such conclusion 1 Or may it not apprehend that even the same magistrate under metropolitan influences at
Washington, might have come to the very federal conclnsion which at
Albany, with provincial feelings, he most ably demonstrated to be entirely wrong 1 And will not the effect be to undermine that faith in judicial
wisdom, which is 30 necessary and in this country so prevalent?
By
grasping at excessive cognizahce, judges lose the substance for the shadow. Construction leads to construction : like all other aberration. a filst
rtep inevitably produces more. Political jmisdiction must be continually backsliding.
The decisions of the supreme court from 1812 to 1834,
wcouraged the bar to stimulate the court to further excesses, and para$2,
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lyzed an overstrained power which, moderately exercised, might have
proved a permanent and acceptable umpirage.
Constitution31 jorisprudence, judicial legislation, political construction, are necessarily contradictorv and questionable.
It is the infirmity of their nature. With
repubiicdn institution+, such deterlcinaCons be1on.g mostly to the politiThe judiciary should never mterpose, but in extrecal sovereignty.
mity.
Far from denying the power of courts of justice IO declare laws void,
Iapprove the examples ofPaterson and Chase, assertL]g it much more extens;vely and rationally than MarshallorJudge Story ; and JohFson’s (with
whom
I believe Judge Thompson agrees, as the late Judge Brackenridge
did) denial that the ex post facto interdict of the constituti,ln is to be confined to criminal law, but extended to all retro-active injustice, by palpably wrong legislation, according to English law, and all law of which the
everlasting and unchangeable attributes of morality and honesty and elements, is but a restoration of them to its genuine philosophy.
It is by
llovel experiments, departure from the more talked about than respected
wisdom of ancestors, by violation of precedents, and disregard of authorities, and atLempting new principles of construct:ve power, assumed by
a department having little or no power but what is conferred on it by
legislatures, or derided from precedents, that the Americau judiciarjr has
1
brought itself into dlfliculties and disparagement.
Although, it is no part of my task or wish to question judicial power
and duty IO abrogate statutes, 1 ask attention to Chief Justice Gibson’s
very able refutation oi Chief Justice .Marshall’s vindication of that power,
by a train of cogent reasoning condemiug what he calls dogmas of professional faith, rather than matter of reasou; aud demoustratiug, I conceive,
that whatever may be thought of the rule, the reasons alleged for it by
The squandering of judgments by the
Marshall are unsatisfactory.
exercise of au extreme jud&ial authority (which, to be valuable in time
of need, ought to hoarded with lhe UtllltJSt
economy) and the founding it
on Mse reason, ar,e my objections, rather thau the denial of the authority ;
the practice, not the principle.
After all that has been said of this power, estraordinary
it must be
adn:itted, and diKerent from the ordinary jurisdiction prescribed by the
judicial 03th and office, the practical result may be tllat American judges,
returning to the principles of those of England, will not act upon the
obligation to declare statutes void, whether unconslituCona1 or not, only
when unquestionably violative of constitutional or fundamental prohlbltions, and never otherwise.
That written constitutions give courts
political power over laws, is certainly not to be found in the letter of the
judicial commission.
Judge Hopkinson says the judges assumed the
power; but wherefore more because the supreme law is written than if
original, natural or common paramount, but not written ?
What is
radically wrong, courts of justice canhot administer as right, no matter
whether unconstitutionally or otherwise radically wren;,
Why is it only
wrong where contrary LOa written constitutioll 1 Palpable and flagrant
inconsistency between the law of a statute and the law of a constilution, is
no more contrary to justice than any other fundamental wrong. Then
why is it a judge’s duty to adjudge the one wrong hut not the other?
Judge Thompson and olher judges have considered the constitotional
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guard of private contracts and against ex post facto laws, as but declaratory of the great aboriginal code of moral obligation, forbidding palpable
injustice. binding on all courts of law ; law before written constitutions
and without them ; law in evely constitution.
Chase, who duly appreciated the extremity of judicial political intervention against statutes,
mentioned several instances of them to be treated by courts of justice as
void, which is doctrine much more consonant with judicial duty and
rational jurisdiction, than the re,.cision of statutes as contracts by color of
collision with a word in written constitutions. IL’ot less than two thousand
five hundred American judges, according to Marshall’s interpretation of
their judicial oatfis, and his doctrine of the illjnnction of written constitutions, are bonnd to enforce the judicial autiloIity of annulling statutes.
This is a great reason for restoring law to what it was before the contract
doctrine. For what svstem. constitution, or country, can bear the constant
shock of armies of legislators and judges, five thousand making, and half
that number breakine laws perpetual13 ? It is a substantive objection to
such extravagance c:f judicial prepotency, that every inferior judge (why
not every magistrate?) is to be always mounted on this hobby galloping
round the zodiac of constitutional jurisprudence, and whether bull, bear or
goat, trampling laws under the hoofs of incapacity, surely mnre to be
80 tremendous is this power,
deprccatetl than the popular nnderstanrling.
and so impracticable, that in near fifty years the federal judici:ary has
never ererc.ised it on an act of congress, nor the courts of Pennsylvania
on alaw of tilis state. Marshall, in !V?adison’s case, makes no distinction
between laws to be adjudged unconstitutional, whether acts of congress
or assembly.
According to him, they are all obnoxious LO it. Chase
denied the power of the fetler:il judiciary to declare a state law void
because inconsistent with the constitution of that state. Chief Justice
Gibson chinks that any judge may declare a state lzw void, if undoubtedly
contradictory to the constitution, laws, or treaties of the United Sta!es;
but that a judge cannot declare a state law void for inconsistency with
the constituiion of the stale. The whole subject is involved in tliff~cnlties ;
and the clearest position on whicli unprejudiced revere’nce of law can
rest, is that before cited as the only one in which American judges are
agreed, ant! which never has been and cannot be questioned ; that it is an
awful power, an extreme power, the revolution power of courts of justice,
never to be exercised but in a case beyond all doubt ; which principle,
together with the practice of conforming to it, restores the English doctrine and reconciles the American to it. There may be instauces of such
indubitable wrong or error by statute laws, as to leave courts of justice no
option but to pronounce them void. Tried by this test, the contract
doctrine will uot bear the least touch of the stone. With gre<lt deference,
I submit that the latter decisions of the supreme court overruling the
early doctrines of Paterson and Chase, that laws may be declared void
though not unconstitutional, are not well founded. And if the early
adoption of one uf Blackstone’s few mistakes, that ex post facto laws are
penal laws only, be likewise corrected by adjudications against all retroactive and otherwise fundamentally false statute laws, whether national
or state, the jurisdiction, usefulness, and dignity of the federal judiciary,
will be what considerate Americans must wish to see and feel them.
It is not the power I presume to question, but the constructive and er-
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travagant exercise, the abuse of it. Mistaken reason begot a bad rule
whose euthanasia need not impair the right.
It can hardly be deemed
impertinent to anticipate of the lately renovated supreme court of the
United States, a milder and a better code of constitutional and fundamental jurisdiction.
When acts of assembly are treated as reverentially as
acts of congress, and they are fully eutitled to it, that harmony of all, and
supreme judicial authority of the federal judiciary, will bc reinstated,
which it is my constant endeavour to uphold. ‘The empire of law, the
sanctity of property, the inviolability of private rights, corporate as well
as individual, I contend for. But tfieir preservation depends, 1 submit, on
a temperate exercise of the higb oflices of judicature, rarely interposing
with political jurisprudence, and never adjudging any law to be a mere
cootract. A sure touchstone for courts will he whether the ground is
debatable ; for if a judge may repeal a law whenever a lawyer by plausible argument ran bring it into even strong doubt, there are many laws to
be repealed, and a constitutional protection of private rights will be
perverted to the means of creating a council of irresponsible censors, continually employed iu frustrating legislation.
If the question is debatable,
the law should not be adjudged unconstitutional.
An elaborate essay by Judge Hopkinson, in the American Quarterly
Review for September, 1867, criticises Chief Justice Gibson’s opinion,
and entirely disapproves of it, with a show of authorities. which, I think,
when examined, do not much afl’ect the reason of e?Qer side of this
question. Of Judge Hopkinson’s sixty-three law cases collec.ted from
the judiratures of fourteen states, (all of which I have consulted, as far
as the references lead to them -some of the citations not being exact)
most are judgments against the doctrine he mamtains, although asserting
the right to exercise it when proper ; several of the cases have no reference to the constitutional question, but assert judicial authority generally
over statutes fundamentally wrong ; a distinction not obserred by Judge
Hopkinson himself, who dwells on Paterson’s celebrated argument as if it
were constitutional, while it has nothing to do with the letter of constitutions, mucli less the contract doctrine ; and its fundamental doctrine has
been repeatedly overruled by the supreme court in adjudications much
to he regretted, in which all retro-active and ex post facto injustice is
pronounced to he irremediable, however enacted, unless by penal law or
impairing tbe obligation of contracts.
After all, therefore, Judge Hopkinson’s authorities prove no more than the mere assertion of the alleged
judicial right, rarely exercised by some judges, while denied by others;
by some the constitutional confounded with the fundamental authority,
and the whole question when treated by statesmen, out of court, determined on the one side or the other, according to their politics.
Judge
Hopkinson cites Marshall, Morris, Ross, Griswold, and Cayard, with
other federalists for the affirmative; and Giles, Breckenridge, of Kentucky, Mason, of Virginia, and Stone, of North Carolina, with other
republicans, for lbe negative ; and it is somewhat indicative to remark
the learned Judge’s disposal of the respective parties; for instance, LMason
and Stone offer no reasons, and Giles is a wily politician; whereas
Bayard is an accomplished lawyer and able statesman, Griswold gives
the great power of his mind to the cause, and so forth.
Appreciaciation of the force of argument and character which depends on the
politics of the advocates and the judge, and even on the degree of latitude
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in which his party sympathies may chance to be formed, will hardly be
accepted by history as the verdict of impartial justice.
I have said that
in my. humble opinion, American judges, like those of England, must
sometimes, though very seldom, go so far against palpable violatious of
the original and immutable law of right by statutes, as to be constrained
to declare them void.
A well inforned foreign lawyer , M. De Tocqueville, in his excellent
view of Democracy in America, chapter YI, on the judicial power in the
U. States, considers that power competent to annul all metro-active laws,
making no distinction between such as are unconstitutionally
ex post
facto, and others, and declares that this power is recognized by all
the authorities ; that not a party, not even a man, is to be found who
questions it.
But the American constitutional historian, recording results, without
opinion of their merits, will declare that while the American judicial power
to pronounce statutes void has been for the most part asserted by the
judges, yet it has seldom been exercised, and that many statesiuen have
always denied it; that all asserting it have uniformly acknowledged that
it requires an unquestionable case of extreme urgency for such judicial
intervention ; that some highly respectable, though but few, judges have
deemed it their duty to declare statutes void which are manifestly unjust,
though not contra _ to constitutional provision, but that the supreme
court of the Uni Petl States have rejected this principle, confining the
jurisdiction to statutes contrary to the letter of a constitution.
The same
impartial historian must add that in no instance has the supreme court of
the United Stales adjudged an act of congress void, or been unauirnous
in adjudging that a state law may be annulled as a contract, aud that
great confusion and unrertaiuty have followed the enforrement of that
contradicted cnnsiructiotl, unknown in any other country OI age I think
hc must add further that, according to English priuciples, er post facto
laws are not merely penal laws, bu! all retro.active laws ; arid, if he gives
an opinion, he must regret that American juGges, by adopting B!xkstwe’s
errer to the conirary, have divested the judicial otlice of its noblest
While appearing anxious to enlarge their juri~diciion, they
authority.
have thrown away its best part.
After so long an excursion into foreign par& the realms of federal
jurisdiction, to shew by monuments, with all respect for cnnstiluted
authorities, that there is nothing to apprehend from them, from the
embers of fire, (to repeat Chancellor Iient’s felic,itous balm) which do not
lie in the way, and indeed have never been lighted at all, for no federal
authority sanctions the menace, however often repeated, that bank charters
are contracts which the judiciary will guard from revocation by a stateI return to Pelmsylvania for the conclusion of my task, trusting that it has
been shewn that whether a bank charter shall be repealed, is not a question for the federal judiciary, on t!ie plea of contract, but altogether and
merely matter of slate policy.
All the banks of Pennsylvania, except one, hold their charters by
express prov%on in them, that if it shall appear that the charters and
privileges are injurious IO the citizens of this commonwealth, the legislature reserve full power to alter, revoke and annul them at any time. It is
the statute law of Pennsylvania that no company, incorporated by the laws
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~1 any other of the United States, shall be permitted to establish within
ithis commonwealth any banking house or of&x of discount and deposit;
and al¶ bank notes under five dollars, between five and ten, ten and
,twenty, and twenty and fitty dollars, are prohibited by penalties enacted
posterior to the bank charters. ‘I’he whole regulation of banking is thus
within legislative action, npi;lietl occasionally contrary to Judge Hopkin,son‘Is ale&al of legislative authopilp over bank charters, excepting one
bank. &Jr. Dallas’ suggestioo of the mode of proceeding with that bank
has been denounced with grezt severity; by no one of this convention
more than Mr. Stevens. 13~ I shah shem, finally, that he is the originafor of Mr. Dallas destructive doctrine, as Mr. Stevens calls it, and that
rhe only hank whose chatter is uot, by the charter, revocable, owes its
creatinrt to zn attempt by Mr. Steveus and others to place it, for illicit and
vellisii purpses, lxyontl he law.
By the journal of the house of representatives for 1835-6, volume Zd,
page 204, report No. 45, made on the 6th January, 1836, it is stated by
-ahe report of the judiciary committee, relative lo the incorporation of
the Wrightsville, York and Gettysburg railroad company, which report
was made bv Mr. Stevens, that an act of the legislature incorporating that
company had bren carried, through mistake or fraud, whereupon the
o,ommittee declare that they entertain no doubt of the power of the legislature tn r~pcal the law, nnd rleda~e void the charter obtained by such
pdpffbk fraziil and impsititin.
7’0 permit such fraud to prevail, and
the autltors to take advantage from it, either to themselves or their
cd~i~ti:uents, would be a reproach upon I d=gislation, and an cncourapement
Tilt commitlee, therefore. unanimously
co dishonor ::otl tiishonestv.
recommend the pacsagc of a lax? comprlliug the co~upany to complete the
rniiway to Geljysturg, 3s was ori;r~nally intended hv the house; or if
they slioultl rclusc: to do so, 5.Pfmii~:g f//e iax A?/ &ch
said compmy
IC~LSimqmrtrlcrl,
and ctdarin, ff the churter ndL and void. They
accordiugiy report a bill. So that Mr. Stcrt?ns was the practical erpounder of the destructive doctrine which hc denoacces in hlr. Dallas.
The cases ate precisely the same. identical, for all the purposes of my
orpumeut. A law passed incorporating a company, which, I understand,
\vas accepted and acted on by the corporators.
On the allegation of fraud,
that act
Tvith iittie more proof than Mr. Stevens’ declaration, on horur,
was repealed, the charter recalled, the corporators compelled to change it
fuundanrentally, at a ruinous loss; in 5hort, every suggestion of Mr. Dallas’
much abused letter was carried into effect at Mr. Stevens instance, by
subsequent art of the legislature resu:nit;g the vested rights of a chartered
association. It was not a public obJcct, like a bank, but private. The
ground alleged was fraud; fraud in on1y one member of the legislature,
~110, on oath. denied the fraud imputed to him on Mr. Stevens honor
only. I am not to be understood as afhrming that a subsequent legislature,
on such premises, should rescind their predecessor’s act; still less as
adopting Mr. Stevens’ unwarrantable position of imputed fraud in a single
member, on the statement, on honor, of another member directly interested in the issue, and, by recrimination, implicated himself in the fraud, as
adequate proof of fraud; least of all as subscribing to the palpable injustice
of this flagrant violation. All I use it for is its aptitude, recency and force,
as a precedent, to show what the legislature of this state has lately done,
I)
VOX,.xv.
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and considers it may do, in such cases. In all respects it is the very case
of the Bank of the United States, as put by Mr. Dallas, with no difference
except that the act of repeal was a much stronger exercise of autlrority in
the instance of the railroad, even supposing the fraud proved, than any
such act can he in that of the hank.
In c!osing this long and arduous effort, I am not insensible of its
temerity, and fully aware that the task is beyond my powers. To broach
the subject with independence, as becomes an Americau, is all the good
I can do; the intelligence of the community will accomplish the rest.
Mot long ago it was very generally apprehended that a bank charter is a
contract, and probably most of the members of a learned profession acquiesced in the whole contract doctrine dictated by one of its most respectable heads, which I have ventured to call iu question, and which I have
good reason to believe a very large portion of the intelligence of the community, including that learned professien, is already disposed to reject
as an untenable dogma; not from the force of my reasoning,-my
only
merit is to have called the attention of superior minds to the inquiry.
It
was impossible to confront honest and respectable prejudice, as I have
ventured to do, without incurring obloquy.
Many sincere and worthv
persons really dread every independent denial of partially establiehe;i
opinions, and especially deprecate what they deem irreverent contradiction of merely judicial say so’s. Many others, insiacere, interested, and
frequently infamous, sticklers for what they clamor as vested rights, are
outrrgeous in denouncing the alleged heresy of questioning them. Towards the former I chcri& every respect ; the latter I put at definnce.
Every candid hearer or reader of whntevcr sentiments I have uttered on
this subject, must aektrowledge that my object has continually been to
affirm and even enlarge judrcial authority as the sheet aucbor of order
and happiness, to protect property with scrupulous regard to all its rights,
to confine the continually overflowing power of legislation within constitutional channels, hut within those channels to sustain its current, to
maintain and, if possible, gradually and cautiously to improve constrtulions, as experience teaches, and to inculcate, on all occasions, that there
can be no tational liberty without the empire of law.
Interested and passionate idolatry has taken charge of banks as if all
their properties were sdcro-sanct. Their ground seems to be sacred,
while the air their questioners breathe is ful! of daggers. Grave and authorative members of this conventioo have treated this subject in a manner that is surprising.
A gentleman so iutelligeut as Mr. Sill, ascribed
most of the liberty and improvements of modern civilization to corporations, Mr. Forward, goiog ooe step further, gave banks the credit of
those advantages. Mr. Sergeant, further still, awarded it to paper money. Judge Hopkinson considers federalism, now reviving, the great
impulse of all good government, including, I suppose, that second birth
of federalism, like the governor’s whose eleven commandments, as they
have been rather profanely called, strike blows at banks far too radical for
my notions sf regulation.
Mr. Forward, whose letter to the people of
Allegheny county recommended him to their suffrages, by denouncing
excessive banking, actually pronounced an enconium, almost one by
one, upon the directors of all the banks of Pennsylvania, contrasting their
highly extolled virtues with the much contemned vices of politicians
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@surting the people. That respectable gentleman must excuse my saying, that a more generous and, I have no doubt, a more profitable exercise of either professional or representative talents, would consist in just
and temperate condemnation of law-breaking institutions, of which I
have been accused of saying, what i&Jr. Denny said before me, that the
administration of justice stands still and powerless before them. When
a report was introduced in this convention, last summer, by a minority
of the committee on the currency, it was not suffered to be printed ; since
when, it has been published in almost every newspaper from the Penobscott to the Balize, its sentiments generally adopted, at least in theory,
and governors of many states have pressed their practical enactment upon
legislatures.
Not the destruction of banks, but their regulation, with
acknowledgment of their vicious system and practice, is the sentiment of
all but an esclusive few, who still persist in imputing to credit and paper
what is due to liberty and labor. A large majority of American presses
now sanction the doctrines of a report, which, a few months ago, w-as
decried in this assembly as a fire-brand, but is now ratified even in this
benighted city.
The voice of the people is not in harmony with the cry
of banks. I did not wait for presidential permission, but before the
chief magistrate, by his recommendation, involved this topic in the delirium of politics, the report of the committee which I allude to was with
deference submitted through this body to public judgment, and that judgment has exceeded my most sanguine anticipations.
In states and places
where what Judge Hopkinson might call federalism, prevails, despite of
party influences, the supremacy of laws, and subordination of banks,
have been sanctioned by constituted authorities.
The good sense of the
country at large perceives and insists that regulation and limitation are
not destruction, and that when evils ate ascertained inconsistent with the
public good, repeal of bank charters is no violation of property. Increase
of coin and decrease of paper circulation are actually affected, so far as
public opinion can do it. Separation of banking business from affairs of
state remains to be accomplished by law, while a fortunate convulsion has
established it in fact. The last and greatest consummation, repealing bank
charters by act of assembly, must soon follow as a principle, the adoption of which is indispensable.
Bank idolatry and professionrl bigotry
have heretofore covered it with mysti$ication and difficulties ; but the
very agitation of the qslestion has fixed its destiny.
Control of the
currency, without which a state is held in bondage by banks, absolute
control, free from all judicial interposition or federal restraint, is the
greatest need of states, &wards wh& the good sense of the communitv
is rapidly tending. Fargrom divesting vested rights, or disparaging judicial authority, it is in .harmony with all the principles of good governgnent
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TUESDAY AFTERKOOK.,DL~xMBER 26, 1637.
Speech oi’ilIr. CIfA?,mEns, of Franklin, delivered during the discussior~
concerning ~CX&Sand the currency.
Mr. READ, of Sosquehanna, having moved to amend so much of the
report of the committee to whom was referred the eerrntb artirle of the
constitution, as declares it expedient to amend the same, so as to read ae
!br10ws:
SEC. 3. The rights, liberties, privileges, immuniCes and cstales of reli,,
pious, charitable and literary corporalions arid corporations for inbrrtwf
~mproveiiient purposes. shall remain as if tire cnnstilution of Pennsylva:li:l hati not been alhered. But no company shall be hereafter created by
the legislature, with banking or discounting privileges, wikout ihe concurrent action of two successive legis’atures.
And the question being on a motion by Mr. FULLER, of Fayette, tu
amend the same, by adding to the end tbreof the words following, vir. :
*‘ No bank shall issn~ any bill, check, note or pqper credit of a less
denominnlioil tbnn ten dollars.”
Mr. CHADIBERS,rose and said :
Mr. Clt;knan : The only apology i%r tilis protrnctcJ deb;ik, i5 the
importance of rhe subject of discussion- tire currency of the country.
It is an engros.sing subject ont of this hnll; d~sck~ssetlnot ouly ill our
public assembbes, in the daily press, but also in the socin? circle. I :m
;iware of the tlis~dvantagc of enterinp on this debate at t11r eleventh hour,
and immetlinlely following my learned ~IIJ eloquent friend (Mr. Hopkinto submit some pl3in
son,) who has just l&en his seat. I ppose
remarks in defence of the iulerests of my constiluents, and in c!efr:nce of
Pemieylva:~ia policy and state institulions.
The currency is zdmiued to
be in a disordered condition ; not whatcit was, ot what it ought TV be: I
will not detain the committee by now inquiring into the case of the dis
order, or wl:o are tile authors of it. ‘Iht has been fully discussed, and
I ~cave it to EIICdecision of ~hc committee and Ae public :-Our great
c<)ncern and inquiry now are, bow and when we arc to improve and
restore it. It is to be done by a resumption of specie payments by the
banks, as soon as it can be saf(lly done, without distrr,ssing a business
2nd trading romttiunity.
What is wanting to enable ti:e bunks thus to
resume, is morler&m anti I’orbearauc-b cm the pad 01’ the p$e.
ad
coi~fitlcnce On !hc part of 1110governmrnt.
‘i’be crisis jusl past, of Ibe
suspension of specie, has be& at:ended with co~mquenccs of some
inconvenlence tlb the holders of notes. It was at the time a relief, to some
extent, of a pressure, bearing hard upon business men. But, sir, the
coming crisis of the resumption of specie payments by the b:+nks is much
more important from the consequences that may attend a sudden and
excessive curtailment of bank loans to our merchants and manufacturers.
Much will depend on the circumstances under which that resumption is
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made. On this subject we shonld profit by the light of experience furnished by the history of the former saspension by the banks in 1814,
1815, 1816, and the resnmption of 1817. There was then no party war
waged against the banks; no hostility on the part of the national go+
ernment. That government was adminIstered then with regard to the
public welfare and ilot for the office holders; and the statesmau who was
then at the head of the national treasury, A. .I. Dallas, Esq., could, in
the managcrnent of his deputment, look above the grovelling views of
p:irly and party leaders. That secretary proposed to the state banks, in
i81$ all the aid and co-operatiou of the government, to induce them to
resume specie payments.
Prot~l a circular by Mr. IMlns to the state.
banks, dated July 22d, 1816, I preseut the lbliowing extract: “The prrsent opportunity is embraced to repeat the assnr:inces which have
heen uniformly given and mnintaincd, thnt this department deems the
fiscal interests of the government, and the auccessfnl operation ot 4he
Ban!< of the United States, to he intimatt=ly c*onuected with the credit
:md prosperitv of ihe state banks. Upou just and eficient principles of
co-operation, it is hoped the institutions, federal and state, will be mutually serviceable.
Prom the state b3~ks a sincere and effectual exerlion
in the common canse of restoring tile legal currency is certainly expected
ant1 required, but in return, they-will merit and receive the cot$fidence o/
the treasury uvld of the ,naiionc:l bank.
The transfer of the public
mbney from the state banks to the national hank and its branches will be
gradual, and [he notes of the state banks will bejzeely cifculaterl Oy the
ireasury am! tJLe national bank.”
On the 1st of January, 181’7, when the United Stales bauk was to go
into aperation, there were deposited in state banks more than eleven mdlions of dollars of public mnoney. To induce the state banks to return to
.the payment of specie, it was proposed by the treasury department,.that
no part of the sums then in deposit should be drawn from them before
tlie
first of .Jnly following.
And in no case were drafts to be drawn
in favor of the I3arilc of the United States, unless necessary to protect it
qg,tinst the state banks. All that was then professed, and more, was perdurrned on the part of the federal government to sustain the state banks
anti relieve the people. I could wish. much, there were a like disposition ant1 policy exhIbited at this time, by those who now have in their
hands the powers of the natiohal government.
If our national rulers
should now regard the common welfare, they would encourage and aid
lhe *tate banks in restoring a specie curreby.
\Vilh such aid and cooperation, the state hanks could, in sixty days, resume the payment of
specie, without hazard or sacrifice. hncl without that aid and co.opera.
Con, the banks and the community are exposed to the disasters of 181’7,
1818 and 1819. arising from the excessive curtailments of banks to sustain their payments.
The bank capital of Pennsylvania in 18LG, was $12,880,397, with a
circnlation OE:sPlL,491,390, and in 1820 that circulation was reduced to
63.282.020 on the same capital ; the circulation reduced inq fouriyears
tuore than two-thirds.
The specie basis of the banks in 1820 was
92.003,293, with a circulation a little over three millions of dollars. The
fatlure or many banks, and the alarm created by it, occasioned a pressure
upon all and a drain of specie.
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The consequences of this contraction were most sensibly felt by all,
who had payments to make in this appreciated currency, under contracts
created with reference to a currency of only one-third of the value. Property depreciated, and was sacrificed for one-third of the original cost, or
less. Business and manufacturing operations were suspended, and to alP
the officers of the law there was a great harvest, arising from the embarrassment and at the loss of their fellow citizens.
The Pennsylvania banks at this time are in a condition infinitely better
than what they were in 1816.
In 1816 their circulation was nearly equal to their capital; at this time
their circulation is less than one-third of their capital. The circulation
being only816,164,539 21. on a capital exceeding 59,000,OOO of dollars
-and their loans $69,942,755.
In 1816 the circulation was $11,401,390, and specie $4,005,644. In
November, 1837, the circulation was 16,164,539 21, and specie $6,906,510 88.
If we compare the condition of the Pennsylvania banks with that OF
the banks of New York and other states, the superiority for ability and
means of payment is with the Pennsylvania banks. The New York
banks, with a capital of ‘$34,351,460 had outstanding on loans on 1st
of December instant, exceeding $61,060,000, and with $3,482,620, of
specie, they owe of immediate liabilities on notes $13,908,393, and on
deposits $16,100,930.
The Roston banks have a capital of $20,400,900; their loans are
$32,600,000; their specie @1,078,000, and their immediate liabilities
$8,600,000.
The circulation of the Pennsylvania banks is now reduced to the standard, which, in the opinion of the secretary of the treasury, was desirable and proper. Mr. Woodbury, in his annual treasury report, of the
5th December inst., estimates the circulation of all the banks of the United States, at the time of the suspension of specie payments, at over
99,000,OOO of dollars: and that this was about twenty per cent. above
what in a former report he had estimated as the proper atnount of paper
circulated as sufficient and safe. Prom the message of the gcvetuor of
Pennsylvania, it appears that the circulation of the Pennsylvania banks,
have been reduced from IMay till November last $4,899,093 84, near one
fourth, being more than twenty per cent. The banks of Penusyivania
have then in six months reduced their circulation to the standard, which
in the opinion of the secretary was desirable; and if the bauks of other
states should have done as much, the total circulation of bank paper in
the United States, would be below the proposed standard of the secretary
of the treasury.
This, however, will not avail to save our business and manufacturing
community from distress, if specie payments are to be resumed, under
the untoward circumstances of a party war, and clamor against the banks
The curand hostility and opposition on the part of the government.
rency has been compared to the life blood of the human system, which
What
is now disordered, and its great organs, the banks, are inactive.
would we think of a physician who was called in to see a confined and
suffering patient, and should begin with pouring out upon the sufferer all
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the epithets of abuse and reproach that he could invent, next proceed to
blows, and hold up over the sick mau the fetters he proposed to put on
him after his recovery; not content with this, he should endeavor to
excite against his patient all who attended upon him, or had intercourse
Would there be but one
with him, to acts of unkindness and distrust.
opinion of the folly and cruelty of the physician, and that he ought himself to be consigned to a prison or a mad-house?
And are not the proposed measures of some of our law makers and
politicians, in relation to the banks and currency, at this time, little better
in their spirit, policy and tendency?
Why the hostility to banks, manifested in this hall, and elsewhere9
by gentlemen of one political party 1 Can we do without them 1 No !
No man of intelligence and candour, who has given his attention to the
extended and diversified interests of these prosperous states, can suppose
that we can do without them, as furnishing the necessary circulating
medium and instrument of exchange.
The experience of more than a century in the states of this Union,
and the opinions of intelligent statesmen of all parties, attest the necessity of a paper medium. The delegate from Snsquebanna (Mr. Read) and
the delegate from Indiana, (IMP. Clarke) have on this floor advanced and
‘l’hev have both declared themselves in
advocated different opinions.
favor of an exclusive metallic curre&yl and for the extinction of banks.
The delegate from Susquchanna, in bls speech delivered by him, and
printed, states that a “ temporizing policy must be pursued with existing
evils (the banks,) and a period of fifteen or twenty years allowed for
The delegate from Indiana, who has given US
their jinol extinction.”
his oplnious of currency and credit, is thankful that there is no bank in
his district, and hopes there never will be any. IIe prefers much the individual capitalist, as a lender of money, to a banking institution, which
he considers as a monopoly, and aristocratic.
From the spirit and prejudices evinced by both of these gentlemen against all banks, I should
not suppose that I could influence their opinions by any arguments that I
could offer, addressed to their understandings.
The opinions, also, of
distinguished statesmen and financiers, not of their party in politics,
would, I presume, be received unheeded and without regard, so long as
they are under the influence of the violent prejudices which have characterized their remarka on this subject.
I will, however, Mr. Chairman, refer to the opinion of one of their
party, whom they have delighted to honor, who is eminent for his talents
and his high station. though I do not admire the road or means by which
he attained that station. It is the opinion of Mr. Taney, when secretary
of the treasury, in a letter to the committee of ways and means, on the
15th April, 1834, on the subject of banks and credit.
After saying the state banks were then so numerous, and so intimately
connected with our habits and pursuits, that it was impossible to suppose
that the system could ever be entirely abandoned-or that it was desirable that it should be-he proceeds:
‘6 If there were no state banks, the profitable business of banking and
exchange would be monopolized by the great capitalists.
Operations
of this sort xequire capital and credit to a large extent, and a private
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individual, i)E moderate circumstances, would be efncihle to CGlldUCtlhri
Yet t!lere is, perhaps, no bnsiness which ~ieltls
wit?. any udzantage.
a profit so certain and liberal, as the business of hanking and exchanges r
and it is proper that it sbonld be open, as far as practk~ble, to tt’e nlost
Infree competition, and its advantages shared by ail ckasaes of socict!.
dividuals of moderate means callnot parlicipatc in tll63n, unless they combine together, and by the union of many small sums create a large capital, and establish an extensive credit. It is impossible to accomp!ish this
object without the aid of acts of incorporation, sn as to give to the rompany the security of unity and action, and save it from the disadvantages
of frequent changes in the partnership, by tile death or retirement ol
some one of the numerous partners. ‘l-he iacorporateti banks, moreover, under proper regulations, will offer a safe and convenient investment of small sums to persons whose situations and pursuits disable
them from employing the money profi&2bly in any other mode.”
He afterwards remark :
LiFor these reasons, it is lteither pr~ciicnbie nor desirable to discoztn.
tenance the co~&zcunce of the state banks. ‘Ilwynre cor~cenie~lt rr:lrl wefill also, for the purpose oj commerce. No comuiercialt or manufacturing
community could conduct its business to any advantage without a libera!
system of credits, and a facility of obtaining money on loan, when the
exigencies of their business may require it. ‘rhis ca!~~lol be obtained
without the aid of a paper circulation, fkmdecl on cretli:.”
Mr. Tanep, with his means of Irnonlcdge, and qualifications lo I’,!rm
an opinion on the su!)ject, differs entirely from the views of the delegates
from Susquehanna and Indiana.
Banks, in his opinion, have been, and
may be extensively useful, and a liberal system of credit was esscn~ial to
a commercial or manulhcnuing communitr. ‘rlic wealthy capitalist, who
has money to lend, is mr)rc to be feared as a monopol!st than a b:l:l!iillg
institution, whose funds arc the property of many: and managed for the
common benefit.
On the subject of credit and paper currency, I wou!tl :,lso r:fer to the
opinion of one who belonged to no party, but to iris counirv ; who nnited in his own pcrtion the experience of almost a century; Lvhose ci;;alltic:
mind not only embraced the whole c,ircic of science, but \v;:s di:;tllli;,iis]led for a practical wisdom, tilst was :lllOlted to few I~i~rnn:!.beings, and,
withal, was the p’mr man’s friend--Dr. 15enjarllin $‘ranl<lin. Fral:ir!ilk
had lived in this city when the only currency was specie, and \vheli the
first issue of paper money was made; and what is llis description of the
condition of trade and currency of the state, in all its early history :r
In the nxmoirs of !lis life, vol. 1. p. 69, he states, ‘h that about ~729,
there was a cry among the people for more paper n~oney,‘~ and that the
wealthy inhabitants opposed any addition, being all against paper money.
Franklin was on the side of an addition to the paper money; being, as
he said, persuaded that the emission in 1723 had done much good, (,y
increasing trade, employment, and the number of inhabitants in the province. Before it was issued, many of the houses on Chestnut and \2:alnut streets, between Second and Front streets, were without tenants, anti
to let, and the inhabitants seemed to be deserting the city. Franklin a&
vacated a further increase, and it was carried in the house of assemblq-.
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The utility of this currency became by time and experience evident:
trade, building and inhabitants increasing with it.
In p. 84, vol. 2, iu an essy written by him on the subject of paper
money, it is stated that ‘6 Pennsylvania, before it made at~y paper money,
mos totulhj stripped of its gold and s&xi-, t!lough they had, Srom lime to
time, like the neighboring colonies, agreed to take gold and silver coins,
at hig/k3r nominal value, in hopes of drawing money into, and retaiuiug
it for the internal uses of the province.”
But tliis did uot answer. ‘l’he
dif3iculties for want of cash were according:y very great, the chief part 01
the trade being carried ou by extremely iuconvcnient methods of barter.
when, in 1723, paper lltoney was tirst made there, which gave new lift
to business, promoted greaily the settlement of new lands, whereby the
province was greatly iucreased iu inhabitants, and the exports in 1761
were more than tenfold \\ hat ther had been; and ttley were able to clb.
tain great quantities of gold and silver to remit to I’cnnsylv;inia in leturn
for the mauutjcturcs or the country.”
This testimony in favor ol’ rrc>c!it and circulating ;:lpcr medium, was
from a man who had the opportuniry of wituessiug the contlitiou of Iradr.
business and the improvement of the country, uuder an exclusive hard
money system, and the addition of a paper medium iu the province ot
Pennsylvania, during a period of more than fifty years. With all tho
tlisatlvant:lges of a paper curlencv not convertible into specie, trsde revived, the cily and country impro~~ed, individual wealth and comfort were
extentle(l ., and the state prospered.
‘I’he banks, against which there is now so much clamor frotn a certain
quarter, have done much for the commonwealth.
The state has already
received on bank charters, in premiums, $3,302,586 18, and there is stiii
receivable from the same, $2,1S5,916 67. ‘I’hrre has also been paid
into the state treasury, in taxes on bank divideuds up to 1837, Ihe sum
%77,220 49, receiving in all by w3y of tax ou this descriptiun of property, upwards offo?dr millions cftloliars, which, if properly vested by
the state authorities, would have been sufficienl for the ordinary expenditures of the state government.
The state now owns of stodk iii state
banks $2,108,;00.
The banks have assisted much in developing the wealth and resources
of lhis great state; aud in giving employment to the skill, industry and
enterprize of its inhabitants.
‘I‘hey have hec*ti essentially instrumental in
establishing and sustaining our useful manuf;ictures.
‘I’hey have co&ibuted largeip by their loans to build up our tomus, to construct the turnpike roacis atid other public improvemeiitu which now distinguish our
commonwealth,
They have been convenient to our citizens for the purposes of deposit, and afford great facilities, in the may of exchange and
remitlance of money lo distant places.
We have had banks in Pennsylvania for atout fifty years, and for mole
than twenry-three years the system has been general and distribuied
throughout the country.
Iluring all this time, with the exception of
a suspension in 1814, when the country was at war, and the present
crisis, the banks have sustained their credit and paid specie when tlemanded for their paper. During that war they filrnished a currency betGovernment
ter than that furnished by the United States government.
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stock was sold at a discount of from 12 to 15 per cent., payable in notes
of the banks. The government then resorted to the experiment of issuing treasury notes, but they were without credit; and as a medium of
exchange, they sunk in credit below that of bank notes. Treasury notes
of the government, bearing interest, were resorted to, but with no better
success. Such were their depreciation that they could not be circnlated,
and theholders were willing to exchange them at a discount for the notes
of the banks.
The experience of more than a century in these United States, and the
invention and sagacity of out ablest statesrnen and politicians, have furnished the people with but two kinds of paper currency; the one by the
government and the other by the banks. While a paper currency under proper regulations and limits is indispensable, experience and public
opinion attest the superiority of the medium furnished by the banks, over
that ever furnished by the state or other governments.
The several states commenced the issuing of government paper money
about the beginning of the last century.
Bills of credit were issued by the government of S. Carolina in 1700,
‘.
Lb
1702
by Massachusetts,
.‘
“
1709
by New York,
“
“
1709
by Connecticut,
“
1710
by Rhode Island,
3‘
“
1‘
1722
by Pennsylvania,
“
“
1731
by Maryland,
“
‘1
1748
by North Carolina,
1755
First issue by Virginia, called treasury notes,
The emission of paper money by the states, previous to the adoption
of the federal coustitution, were merely bills of credit; not fouuded on
any fund for their resumption or payment, but resting on state credit.
They contained no promise to pay, but a simple declaration that they
would be received it1 payment of public tlues. Their circulation was
forzed on the people by statutary provisions and penalties. By law they
were made current as coiu and a tender in payment of debts, or for the
purchase of commodities.
Persons refusing to receive them lost their
debts, and penallies were imposed on persons selling lower for specie, or
refusing to sell fur these bills of credit.
The congress of the Uniled St;ltes, during the revolutionary war, issued what was known bv the name of continental money, to the amount of
three hundred and sixiy millions of dollars.
Its circulation as money was continued, when it had depreciated
SO low as to pass at the rate of five hundred for one. The paper
money of those times was the monopoly of the governments, being
issued by the government, which enforceb by penalties its circulation.
There was no competition, nor were the people allowed to choose their paper money, nor were they at liberty to refuse to take it. Those governments were unwilling to allow any competitors in issuing bills of credit or
paper money. Private banking was not allowed. This was attempted by
a company of merchants at Boston, as early as 1714, who “agreed on a
~UW!secu&y, as a fund for bills and netes to be circulated by them.” The
attorney-general of Massachusetts protested against it as “ a high crime
and misdemeanor,” and the council chamber in Boston, 20th August,
1714, forbid the printing of the scheme,or to make or emit their notes or
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bills, until they laid their proposals before the general assembly. It was
attempted some years afterwards, but as it was opposed by the government it appears to have been re!inquished.
The legislature of Virginia, in 1777, passed an act imposing penalties
“ on any person Issuing, or offering in payment, a bill of credit, or note,
It
for any sum of mouey payable to bearer, issued by an individual.”
was from such government monopoly, which forbid competition, and forced, under heavy penalties, its own paper money in the form of bills of
credit, that we have beeu relieved under our constitutional government.
Banks are the institutions of modern times, favored and sustained by
republican governments.
The establishment of the Bank of England in
1694 followed the amelioration of the condition of the people, and the
tendency to free institutions which accompanied and marked tile revolution of 1688.
The delegate from Mifflin, (Mr. Banks) has referred to the first bank
that was established at Venice, which he says was a bank of deposit only.
It was a bank of credit also. What became of it? It went down wirb
the republic.
The French army that subdued and destroyed the republic
of Venice, plundered and destroyed its bank. This \\ as done by the
aristocracy of the sword, which some of the reformers here seem to admire, in preference, as they say, to the aristocracy of money.
The institution of banks in these United States w&s among the early
prominent acts of their governments after the establishment of their independence and the adoption of the federal constitution.
‘I’hey have grown
up under our republicun governments, and have been created by and supThey are democratic in
ported by every political party io the country.
their associations and purposes, being alike open to all who may choose
The man of small means, as well as tile capito become stockholders.
talist, may vest their mouey in this manner, in a rorpor3tion, so as to
afford credit to a community that may want and be benefitted by it. ‘I’he
business and transactions of’ banks are for the accommodation of ~11.
Being established for the public accommodation the people may apply
for loans, which should be granted, according to the means of the barlk,
It is the business of the
and the merits and securitv of the borrower.
banks to lend ; and the cl&en who applies for a loan does not humble
himself, as many are obliged to do, who applv to an individual capitalist
for 3 loan. ,4s is stated by Mr. Secretary -Taney, in his letter before
referred to, 6; If there were no state hanks, the profitable business of banking and exchange would be monopolixerl by tile great cupitalists.”
Mr. Chairman, I would next inquire, by what paper currency, that
furnished by the government or the banks, had the people and our gorernments suffered most, under the experience of more than a century.
The government losses on their depreciated stocks and depreciated treasury notes, during and immediately following the late war, was eslimated,
by a committee of congress, m their report of April, 1830, at not less
than forty-six millions of dollars.
The losses of the people by bills of credit and continental money are
incalculable.
By the continental money, which was issued by the continental congress to the amount of $369,000,000, and which at the rate
of depreciation was estimated of the value of $135,000,000, there was a
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loss to the qoverument and the people exceeding 62CO,CO0,000. Almost
every family who lived in Peunsylvaoia before the institution of banks,
and during the period of the circulation of the govetnment paper money,
have in their archieves anti history, evidence of the losses sustaiued by
the bead of the family in coutinentd money.
The lnqses to either the government or the people, by the banl~s,
during the existence 2nd operation, hare been comparatively small. I
will examine the estimates :tntl statemrnts on tlie subject, as made by the
delegate from Su3quetiannn, (Mr. Jlcatl) aid roatainetl in his priuted
sprech. ‘J’he gentlcm:ln states tlit: circulation of all the banks of the
ITniwd States, which he supposes ahout six l!uildred, as amounting 10
$996,OCO.O!H~, bcine fif’ly per cellt above their nolniunl capital. ‘I’his
erroneous bnsis, fountlctl
on gross error and exapger:ltion, is the foundaof the geiillem3n.
tion of other qrent errors and inarcurdries in the rCl~l:lIliS
it is also sr;at,edby the delegate from Susqueli;~n~~a,hi that we have 9396,OOO,OOO
of spurious currency now in tl~e I!xI(Is of the industrious.”
‘J’lle
cxag~ernLion in this i.i ;2slountling. He began wilh error in supposing lhe
cir[*i:lation to exceed I!?(: nominal capital tiftv per cent. 011 that subject.
saitl ?iir, C. we lid
iuformntiou ~~hicli si;owed the great error. ‘The
rcturus received of the conclltion of the banks cbfPeuusplv:luia show that
so f:r from tile l~rilrs hiring a circulation 01c :ilty per rcut above their
noriiinnl capital, their cirrulation was less ~IIRII ooze-tltid of that cnpital,
thrir circulation being onl:; $I (3,16,4,539 21, on n capital exceediag $E59,000,000.
I woultl refer qnin to the nuthori,ty of t!ie secretary of the treasury 011
this suhjcct. Mr. \‘r’ootlbury, in lils annual report of the 5th December
inst;int, Slll>illittetl
to corlgrees willi all lllc nlenils of infoimatiou afforded
by his tlrpartmenr, cs:iiljates tl;c circulation of :11lthe balrlis of the United States, at the time of suspension of specie paymen:s at over 099,000.000. ‘J be number of those banks he estimates at seven hundred
‘I’lleir circulation is rcdrlcetl murh since the suspen2nd ninetv-four.
sion, :IS ii a:testcd by tile icturns rcccntlv m::tic by the banks of J’~IIIIsylrnnia a1111
the I,aul<s of several of the other st ,tps. ‘J’he clrcnl;Ltion of
the 1’ennsylvai:ia bnnkr, was reduced, iu t!lc si?; months fdlowing the
suslznsioo. over twenty per cent.
Taking the sum, 110wevcr, at $99,OOO.CoO [or the net circulation according to the opinion of the serretarp of the treasury, how materially
does il tlitrer from the esiilnate of the delegate: frolic dusyuehanna, who
e,slimates the bauk circul3lion 31 three /lundred and ninety-six millions!
‘J%e excess of his estimate over that of the secretary of the treasury is,
in this one item of ballk circulation, the small error of two hundred ad
ninety-seven millions of iloliars!
I will next advert to :he gross exaggerations and estimates of the same
delegate, in relation to the supposed losses by banks, incurred by tile
people. In the sanle speech he et,ltes, that from 1811 to the year 1635,
one hundred ane ninetv-three banks broke up iu irretrievu6le Drcnkruptcy.
He estimates 6’ the circulation of those banks at $57,900,000, and that
tweuty-five per ctlnt of these liabilities was eventually paid by the broken
banks. ‘J’his leaves $43,515,000 of their bills ricuer redeemed. A dead
loss 10 the industrious poor. A clear gain to the wealthy banker. A tax
upon, or more correctly speaking, ii robbery, of the industrious classes,
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‘I’lJis estimate and statementaboundv
of’almost two milliorts annudy.”
itJ exaggeration more gross and erroneous than what has just been exposIt supposes, tlJat the ‘6 industrious
ed in relation to bank circulation.
peer” lost by the notes of broken banks exceeding $43,000,000, au
;mounc
nearly equal to what Mr. Crawford, secretary of the treasury,
supposed the whole bank circulation of the United States in 1819, which
‘I’he gentleman supposes that the one
hc estimaled at 845,000,OW.
hundred and ninety three banks may have paid twevty-Jive per ce11t of
their liabilities ; being one-fouctlJ. III his list, coml)ositJg the one hundred and ninety-three, are included nineteen in Pennsylvania, and if we
take the same average of capital and loss, it would make the loss to the
comniunitp, by the Pennsylvania ballIts, exccedingfotir
ndions $tluffurs. Il’rom the best informCltion I can procJJre, autl which I beheve to
be correct, I state, that all the Pennsylvania ban!;s which failed, with the
exception of about six, ledeemerl their notes and puid their ckposits.The remaining six paid the greater part ol’ their liabilities to the holders
ofnotes and deposilr;. Amongst those farlures was that of the Dank o!
Greencastle, located in the county of Franklin, and whose aff~s I have
had occasion to iiivesligate, and am enabled to state, that though its autlJociz2d capital was 8250,000, yet, Ihe loss to its creditors does not exceed WS,OOO, for principal and iJJteres1,. and nine-tenlhs of tlJat loss was
IO banks, the United states government, merchants al:d brokers. From
ttJe investixatiolJ I have given this subject, I beliere ihc loss to the whole
community, by the failure of the Pennsylvania baJJks, would be covered
by S!OO,WO, and does not exceed one hdreil
cd jft!) thousund ClGllors, instead of the many millions esrimated by the tl2legatc from SWquehanna. Of the losse:i in ottrer SLIW~. I a!JJ witbout iJJl’orm:ltion by
which lo estimate them, but it is to be I~ccsnmed, :bat the circnmhtauce-i
of suspension by tiie banks ii\ iliosc states were like those of i’ennsylv~Jn’a, aJJd 111atthose banks paJd their cceil~t,Jr~as did the bani,s of this state.
What has been ttle governmerlt lossts, by ilJe I)an!;s,
frorJ>
the esiablirhment of tl:e goveruinent ? On this point I ani pleased to llave it in
my power again to refer to autholil;- --no less than the srccetary of lhe
trelsurp, Xr. LVoodbury, in his comillunic;lci,):l 10 coJ~;yess,
datetl
December l%th, i834, in relation to governnJ?rJr losdes, bv baJJ!is.
“It is a singular fact in praise of this description of public debtors,
the selected bar&, that there is JJot now due on cleposi:s, from the whole
of Jhem wiiich have cvcr stoppeil pJyhJent, from the establishment of
the c~nJst~tutior~
to the present moment, a siim much beyond what is now
due to the United Sisles I’rom olie mercantile firm, that ?;tclpped payment
in 1825, or 1826, and 01’ whom ample security WJS requJre(l, and supposed to be taken, under the cespon~ibihty of an oath.”
“ ii‘we iuclude the whole present dues to the goVerilIllClJt
from discredited bauiis, at ail times and of all kinds, whether as deposrtories or not
and embrace even counterfeit bills, and every other species of unavailable
funds in the treasury, they mill not exceed what is dnc from two such
iirms. Of almost one huudcedbanlis, not depositories, wlr~ch, during ill1
our wars and commerical embarrass.nents, have IJeretofore failed in any
part of the union, in debt to the government, on their bills or otherwise,
it will be seen by the above table, t,hat the whole of them, except seventeeo
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have adjusted every thing which they owed, and that the balance due from
them, without interest, is less than $82,000. Justice to the state banking institutions, as a body, whose conduct in particular cases has certainly
been objectionable, but whose injuries to the government have been almost
incredibly exaggerated, and whose great benefits to it, both during the
existence of our two national banks, and while neither of them existed,
have been almost entirely overlooked, has led me to make this scrutiny,
and submit its results, under a hope rhat it will, in some degree, not only
vindicate them from unmerited censure, but justify this department for the
confidence it formerly, and in the great improvement of their condition
and of the financial affairs of the government, has recently reposed in
them.
It appears that though the government had in the local banks, at the
time of the suspension of specie payments in 1816, upwards of eleven
mi!lions of dollars, and afterwards received the local currenc.~ of the
banks in payment of dues to the government for excise, direct taxes and
the payments ofthe public. lands, to an amount exceeding twenty millions
of dollars (letter of Mr. Crawford, secretary of the treasury, to a committee of congress, dated 24th February, 1836,) yet the losses to the government by all did “ not exceed what was due to the government by two
mercantile firms for duties.”
And that of “ almost one hundred banks,
not depositories, which during all our wars and commerical embarrassments, have heretofore fhiled in anv part of the union, in debt to the government on their bitts or olher&e,”
the whole but sevenleen have adjnsted every thins which they owed, and that the balance due from them
without interest IS less than $82,000. What a contrast does the official
statement of the secretary of the treasury make with the extravagant
statements and estimates of the delegate from Susquehanna. Well may
we say that the estimates aud statements of the gentlemau not only, in
his own language, ‘6 &dunce st~ti~lics,” but that they distance imagination itself:-and
yet these statements, with all their exaggeration, have
been published and circulated under the name and credit of a delegate of
the convention.
This estimate of tosses to be apprehended, in the statement of the gentleman, from the failure of one-third of the banks NOW in the United
States, is in the same extravagant style, being imaginary and regardless
of facts and reality.
This loss he estimates at ninety-nine millions (page
14,) in addition to twenty-six millions lost by deprication on the late suspension- making a loss to be apprehended to the ‘6 industrious clusses”
of one hundred and twenty-five millions.
When the gentleman who says
the supposed capitals of the banks of the United States is ‘6 mere moonshine” indulges in such statements, may we not say his estimates
and arguments are obscurity, darkness and extravagance in the extreme?
The government of the United States has a claim called “ unavailable
funds,” on banks that had been depositortes of the government, during
the war and shortly after, amounting to something over one million of
dollars.
This is a kind of suspended debt, part of which ik uow in a
train of collection, and of which a considerable part, with attention may
be colL;cted. These “ depositories” had been the agents of the government !.o receive and disburse the local currency. The loss by them, if it
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c;hould continue unavailing, is short much of what has been lost in the
various departments of the government by individual public officers, who
were defadters, and from whom the law had required good and suffiicient
This is proved by the annual reports from the different departsecurity.
ments of government to congress, 0f “ balances” due by public officers
and government agents.
The two banks of the United Slates, chartered by the national government, were in operation near forty years. These banks furnished to the
government and the people during all that lime a currency never surpassed for its convenience and security ; and as fiscal agents of the government, received and disbursed its immense revenues without the loss of a
dollar either to the government or to the people.
The present hostility to banks, and clamor against them are founded
on the late suspension of specie payments.
This suspension was, as I
believe. an unavoidable alternative , suddenly forced upon the banks by
circumstances beyond their control. There was an unexpected and
sudden revulsion in the regular channels of trade and exchange between
this country and Europe, to which the measures of our own government
had much contributed.
American credit was depressed in Europe, and
liabilities there were to be met, by the shipments of specie, which created
alarm and impaired confidence. The New York banks were firstexposed to heavy d&s, that obliged them to suspend. The Pennsylvania
banks had no alternative but to do the same. By doing so, they saved
their business and trading men from immediate embarrassment and distress
and retainetl within our own state, specie funds that would have been
taken away by the banks of other states, which did not redeem their own
notes, and that specie would also have been exported to Europe, to pay a
debt whirh has since been in a great measure satisfied by the operations
of trade, bank accommodation to merchants, and the transfer of American
securities that were acceptable. The specie still remains in the banks
of Pennsylvania, and will enable them to resume the payments of specie
for their notes, under circumstances that merit and should obtain for them
public confidence.
That the condition of the banks at the time of the suspension in May
last had not been rendered any more unsafe by their operations or issues,
during the preceding six months, is evident from what the secretary of
the treasury states in his report at the late session of the present congress ! He says :
6‘ As a whole, their specie, compaired with their circulatiou, continued
to be almost as large in May as in November.
It averaged more than
one IO three, or much more than has been customary with the banks in
this country, and was over double the relative quantity held by all the
banks in England at the same period, and was in a proporrion one-fourth
larger than that in the Bank of England itself. Their immediate means
compared with their immediate liabilities, were somewhat stronger in
November tbau in May, but were at both periods nearly one to two and a
half, or greater than the usual ratio, in the best times, of most banks which
have a large amount of deposits in possession.
The directors of these banks had a trust of importance and responsibility, not to the holders of their notes aud stockholders alone, but to the
whole community, that might be most seriously affected by their mea-
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surcs. Banks ate not established for the profit of money-lenders ; they
are civated from considerations of pnblic ~mllcg and a regard to the
accommodation and convenience of a business and trading people ; and
the directors who would overlook or sacrifice those interests by violent,
excessive and unexpected contractions, would be unqualified for their station. While the banks mete liable to be called on to pay specie for their
alotes
they had the right to demand specie from their debtors, who were
under the same legal obligation to pay in discharge of their loans, that
Ihe banks were.
Would tllc banks, at the crisis of pressure and interrupted trade, have
been justifiable in exacting from their debtors instant payment of their
accommodations in a currency that could not be procured? No. It
would have been oppressive and ruinous.
While the banks of Pennsylvania , ilt the time of tbe;suspension of
specie payments in May, 1837, had a circulation of $21,063,543 03, deposit $12,491,008 15, they had to meet those liabilities-specie
$4,3Ql,
%86,407.613 43.
Oi2 93, discounts
If the bank directors had made sudden and great curtailments on their
debtors, they wo~11dnot and could not have been complied with, and the
order would have been nugatory, by being at the time, and under exis‘rhe failure of the banks to pav has
ting circumstances, impracticable.
been pronounced afraud by the delegates from Susquehmru and Indiana,
brought :&out by conspiracy on the part of the banks. The evidence of
lhis conspiracy is said to be fout~ii in the circumstance of stimultaneous
suspension. ‘l’he cause was general, its effects were like ll~osc of the
storm on the wings of the wind. ‘rhe intelli,gence communicated, left
110alternative to t.llc: bdn!;s but for the preserratlon of their resources, and
ihe protection of the community against distress, to suspend lor a time
the payment of specie. As well might the debtors to the banks, many
(If w!:osc notes became due at the same time, and which they were unaable to pay in the currency that migllt be demanded, be charged with a
“conspiracy”
to commit a “ fraud,” because they failed to pay simultaneously. Every man who is unable to pay his IialAties, at a crisis of
unusual and unexpected pressure, though it is known that he has ability
and will meet those liabilities with a reasonable indulgence, may be charg
ed with 6‘ a fraud,” and if two or more be in the same situation, they are
IVhat will commerical and business men think
called ‘6 conspirators.”
of such an argument as this, which has been gravely urged and repeated
by delegates in this conue~ztio?~.’
Public opinion approved of this measure of the banks, and experience
under it has shown that it was as beneficial as necessary. An agitated
and harrassed commnnily mere much relieved. The banks of the IJniled
States, in a period of near fifty years since their establishment, have redeemed their notes with specie, except during the limited suspension
during the last war and the present crisis, amounting in all to about three
gears, and yet the great Bank of England, with its immense capital and
resources, suspended the paytnent of specie from February, 1797 to 1st
May, 1803, a period of 26 years. During that time the government of
England, with this irredeemable paper currency, sustained itself in a protracted war against the tnost formidable armies that overrun Europe, under
the command of Napoleon, the greatestcaptain of the age, The legislature
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of New York, which was in session at the time of the suspension d
specie by the banks, by au almost unanitnous vote of both houses, sanetioned the sttspension, ant1 relieved the banks for one year from the
forfeitures of their charters. The pressure tltat thus suddettly bore dowia
on the banks, was as uuexpected on tlte part of those who administered
the naiional government, with all their meaus of information, through
their oficial agents at hotne and in Europe.
They were unprepared for
it, and to tlteir creditors they have not acted with the justice and equality
that the banks have. The banks retaiu their funds for the common equal
benefit of all, refusing to give tlteir specie funds to any preferred creditor,
The government has been paying out its
With them equ;llity IS equity.
specte funds to that favottred class of public servants, tile congress, wlm
have under their control the public purse, as well as tnuch of the publie
pa\ronage. 1F the banks had paid out their specie 10 some of their owu
directors and off%ers, to the exclusion of others, they would ltave deserved and received tlte unqualified censure of an indignant cotnmunilg
Yet an act of such preference and injusthrougltout the whole country.
tice is done un:ler the aulhortty of our rulers at. Wa~hit;gton, without any
public animadversion on the part of those who uow declaim most against
the batiks.
I am not ‘one wlto thinks that our banking institutions arc f.iultless.
There mtght be, and ought to be, imposed ou them some addttion&
restrictions on their issues and liabilities for public security, suggested by
This should be now done with a tender
the experience we have had.
and judicious Irand. It is a proper subject for ordiuary legislation, and nob
for a constitutional provision, whic,h cannot tie changed. ‘rlie legislatioa
in relation to it should be cautious, and with reference to tlte legislatio,n
of other states on the same subject, as well as to the legislation and a&,~
of the general government.
Whilst tnany who advocate the resolutions introduced into the convm
tion by the delegate from Susqurltantta say they are only fdr a reason&&
restriction or regulation of tht: banks, and not for their destruction, yet dw:
measures proposed would, if adopted, lead almost to the extinction of ti
Pennsylvania.banks.
The mover has in his speech declared that his purpose was their EStitaction al&r a lapse of some years.
The resolutions proposing ame&
menls, submitled by the same gentleman. if adopted, would
be destwcf,ipWL
to credit and banking institutions within the stale of Pcn:~s~-lvar:i,~
These resolutions or proposed att~endtttettts, restricting the Icgiuiatare ild
their legislation on tlte subject of banks, are not to be regarded its exprc.+
sing the single opinion of this geutleman, but of the party in the conver&oa
wtth whom he is associated and acts. They are said lo have beew;
approved and adopted in a party caucus, and the gentleman from Suspoe
hattna is ouly tlte organ of the party to introduce them. I will not exam&z
all of the proposed eight amendments submitted, but direct attention to a
part of them. The first proposes to tnake the stockholders of banks
severally and individually
liable for the debts of the corporate bodyWould a provision of this kiud add to the stability of the banks or he
greater security of the public ? No ; the effect of it would be to withdraw
real capital from the banks, as those who have money to lend and invest
would not put it in institutions attended with such risk and liabiliries, ad
E
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from which a profit lillle exceeding the ordinary rate of interest w;ls to be
derived. The capital would be transferred to the banks of other states,
lo their advantage and the prejudice of our own. It would wit,h such a
provision be left to speculators and borrowers to establish banks, for the
purpose of obtaining loans and having the control of the bsnks. Instead
of a real capital furnished by capitaltsts, the stock of the banks would
belong to the directors of the banks, and their discounts would constitute
the bank funds:
Such a provision, whilst it would enhance the s:ock of
the banks of other states in the market, would depress the stocks of the
Pennsylsattia banks, attd render the public less secure on tl,e liabilities
of such banks. It is also proposed tllat a bank shall not be chartered for
a longer term than ten years, nor with a capital exceeding three millions
of dollars, and that not more than one bank :?hall be chartcrrd or re-cltartercd in one year. The effects of such provisions as these would be to
red1tf.e tlie number of bat:ks in l’cnnsylvania, now fifty, to ten, inasmuch
as but one could be cltartered or re-chartered in otte year, and as their
term was not to exceed ten years, which must, by the efllux of a few
years, lirnit their ttumbrr to ten for the whole state. One of the prqposed
amenJtnents is, fh;lt the banks shall be rcstticlcd front establtshing
‘I he country \I ould still require its Iba111c
accornirtc~da:iotts,
braltcllcs.
thoupll the c;~pi:al reqi:irc,d for t!ieir hat~ks woul~l be sm;Jl. Yiiving the
country orte-half the banks, would leave but, five for the cities of Philadelphia and Tirtsburgh, wiLti a capilal not.cscerding fi!iectn millions of dollars,
attd for tl:c tive countrv barrks the capit;J wauted tvould ttot exceed
‘ro rrstriri, also. as proposed, ha,hk i.Gsues to notes not
$1 ,ml,ooo.
under tea doilars, would inconitnotle inairy of our citizens in llleir small
business t:.attsar:tions, and also favour the’ b:luks of odier siatra, whose five
dollar notes would be ttsed in circulatiott, to the advantage of t/lose banks
aud their proprie:ors, and to the loss and inconvenience of 0:ir own
c1:lZetx3.
The stale nf New Pork has now ninely-five banks, with a rapital of
The slaie of &iassaclt~let:lts has
near thirty-five inillir~ns of dollars.
u,,warcls of ot~e Iiu~~drrd and fifty banks, wilh a capital exceeding thirty
IEb~tlr Islatiti has upwart!s of fifry haulis, and the
ntilliottti of drJl,irs.
other states wi\h which WChave tr;ld3 aod interck)urse, have their nulnerous bani~.s.
Is Pennsylvania, tli~ringnisbril as she t.s for her a:!ricnllural and mineral
tna,;,iitud:: ;d ,;n~clurrs ol’ her great public works-her
tiu\yealflI-tile
merous and exle~ive ma:~uf:-?ct~trez-the skill, euterprise and itttlustry of
her citizens, attcl their growing numbers, to be reduced dowu to [he grade
of a third rate state. by tiepriviug her of her facilities of credit, currency
and exchange, aForded by her baaking iuslitutiotta, and m:itle drpendeut
011those of other states, over whose opcraticlns and security s!te c;in exerc&e no cr:nlrol or it:fluence ? ‘I’lte hostility to the battks and b;lnkiug
in the United S,ales is now exhibited in overt acts of war upou those of
Pennsylva,lia.
In tile convention it is attempted lo wage it by a constitutioual provision, which, however severe, oppressive, uttequal or unjust,
will be byyo;id tlte remedy aotl relief 01’ the legislature in all future tune.
‘rhe pui,!ic authorities -the representatives of the people and citizens of
other states, evince a disposition to sti3;;iiu their bauking institutions by
legislative sanction, public confideuce and individual support. It is Penn-
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sylvania alone that presents the spectacle of a domestic war within her
borders, and by her state representatives, on the institutions which have
been established by her power- have grown up with her growth and
prosperity ; and now exhibit a health, stability and integrity superior to
those of the other great states of this Union.
If such a war upon Pennsylvania institutions aml interests was made by
emissaries ftom other stales, we might account for it by imputing it to
commercial or politicai rivalry, am1 that Pennsylvania was to be arrested
in her march of improvement and power by blows at her capi!al, credit,
business and trading community, inflicted through the sides of her banking institutions, which now have on loans to her citizens near seventy
millions of dollars; the sudden contraction of which must produce wide
spread embarrassment and distress through our yet happy and prosperous
state. That such a war should be waged by auy of her own citizens OI
their representatives “ is passing strange,” amI GUI only be accounted for
by believing, that in these evil times lhe spirit of party in Pennsylvania is
so violent, unreasona’>le, unjust and intolerant, that it must have the
course meditated and directed by its leaders, though in iis march it should
sacrifire state credit, stvte interests, state institutions, and ov-rwhelm
with embarrassment her enterprising and trading citizens of all parties
and occupations.
States, like individuals. have their interests best promoied when they
give them their proper care and attention.
If st3i.e government5 do not
watch over and. Fustain their own interests and rights, it is to be expected
that, like all other neglected interests, they will be sacrifiaetl.
States,
like individuals, have their competitors altd rivals in the pursuit of power,
trade, or whatever may be supposed to allvanc\e their interests ; and the
protection of state rights, state interests and Slaic? policy, rrquires vigilance
on the part of Ihe people as well as their pclrlic ofticers.
T;:e unanimity that msrketl the councils of our state government and its
legishture, as well as the public seutimeot of our cilizeus, but a few years
since, in relation to the great public inrerests of Pcnnsylvauia, were too
strong and impressive to be forgotten or overlooked.
Those inlerests,
avowf:d ant1 proclaimed by the public resolutions of our state legislature,
with the sanction of the governor, nnd responded 10 by the people, were
the protection of’ hmeiican m:~nuFdclurtis- the maintenance of the sound
currency furnished by the I)ank of the United States-the
distribution of
and, afler the pavmeut of the na’ion;ll debt,
the surplus r?venur;
the distribution of the proceedsof he public lands. ‘l’he legislative voice
was again and again made Iitlowfl in resolnlions of the most decisive
character, in defence of these great interests -resolutiuns a(lopteil without
regard to party demarcation, ;tutl by majorities almost ap;,roarhing to
‘i’lrc fell spirit of party, however, th;it reignecl at \Vas!lington,
unanimity.
dern;inded the sacrifice of thrse interests, in order to conciliate tile hvour
The protection of our manuf,,ctures,
of iuflueufi2.l men in sther stales.
&c., promised lo our citizens, untier the act of congress of 1828, was
rejected and withdrawn by the act of 1632, and our manufacturing interests
given up as a concession to the menaces and dictation of soutllern nulliI’he United Stales Bank was next yieliled up as a sacrifice to the
fiers.
offended spirit of party , and to the influence of jealous and interested
counsellors of other states, that were desirous of depriving Pennsylvania
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and her great, commercial capital, Philadelphia, of the advantage arising
from having that bank, with its great and solid capital. But, happily for
our commonwealth and her great city; which it should be the pride of
Pennsylvanians to advance and prosper, a Pennsylvania legislature was
sufI%ently sagacious to disappoint the machinations of our state enemies,
and there was retained for us a bankipg capital of which it was intended to
deprive us, whilst at the same time there was secured for us abonzcs for
the charter privileges that replenished our exhausted stale treasury and
enabled the government to prosecute its unfinished public works.
Whether the share roming to Pennsylvania of the proceeds of the public lands ceded to the United States for the common benefit of the states
is to be relinquished to the party policy advocated at Washington, of
reducing their price so as to cover cost of survey, or of surrendering them
to the new states, a short time will discover. The Pennsylvania interests
now immediately assailed are her banking instilulions, and the commercial and manufacturing community now aided by their loans and other
These great interests and their dependencies
money accommodations.
are not those of a party, but of the whole people of this commonwealth,
and whilst public policy and public serurity may, through our legislature,
require some moderate and judicious limitations on the extent of bank
issues ant2 liabililie.s, a war against the banks of Pennsylvania is a war
on Pennsylvania capital and credit, which, if pursued, must overwhelm
or embarrass our enterprising. useful and productive citizens and be
attended with distress which we will all have to deplore when it is too
late to repair it. To avert So great a calamity, and to mitigate t.he evils
at.tentlant on the present condition of the currency and trade, let onr citizens exercise moderation and’ forbr,arance to the banks ; and let our
national and state representatives afford them 11leaid and confidence of the
government, and our currency will soon be restored and our trade and
business revived.
T~Jougl1 11x:rate of fnrcign exchange is now reduced, and there be no
demand for apctrie for export. which c.ireumstancrBs. in other times, might
be relied on as indi&ng
ease in the money market, and induce the
opinic!n ibat the banks might at once resume the payment of specie, yet,
at this junctnrr. it doesnot afford to the banks the encouragement tlrat may
at first seem 10 be warranted.
The eml~arrassment. to be apprehended
now by them arises from the want of general confidence, the interruptions
and de~angcment of our domestic trade and exchange, the hostility of a
I)ortiou (:l’;,ur citizens, and the unfriendly disposition towards the banks,
manifested in the councils of our national executive.
If the government, through its collections for public dues, and others,
shall occ;lsion a drain from the banks of their specie, the ballks JlluSt
curtail rapidly their aWOJIJlIJOda~iOJJS
lo their rustomers, to enable them
to sustain tllelr credit under such pressure. The city hanks must demand
payments from \he merchants, manufac.turers and other busin%ss men,
who in their turn must call on the country merchants and traders for the
immediate paymenl of all their liabilities.
The country banks will also
surer under a like distrust and operation, and be obliged to make like calls
on their debtors. Where, I would ask, are the means of payment now to
be had in Pennsylvania to meet such demands at such a crisis 1 The
banks may call on their debtors lo pay but they will call in vain, for the
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payments cannot be made, and they may ruin their business men without
The circulation is not
raising the cash means thus suddenly required.
only now greatly reduced, but in the train of further reduction.
Eastern Pennsylvania has, for the last two seasons, been deprived of
her great agricultural staple, wheat, by the entire failure of one crop, and
by a failure of one-half of an average crop at the last harvest. Our iron
masters, those great and useful operators in our great inland trade, who
not only give employment and subsistance to the harday yeomanry that
driye their furnaces, forges and rolling mills, but furnish an important
market for agricultural product, are now, by the great interruptions of
trade, obliged to suspend or curtail their business, and have in the market
or on hand their iron manufactures for which they cannot raise cash, or
such notes and acceptances as can be converted into cash, to pay
the cost of manufacturing, and for the provisions consumed by their
labourers.
These and other great and pervading interests should be
regarded with care, forbearance and encouragement; and the policy or
legislation that will sacrifice such interests, and those of the people connected with them, would be a reproach to a republican government, and
to a free and intelligent people ; and only become a barbarous age and a
despotic government.
From the abstract of the returns of the Pennsylvania banks for the
month of January, ,May, June and November, 1837, prepared for the
legislature by the auditor general, it appears that:
January 1837.

Capital.
Notesin Cir’n.
Deposits,
Discounts;
Specie,

558,570,338

25.241,982
15,002,939
86,471.023
5,752,439

18

33
81
18
83

June 1837.

May 1836.
$59,659,316

34

22,049,235 80
16,046,444 29
87,740,585
4,489,999

57
68

$59,867,400

November 1837,
76

$59,944,435

76

20,751.295 81

17,078 567 95

14,885,257
84,894.344
4,336,900

13011,285
71,133,671
7,024,043

04
86
73

04
25
74
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FEBRUARY 3. 1838.
Speech delived by JAMES 58. PORTER, Esq. in the Pennsylvania convention, February 3, 1838.
The convention resumed the second reading of the report of the committee to whom was referred the ninth article of the constitution.
The fourth section being under consideration in the words following :
“ SECTICIN 4. That no person who acknowledges the being of a God,
and a future state of rewards and punishments, shall, on account of his
religious sentimens, be disqualified to hold any office or place of trust or
profit under this commonwealth.”
A motion was made by Mr. READ, to amend the same section, by
striking therefrom all after the word ‘6 Section 4,” and inserting in lieu
thereof the words following :
“That no person who acknowledges the being of a God, and his own
accountabili’y to the Supreme Being, shall, on account of his religious
sentiments, be disqualified to give evidence, or to hold any office or
place of trust or profit under this commonwealth.”
And the said amendment being under consideration,
A mot.ion was made by Mr. DORAN, to amend the same by striking
therefrom all after the word 6‘ that,” 111the first line, and inserting in
lieu thereof the words following, viz :
‘6 The civil and political rights, privileges, or capacities of any citizen
shall, in no wise, be dimioished or enlarged, on account of his religious
opinions.”
After some speeches in favor of this proposition,
Mr. PORTER, of Northampton, said that as this subject had been referred to the committee upon the ninth article, of which he had the honor
to be chairman, and the committee had deemed it inexpedient to make
any alteration in this provision of the constitution of 1790, it seemed
proper that he should say something on the sub*jert, justifying the
action of the committe, and for that purpose he had left the chair.
By reference to resolution No. 43, and report 22, to be found on page
207, of the first volume of our journal, it will be seen that this subject
was distinctly brought before that committee :-the report, upon so much
as relates to it, was as follows:
‘6 No. 43, submitted by Mr. KEIM, of Be&s, instructing this committee, ‘6 to consider the expediency of so amending the constitution, as to
allow for ever, in this state, the free exercise and enjoyment of religious
profession and worship IO all mankind ; but that the liberty of conscience
hereby secured, xh:dl.not be so construed as to excuse acts of licentiousness, or to justify practices inconsistent with the peace and safety of this
state.”
6‘ The committee deem it inexpedient to adopt any further provision
on this subject, than is contained in the existing bill of rights, which
allows full freedom of religious opinions to all, and rlenies the night of
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any human authority to control or interfere with the rights of conscience9
and prohibits any preference from ever being given bv law to a~;y re!igious establishment, or modes of worship. and plohigits the legislature
from ever disqualifying persons from holding of&es or places of trust or
profit under tile commoniveal~h, on account of their religious sentiments,
who arknomiedge the being of a God, and a future state of rewards and
punislimeots.”
Some gentlemen who have addresseil the ronvention, appear to have
fallen into error as to what the provision of tire existil1.g consiitution is.
In point of fact, the existing !)rovision of the constitution !)rescribes no
rule in itself, ou the subject of religious belief, as a test or qoalilicarion
for office, nr for being admitted as witnesses. It merely declares that
‘( no person who acknowledges the being of a God, a,td a future state
of rewards
aud punishments, sha!! on account of his religious sentiments, be disqualified to hold any office or place of trust or profit under
this commonwealth.”
This is not the imposition of any test. It merely restrains legislation lIpon tire subject, where the acknowledgment and
belief mentioned exist
It snys in so many words, that the legislature
of Pennsylvania shall not, by any future enactment, disqualify any person from holding office, if he believes in the existence of a God, and a
future state of rewards and punishments.
There is nothing. then, in t!lis
constitutional provision, which in itself disqualifies any person. S0r
has the power to legislate upon the subject, within the restriction imposed, ever been exercised during the period of forty-seven years it has
been in Ibrc.e, to disqualify auy one.
What, then, are we asked to do 1 We are asked solemnly to embody
in the fundamentallaw of Pennsylvania, a provision which is to repeal
and destroy a!! tllat our courts of comn1on law have done in settliug and
deciding the common !JW of the land. That common law let it be known,
has grown up and been established by the experience and wisdom ofages.
It is the embodiet! common sense of society, adapting to at&y existing
state of things, that lule of conduct best calculated to suit the peace,
order, and welfare of the community.
It has grown with our growth,
and strengthened with our strength.
Our courts have decided, and in
my judgment, very properly too, that the man who denies the existence
of a God, is not eutitletl to be sworn and examined as a witness. So
too, with the man who does not believe in *‘ a future state of rewards and
punishments.”
It is intended by the amendment to the amendment
which the gentleman from the county of Philadelphia, (Mr. Doran) has
propsed, to reverse these well settled principles of the law, by a constitutidnal provision.
There are t\+o objections to be urged against doing this.
The first objection is, that if it be necessary so to alter the existing
law of the land; the legislature of the commonwealth is abundantly competent to legislate on the subject. If it be advisable that those persons
should be excused from the operation of the common law rule, which
says that the man who denies the being of a God, shall not be called upon
to involve that God to punish him for falsehood, when he comes forward
to testify in a court of justice, your legislature has the power to do it.
So, too, if he does not believe that there is a state of rewards and pun-
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ishments in eternity.
The common law has said that the man who disbelieves in a state of future rewards and punishments, shall notbe called
upon in a court of justice, to take an oath, which in a certain event, invokes the infliction of future punishment upon him : that is to say, if he
will testify what is untrue. This, as 1 have said, is the common law of
the land, and has grown out of no statutory provision.
I do beg, that
gentlemen will be careful not to commit innovations by adopting in this
amended constitution, provisions which, if necessary, are only and properly, the legitimate subjects of state legislation.
Such a course is calculated to overload the instrument with imptoper provisions, and render
it complex and unintelligible.
But sir, in the second place, I am opposed to this amendment, because
I consider it improper even as a matter of legislation.
I think it wrong
in principle.
The existing rule, as I have stated, has grown out of the
good sense of society. The judges have adopted this rule. because they
believe that it is, of all others, the best calculated to promote a sacred
regard for truth. Thev have said, that in the administration of the common law, they cannot give credence to, or have confidence in the statements of a man denying the existence of a Supreme Being, or denying
his own responsibility to him.
Are we prepared to say, that an atheist-a man who denies the existenee of that God who made him. as well as his own accountability to
bim-shall
be entitled to give evidence in a court of justice ? Are you,
gentlemen, ready to promulgate this doctrice here? I do not think there
is a single member of this body, who, if he will give his common sense
P?ay, and reflect seriously ou the consequences which would inevitably
sesult to human society from ruch a docnine, would give his sanction to
such a proposition.
It may be true, as the gentleman from the county of Philadelphia,
as stated, that there are but few atheists: still we know
!IZ’t2FLehsome.
In a neighbouring county, (Chester) not long since,
<
one miserable wretch came before the court and openly disavowed his
belief in the existence of a Supreme Being. The testimony of that man
was rejected, bul that rejection was not in.consequence of any provision
in your constitution.
It was only carrying out the common law of the
guarland. There could be no policy in admitting such testimony-no
antee that there was any thing which the person considered a binding obligation upon him to speak the truth.
What is the form of the oath administered to a witness ? It is, when
they swear by the book, ‘*You do swear that the evidence which, you
will give, &c. shall be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the
tith, so help you God,” in token of assent to which he kisses the book.
Where the oath is taken with the uplifted hand, the person raises his right
hand towards heaven, and the oath is administered thus : -4‘ You do swear
6%~&nighty
God, Lhe searcher of all hearts, that the evidence which
you will give &c. shall be the truth, the whole truth and nothing but the
truth, and that, as you shall answer to God at the great day."
The
affirmation is declared by law to have the same binding effect as an
oath.
Is it not mere mockery for the man who disbelieves in a God-who
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scoffs at the-idea of a future state of rewards and punishments-to
cdl
011God to punish him if he perjures himself, or to eubmit to answer to
the Supreme Being at the great day of final account, when Ihe dors not
believe that thele is either a God or a day of future retribution?
I hold this idea of future responsibility to be the great bond which
holds society together, The only thing, in fact, which renders mankind
safe in society, and I for one, am not prepared to cut it asunder and inflict
upon mankind Ihe evils which would inevitably follow so destructive a
course. I am aware that the doctrine for which I contend in these days of
latitndinarianism, is scoffed and sneered at, by those who either do not
feel the force of it, or for other causes trample it under foot, and that it is
considered bigoted, fanatic and sectarian, to raise a voice in any sort of
legislation in behalf of the sound system of morals, which the rrligion of
the Bible and of Revelation teaches. Well be it so. I have no fear of
taking the responsibility of raising my voice on this occasion. ‘Riis
driving all consideration for religion out of view, has had its advocates at
all limes, and upon all occasions. It was the leading, the triumphant
doctrine at the period which has been alludetl to by the gtmtleman from
the county of Philadelphia, (Mr. Earle) when the Christian religion was
abolished in France, and the Goddess of reason was the Deity of their
adoration.
What was the consequence of all this? All moral ties were
severed or disregarded, the marriage contract was dishonoured and dissolved, at the will of either or both the parties-the
natural relations were
destroyed-morality
was lost sight of-and as might be expected, France
expiated in blood this desecration of all that was holy and p!lre.
Let it be SO
History is said to be philosophy teaching by example.
to us. Let us learn a lesson from experience when we see how many
of the citizens of that country were butchered in cold blood by a population that had lost all sense of religions obligation ;-who
said that
death was an eternal sleep ;-that man when he died was like the beasts
that perish. Let not the blood stained historic record of tllat misguided
land be altogether lost upon us. Open the door and hold out the inviting hand of encouragement to infideljly here-permit
the man who denies the existence of a Supreme Being, or denies the existence ofa future
state of rewards and pumshments to be received as a witness in a court
of justice upon the same terms as conscientious men, who do believe in
the existence of a Supreme Being to whom they are accountable in a
future state for their conduct here upon earth, and you do a deed fraught
with most dangerous consequences to the morals and to the interests of
our country.
You place in the hands of the irreligious and profligate an
instrument by which at some future day they may uproot the foundations
of society in this now favored and happy land.
I am aware that there are several congregations of the society of Universalists at this day who deny that there is a future state of rewads and
punishments, and to their exertions I have no donbt we are indebted for
the numerous petitions, couched in general terms, praying that no religious tests may be established, when none are intended.
I do not profess to be very familiar with the creeds of the various sects
in our country, but this much I know, that this entire denial of all future
rewards or punishments was not originally the doctrine of that sect.
-They originally held, and I believe a portion of them still hold, that in
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the future state men are subjected to punishment of a limited tlu~ation for
the misdeeds of this iife, hut that ultimately that punishment will cease
and ail bcr savetl. All such persons are now admitte!l as witnesses in
courts of justice.
It is only the man who utkrly denies every thing of
the kind who is rejected, and if gentleman will take the trouble to refer
t0 a decision conta’ined in the 2d volume Cowen’s Reports, page 432, and
the note thereto in page 572, they wil! find the cul~jcct discussed and
decided as I have stated, on the broad principles oi lhr common law, and
of sound policy.
This is also rhe law of the United States courta. It
is the law of tile comnlonwealth of PennsyIvania, and it is, and ought to
be, the law of every Christian country at this enlightened day. How
can a man be held responsible under ally form of 03th tllat may be devised, who does not believe in a world to come, and that in that his state
will he determined Rtr weal or for woe hy tile deeds done in the body. By
what other bond can you bind him. YIN must either retain this doctrine
or you may -nay you must throw away tile use of all oaths and affirmations entirely, for which I apprehend but few are prepared. Who among
US has not seen a child called up as a wirness in one of our courts? If
the child be supposed to be of tender years, or immature jutlgrneut, the
first question is, as to age, and the nest the nature and obligation of an
oath, and as part of the latter “ what will become of persons who swear
or affirm fXscly t” The response usu:rlly is “that they will be pcnished
in the world IO come.”
And if the child does not answer so, it is said
not to possess a sense of responsibility sufficient to justify t,he admission
of its testimony to bear upon the rights of the parties litigant, or the
guilt or innocence of the party accused. And let me ask what does all
this imp!y 1 Is it not, that without a firm belief in a future state of
rewards and punishments, no mRn, in a legal point of view, is worthy of
credit? This rule then comes down to us sanctified hy the wisdom and
recommended by the apljrobation of ages. It grows out of no bigotry-no superstition-no
fanaticism.
It has its origin in the good sense of
mankintl- iu a knowledge of the true basis upon which human society is founded, and the means which are requisite for its preserva-

tion.
Now, Mr. President, we are asked to set aside, by a constitutional
provision, a solemn course of decisions upon this important subject, by
Our coults Of justice,
In the organic law of our commonwealth, to
repeal a portion of the common law -a measure, as I do most solemnly
believe, if c;lrried into effect, fraught with dauger-calculated
to destroy
of justice, as wcall as the peace, order,
the purity of the,administration
and well being of society itself. Have we reflected upon the consequences of such a step, and if we have not are we prepared to take it without
such reflection ? Shall we allow all persons disbelieving the existence
of a Supreme Being, and denying their own future accountability for
their deeds upon earth to enter the sanctuaries of justice and invade the
rights of society ? Shall we order our courts to absolve such men from
I for one am not prepared to sancthe consequences of their disbelief?
tion such an innovation, or to approve of such a change--I know of no
sufficient cause for s I doing.
There is nothing in the existing provision of the constitution which.
has, in my judgment, worked any harm, or from which any injury, in-
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justice, or oppressitin may be apprehended. While I will go as far asany
man in this bodv to secure and protect the rights of conscience to all as
far as is compaiible with the peace and safety of society, there is a point
beyond which even the most fastidious on this subject cannot go, and
that pcint is, will the rights of s0ciet.y at large be invaded, or its peace,
order, and safety be put in jeopardy.
I permit every man to have his
OWU religious belief and to worship accordmg to the thctates of his own
conscience, but as in the case ofwriting and speaking his opinions I leave
him to the consequences of so doing as settled by no tyrannical statute,
but by the silent and sure operation of the collected sense of mankind
embodied in the commnn law, which, as before stated, is nothing more
or less than the collected common sense of the community.
Under the present provision, the legislature has no right to exclude
any man from being a witness who is not now excluded according to
the law of the land, that common law which our fathers brought with
them from Englantl- under which we have thus far lived, and under
which, bv the blessing of God, we were carried safely through the war
of the revolution, and the scarcely less important war of 1812. I am
willing to leave the subject, under the existing restriction, to the legislature of tl~ecommot~wealth coming from time to time, immediately from the
people, and expressiug their views. I am unwilling to unsettle the rule
which works well in practice to adopt a speculanve latitudinarian proposition, which I solemnly believe will cut loose the bonds which bind society together, and may land us where it landed Frauce, in the days of
her revolution, when Atheism and Deism let lodse the fiends of discord
and deluged with blood and carnage the fairest fields upon which the
light of the sun ever shone. I canuot willingly aid in bringing about
such results-I cannot permit them to be brought upon us without raising my voice of warning and solemnly entering my ptotest as I now do,
against it. I now leave the subject to the action of this body, and be the
decision what it may, my skirts at least are clear.
The amendment to the amendment was then negatived by a vote of
16 to 88, and the amendment itself also negatived by a vote of 36 to
86-so that the existing constitutional provision is retained.
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FEBRUARY 19, 1838.

Remarks of Mr. CLISE, of Bedford, on the following regolution which
he offered on the 19th of February, 1838. (See journal of the convention, page 806.)
Resolved,That in the opinion of this convention, the legislature ought to continue
to provide by law for the establishment of common schools throughout the state, and to
make such further enactments on this subject, as tvill be most likely to insure the benfits
ef instruction to all the children of this commonvvealth.
Mr. CLINE rose and said :

In offering this resolution, Mr. President, it would be in vain to attempt
to conceal from the convention the embarrassment under which I labor.
A firm and determined resistance on ttle part of members, to incorporate
any provision in the constitution on the subject of education, other than
that megre one which has existed for half a century under the present
frame of our government, and the pratracted stage to which the business
of the convention has progressed, might well discourage any attempts to
elicit attention to this matter, save in the shape in which I have put it.
Nothing but an overwhelming
sense of duty, and a desire to avoid
a misapprehension of the motives of members, which I am afraid, if
left unexplained, may prevail extensively in the public mind hereafter,
has induced me to britg up the resolution which I have offered at this
late period of our proceedings.
I must confess that I was more than disappointed at the course which
many members thought proper to pursue, when this grave and important
I watched with breathless
subjeet was fully before the convention.
anxiety the sentiments which were expressed, and the votes which were
counted. I at first calculated on the exertion of talent, of feeling aud of
eloquence in behalf of a question of such momentous importance to the
people of this state. I hailed the report of the committee, to whom this
great subject was entrusted, as an earnest of the high minded and enlightened liberality which I thought would have manifested itself by an
almost unanimous vote of the members of the convention, and for some
time after the subject came up for discussion in committee of the whole,
I congratulated myself that I was not disappointed.
But when at last I
was called to witness the unaccountable but certain transition of the
human mind from enthusiasm to iudefference, and afterwards from indifference to open and avowed opposition, I felt the reaction on my spirits
like the weight of an Atlas. I was chilled and mortified.
I am well aware, Mr. President, that the reasons alleged by gentlemen
for this opposition, were such as would seem to have satisfied their own
minds. They thought and they openly avowed, that the incorporation of
an amendment into the constitution, which would secure to the children
of this commonwealth the advantages of a common school education in
all time to come, would be unpopular with the people, and that such a
measure would have a tendency to defeat the other amendments. It is
not my intention to take up the time of this body in an attempt to combat
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a position thus gratuitously assumed, + and which the arguments of the
gentlemen themselves would seem at once to o\‘erturn.
For let it be
remembered, that all here profess to be the friends of a li5eral course of
public instruct,ion, and the argument is that that system has alteady been
carried into successful operation, and that it is rapidly gaining the esteem
Bttt if this be true,
and approbation of all classes of the community.
where is the danger of submitting a fixed and pertnanent system to the
people, which would insure to them and to their posterity those advantages which it is said they already enjoy, and which they are learning
more and more to appreciate from day to day ? Why object to perpetuat& that, wttich not only we ottrselves agree to be right,, but which it is
altegecd the people likewise approve and sanction ? Why permit a subject like this to be exposed to the pressure of partisan revolutions, when
it can be so much better secured ott this broad foucdation of the constitution of the state? It seems to me that the reasoning of the gentlemen
on the other side is as lame as tt ts crttel and improvident.
Sir, what conclusion have we come to at last in relation to the important work which we are about to submit to the people 1 We h?ve made
certain amendtnents either for the weal or woe, the advantage or &sadThe great detnocratic principle has beet,
vantage of our constituents.
over and over asserted, that the people themrelves must be tlte jttdges of
the frame of government underwhich they are willi::g to live, and that in
all our deliberations it is our bounden duty to consult their wishes and
their opinions on this important subject. And yet we are willing to expunge from the instrument which we are about sitbtnitting to them the
only and the best means of judging whether that instrument be a good
or a bad one, whether it ought to have been received or rejected, snd
whether when iiis received they ought to be willing to retain it, or ought
to alter it for sotne other system, more worthy of their confidence and
approbation.
‘6 You take my life, when you do take the means
‘6By which I live.”

It has very forcibly and very correctly been said by Mr. Wines, in a
work recentiy published on the subject of education, “ that our verv freedotn,will prove our bane, unless the people, the original sonrce’of all
power, are so far enlightened as to be able to exetcise the various functiotts of power aright. ‘IYte ability to reflect, examine and judge, and
the possession of elevated virtues, each attainable for the most part ottly
thtough the instrumentality of education, are essential to the safe enjoyment aud useful exercise of the privileges Of freentett. It is a truth
which we all acknowledge, but which we do not lay to heat t as we ought
that intelligence and virtue are the bulwarks of a free governmettt, that
education is the parent of all true personal indypendence, and that in proportion to our intellectual and moral illumination, will be our chances of
surviving, in the vigor of perpetual manhood. the operation of those
* The result of the election haa shown, when consideredin relntion to the different
counties, that the rote on the new consiitotion moul~lhave I.een the same, had a much
stronger provision!been incorporatedinto it than the friends of education contended
for.
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pauses which have undermined all preceding republics, and which are
already at work for our ruin.”
Sir, I agree with this wliter, that public
instruction and political prosperity must go hand in hand together, that
the surest foundation for all our rights must be looked for in the intelligence and virtue of the people, and that just in proportion as you in.
crease and establish the means of securing these blessings, in the same
proportion may we hope for the perpetuation of rational liberty, and the
unappreciable rewards of public and politic*al integrity.
On any other
principle than this the structure of republican government is but an
inverted cone, balaaced on a point for the temporary amusement or ad;niration of mankind, but liable to be overturned by every factious gale,
no matter how trivial or how light, which may sweep across the
country.
But Mr. President, I have not risen for the purpose of discussing the
broad principle, whether we should or should not make some provision
for tile general difl”usinn of knowledge throughout the state. That principle l:as been decoded, and as I have already said, decided contrary to my
The resolution 1 have the hi)nor of subrllitting
wishes and expectations.
to the consideratil;n of the convention has another object in view, and
speaks for itself. It does not contemplate retracing the ground which we
have passed, and t&ing that elevated stand which most of us did lvhen
this subject czme up in commlttee of the whole. Its object is to save us
from the disgrace, and our country from the injurious conseqnenccs, which
if viewed by itself, might fullow frou~ the course which we have thought
proper to pursue in relation to the great question of enlightening ttte public mind. I for one am unwilling that posterity should judge of this
course wit/lout understanding the nlotives by which the rnlndj of Ihe gent!emen have been itduencetl.
They tell Us that tlley are frientlly to a genera1 system of education, but are uliwilling to meddle with tile subject
themselves, and desire tb:lt it may be comrxlitted to the wisdom of fulure
legislation.
Ought we not thrreli)re to make some open, direct an& onequivocal avowzl ~,n this subjecl ? Are we sure that irl the lapse of time,
some narrow nxintled part&u may I:ot rise in his place, and poillt with
confidence to the acts of lhis body, a9 sancliooing a policy, tile tentlellcy
of wl]i(;h IS t.o keep the minds ot’ the people in darkness and ipuorance ?
Is there not danger that it may be said with some plausibility. that the
members of thiscoqvention were cnemius 10 public inslruction, that they
voted against incorporating any pro&ion
on that su~~jecl
in the coustitotion, and that it is only nccesrary to rcifer to the journal ill or&r to be
assured uf the fact ? Sir, I am unwilling to iucur the rivk of such a
charge as this. I Aink I can see to wh:lt unhallowed purposes it may
be made subservient, and how extensive may be the mis~~hief which. will
follow to t!le community from a misconception of our purposes. L2t us
therefore pass the resolution. which 1 have offered, and dcelare no .A’ and
hereafter, that although tie have done nothing for the cause of education,
yet we are not and have not been opposed to it. Let us proclaim, in
terms which cannot be misunderstood, that il is the duty of the ordinary
legislature to make such provision on this subject as will be of lasting
and general benefit to the whole state.
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TENURE.

WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON,JM. 24, 1838.
The question being on the motion of klr.
second section of the fifth article,
Mr.

MEREDITH, to anlend the

WDOWF.LL, of Bucks county, rose and said :

l\iIr. President, it is extremely discou .aging to me to take the floor at
this tirnc, considering the circumstances under which it has !)een yielded
by the gentleman from Lycoming who has just taken his seat, (Hr.
Fieming) a~jd I cer\ainlp shall not fare better than he has done, unless
probably I m,ly be less sensitive.
With this preliminary remark, I shall
proceed at once to make such observations connected with this important
subject, as hnve suggested themselves to rnj r mind, leaving all other m;lt.
ters of excuses, exoldiurns and so f0rth, to come in, if at all, at the tail
of what 1 have to say.
The gentleman from Chester, (\Xr. Hell) if I did not misapprehend his
argument, has a.ssurned the position that this question of the judicial
tenure, or tlLe opposition to life offices, originated in the city and colrnty
of Philadelphia.
I did not kl low that the city of Philadrll~l~ia l,\‘as radi.
~31 on this, or on any other su’ljerat. I did 1101litlOW that the city was in
any mqnner inslrum:ntal
in enforcing the dectrinc9 of radicalism or
reform : because, to say the leust of ic the attempt to limit the trnure of
. the ji:dicial-o%ce is a part of the radicalism of the day ; it IS chat which is
If the gentleman from Chester county bad
denominated radicalism.
taken as much pains as he might have taken to obtain correct information
as to the state of public opinion in this particular, it is manifest that he
~vol:ld 1101liavc drawn such an argument.
It’ he had taken pains to o!)t$n
information from the members of this body from all parts of Pe~rnsylvania-from
the south, the west and the north, in rel;llion lo the judicial
te;;ure, he would not at least have charged upon the city of l’iril:~delphia,
whatever he miglrt have done upon the county, the offence of rathcalism
in relation 10 tlie judicial tenure. But the gentleman had not supplied
himself will) correct inforrniltio9, and it was not to be expecled, therefore,
that he should have arrived at correct conclusions.
Mr. BELL rose 10 explain : I did not state as my opil!ion, said Mr. B.
that the idra of ref )rm in this particular was urged allogether OF merely by
What 1 said had reference to the
Ihe city aud county of’ Philadelphia.
remarks which ti:ll this moruing from the gentleman from the connty of
Philadelpllia, (Mr. Iforau.)
Mr. M’DOWELL resumell :
For the informarion of rhe ,gentleman from Chester, 1 will state that I
have before me a document, irom wllich it is apparent that the first corn..
plaints which were made on the subject of the judicial tenure came from
that very county which the gentleman himself in par1 represents in this
convention.
I have before me materials which go to show with perfect
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clearness, that the people of the commonwealth of Pennsylvania never
have been satisfied with the judicial tenure of good belraviottr, or the
life tenure, as it is called ; and that from the adoption of the constitution
of 1790 down to the present moment, there have been continued complaints in relation to the judicial tenure in this state. I have in tuv pas.
session petitions which have been laid before the legislature front iime to
time from all the counties in the commonwealth, from the year 1805 to
the year 1835 -al which latter period the law was first passed calling for
a convention-evidencing
clearly that, upon the subject of the judicial
tenure none we-e satkficd, but that continuJly
front the moment of the
adop:ion of the constitution of 1790 lo the year 1835, 1tte.v have been calling upon the legislature incessantly, to pass a law enabhng them to call
a convention for the pnrpose of altering this feature in the conPtitution. I
will show the gentleman that, in the, year 1605, so far from the people
having been s&s&d with the constitution of 1790, they were clearly dissatisfied with it-that pelitions were pouring in from all pnrls of the commonwealth, complaiuittg of the judicial tenure -complaining
of the abuses
which existed, and complaining that the j~idges were besottd the reach and
above respcnsibility to the people. Attd, sir, for tile -information of the
gentleman from Chester especially, and generally for the information of
the other members of this body, I will read a short abstr<lct of the complaints which were made ; for the characler of the complaints which are
found in all the petittons is nearly the same.
[Mr. M’D. here read a petition presented to the legislature as far
back as llie year 1805.)
In 1805, fikeen years after the constitution of 1790 went into operation,
the people manifested and espressed their strong dissatisfaction with the
manner in wltich, through the life tenure, the judges were placed beyond
the reach or control of a proper or wholesome responsibility to the people.
In 1825, the first act was brought forward, but not passed, for calling
The reasou assigned why it did not pass, was because it
a convention.
did not provide that the constitution, as amended, should be submitted to
the people. And, the people, ever jealous of their rights, as they always
ought to be, rejected the lam, but still persisted in making their cantplaints, and the law befke the legislatnre in 1535, was passed authc)rizittg
In October, of the satne year. the people through
the call of a convenlion.
the ballot boxes, gave a vote of upwards of thirteen thousand in favor of
the call. He had been thus par~icolar in noticing these facts for the pot-pose
of showing that the complain!s, which had been made, did not originate
with a few petitiotis, or .a few disappoiuted lawyers, or perhaps, a few
disappointed judges, but that thete had been a permanent and abiding dissatisfaction stnot~g the peoj)le ftom the time the constitution of 1790 went
into opotation, uutil the present time ; that, not only was the power of
the executive a matter of complaint, but that originally there was no complaint at all. The first disposition manifested on the part of the people to
complain was, in relation to the judiciary.
The eshorbilant power of the
Those powers did not exist at
executive, then, was an after thocgttt.
that time. At the adoption of the constitution of 1790, the powers of
the execulive were not so excessive ; but they grew to be so as the business operations of the state became enlarged. The first complaints,
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ther., that were uttered, were in regard to the judiciary.
And, he spoke
on the subject from, the record-from
facts-from petitions of the people
noti before him, and which were presented from time to time to the leg
islature.
It was, therefore, in vain that members on this floor asserted,
and reasserted, that the people want no change in the fundamental law
of the land as regarded the judicial tenure. It was in vain to say that
the people are satisfied with the judiciary.
He did not believe it. The
evidence which was before this body, was to the contrary. Therefore,
it became important for the conventlon to ascertam-for the convention to
decide, what it was the people did want in reference to the judiciary.”
They were dissatisfied- they were complaining, and the representatives
on this floor said they asked for a limitation of the judicial tenure.
Before he proceeded to an examination of this subject, directly, he would
beg to be permitted to notice the argument which had been advanced by
the gentleman from the city of Philadelphia, (Mr. Meredith) who last
addressed the convention, and which argument appeared to have been
sanctioned to a very considerable extent, by the gentleman from Chester,
(Mr. Bell)-thnt
was, that by giving to the senate and the executive, the
joint appointment of judicial officers, we were partilg svilh one branch
of our government- that instead of its being a repubhcan-instead
of its
being a representative government-we
had got an oligarchy.
Why, he
confessed that he was somewhat at a loss to understand &he arguments of
the delegate from the city of Philadelphia, that because the appointing
power is put into the hands of the senate- that, therefore, we are parting
with a branch of the governrnent ; that one branch is about to be merged
in the other two. How, he asked, was it to operate? And, what was
the argument ? Why, that by an attempt to bring the appointing power
more nearly within the immediate agency of the people than when confided to the executive, that, therefore, we are merging one of the distinct
powers of the government into two. What, be would ask, was the
effect and what the oper;ltion of the senatorial interference in judicial appointments 1 Why, it was that all the powers of appointment should
It was, that the agents of
not be vested in the hands of one individual.
senate-who
the people- that the representatives of the people-the
were elected for three years, should, when at ihe Feat of government, par.
ticipate in the power of appointment with the executive.
What difficulty
was there on the subject ! And, how were we parting with one of
the powers of the government ? Was it not precisely similar lo the constitution of the United States ? Where was the difference ? ‘l%e Pres.
ident of the United States nominates to oflice, and he appoicts by, and
with the advice and consent of the senate. Now, all that was asked here,
under the present amendment, was, that the senate of Pennsylvania shall
exercise a controlling or revisory power over the nominations of the gov.
ernor. What evil could result from it ? The object was, that the agents
of the people shall have some participation and control in the appointments of the governor, so as to prevent him from appointing his political favorites, his friends, and other persons, from interested motives, to
oflice, without assigning his reasons therefor. Again, he would ask, what
was the operation of the provision ? Whenever the tenure of a judge
shall have expired, aud he applies for a re-appointment, the governor has
it not in his power, without assigning a good and sufficient reason to reF
VOL. XIV.
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appoint him to office. He could not secretly, or clandestinely appoint,
or reappoint any one to office. The representatives of the people, (or
senators) having a participation in the power of appointment, WOUND
know why this, or that, man was appointed, or re appointed, and every
office could be filled to their perfect satisfaction, and that of the people.
The governor would be responsible, mainly, for the appointments, because,
without his nomination, the senate could not approve. And, therefore,
it was that the responsibility was thrown on the governor, to make prudent and wise nominations.
If, then, the senate should refuse their sancCon to a good appointment, the blame is attached to them. But if, on
the other hand, the governor made a badone, the responsibility was thrown
on the governor.
He confessed himself to be entirely at a loss to see what grounds there
were for alarm in reference to admitting the senate to a participation in
the appointing power, He could not believe that we were changing the
principles of our government, or parting with one of the principal powers of it. He did not believe that the amendment of the committee was
objectionable.
For, if so, then the constitution of the United States
Besides, too, there was to be an advantage
was equally objectionable.
accrue to the people above what was afforded by the senate of the United
States. The senate was to be open- whatever was done was to be done
in day-light-before
the people. There were to be no clandestine ~CIP.
No man could be slandered or abused. The senate of Pennsylvania are
responsible to the people, and are to look to them for their re-election or
rejection ; and, therefore, they would act under great respousibility in
the transaction of their duties.
Now, having said thus much on the various matters as connected with
this amendment, he came to speak of the immediate su,bject before the
convention, and he admitted that it was one of very constderable importance. But he really could not conceive it to be ofthat importance which
the arguments of the gentlemen on both sides of the convention would
seem to warrant. He denied that this attempt to change the judicial
tenure from the term of good behavior, as it was called, to a mrm of
He
years, was altering a fundamental principle of the constitution.
denied it. It was a mere matter of detail, and did not alter or change the
fundamental principle in the least. What was it? \Vhy, it was said to
involve the question of judicial independence. What, he would ask,
was jodicial independence ? What did the gentleman from the city of
Philadelphia (Mr. Meredith,) mean ? He (Mr. M’D.) had beard a great
deal in relation to an independent judiciary.
He confessed that hc was
at a loss to understand what was meant by the gentleman on the subject.
Judicial independence, as delined by the conservatives, consisted in placing a man, with all the sins he may have upon his head, beyond the
reach of all responsibility to human power. Yes ! ttie argument was,
that u&less a man was unaccountable, unless he was irresponsible to any
human power, that, therefore, he was a poor dependent creature. He
could not be independent, unless irresponsible ! He (Mr. M’D.) did not
believe the doctrine. Not a word of ir.
Let us carry the matter a little further.
Now, he presumed that there
was not a man in this convention, radical or conservative, thatj did not
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entirely concur in the opinion that the judiciary of the state of Pennsylvania, and of every other state in ihe Union, in order to be efficient, must
But, he did not believe that any man here thought it
be independent.
necessary, in order to constitute an independent man a judicial o%cer,
That was another question entirely.
He behe must be irresponsible.
lieved that judges were men. He had advanced that doctrine when he
had the honor of submitting some remarks on the impeaching power, on
first reading. He was, then, very glad to hear his venerable friend from
Philadelphia, (Mr. Hopkinson) admit that judges were but men. He supposed the gentleman meant to say that they were like other men, having
their faults, and their vices, and their virtues and other good qualities.
What did gentlemen mean? Judicial independence separate aud apart
from personal indep-nrlence 1 Could any member of this convention
believe that n man who was at least a vassal-who
was in all his feelings
a slave-who
did not know an independent wish, could be transformed
into an independent man by placmg him on the bench ? There were
ludzes who could not be independent.
If you were to have them as high
as L)rnco, you coul:i not make them independent. Independence ! What,
he v~oultl ask, was the meaning of ‘~iadependence?”
Why, it was
nothing more nor less than simply honesty. You may talk about the
tern1 L6jutlicial iudependeuce,” in all its ramifications ; you may apply
the word as you choose, and all that is meant, and all that is understool!,
and all that is desired of judicial independence is honesty. Is it necessary to place a man beyoud all law aud responsibility, to make him an
honest judge ? Is that the doctrine? How is it with men in other relations of life 1 Why, what is a judge?
He is the representative of the
law ; he is a steward. And, why should he not render an account of his
stewardship, like all other men 1 Because you calla man to xl account,
you make a slave of him ! Because he is responsible to Ibe laws of
his country, you deprive him of all moral obligation!
Is that the doctrine contended for here ? It is certainly a most extraordinary one.
The gentleman from Chester (Mr. Bell,) has argued that, because you
give a judge to understand that he will be held responsible, for the proper and faithful discharge of his duties, you therefore unnerve him.
Why, it is an absurd doctrine.
I know of no gentlemen who is notresponsible for his principles.
I know or no steward who has not to give
an account of his stewardship.
I know of no man, in any capacity, who
is not responsible.
But, it is said that a judge should not be povernedthat he should be restrained by no power, but should be lefl to the exercise of his own sense of duty to himself, and governed only by the fear
of God. Sow, this may ~ouud wry well, but I am afraid that all the
judges of the commonwealth of Pennsylvania are not exxtly
restrained
by the fear of God. Am I saying too much when I say this? Do we
alWayS take Care t0 have SUChmet1 apointed judges, who can, at ailtimes,
forget their relations and every thing else whtch might interfere with the
proper discharge of their duties, and who have the immediate fear of
God before their eyes? I am very much mistaken if we have not had
judges who have made it a boast of their want of belief in the sacred
scriptures.
1 do not like to name the judges. lam very much mistaken
if they ought not to have been called to account for their infidelity.
Then what are YOU to do with those judges who have not the immedi-
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ate fear of God before their eyes 1 Now, if you can convince me that all
the judges were pious men, under the direct and immediate influence of
the gospel-that they were guarded and watchful in all their actions, then
I should say that the argument of the gentleman, is a good one. But,
the question is, what is the character of our government ? Is it one of
responsibility, or irresponsibility ? What are the principles of our government ? Are not all agents responsible to the people ? And why, if
it beso-are the judges not responsible ? I say they ought to be held to
an account, as well as alltheother agents of the people. But, the doctrine
has been advanced on this floor that a judge should be responsible to no
man, nor no human power. Yes ! that is the doctrine ahich has been
contended for here -that a judge of the cottimonwealth of Pennsylvania
should be controlled by no man, nor no human power.
If you were to make judges of angels, I might believe the doctrine, but
so long as the judges are nothing but poor, frail mortal men, (as the
gen,lcl an from the county of Philadelphia says,) 1 camlot give my sanction to it. For my own part, I believe that judges are neither better nor
worse than other men. I believe hat they require watching like other
men ; I believe that they require the restraining iniluence of the law like
other men, and if a judge is to be frightened from the discharge 01 his
duty, simply because the law watches over him, as it watches over other
men, he never was an honest man, and he never will be. Carry out
this principle, and see how it is. VVhat is its operation ? How is the
case in relation to members of congress 1 How is it in relaticn lo the
governor of your commonwealth 1 Why do you hold the governor responsible 1 Why do you restrain him 1 Why do you rcstrnin the members of congress? Is it n,ot because you are afraid that they will legislate for the strong against the weal i, that they will shrink from the tearless and faithful discharge of their duty 1 Will gentlemen who stand up
here, for the inviolability of tbe judicial character, have the goodness to
point out to me, in what respect the duty of a judge is different from that
of any other man acsting as the agent of the people 1 Is it because his
duties are of a judicial character ? Is it because a man may discharge
other duties honestly and with the fear of G.od before his eyes, and yet
wlhen he comes to discharge the duties of a judge, you must not touch
him, fool that the moment you do so, he ceases to be an honest man 1
Sir, this is no new doctrine- it is of a much more ancient date, than some
gentlemen seem inclined to think. It has always struck rny mind as a
solecism to say, that the best men are chosen as judges, and yet that
they will be reduced to a state of dependence that tlley will shrink from
the discharge of their duties and will become poor, frail, erring creatures,
.because they are to be made responsible. Sir, I subscribe to no such
doctrine. I have a better opinion of the judges of the commonwealth, and
if I had not heard this doctrine come from a judge himsell’, I should have
thought that it was monstrous.
It is to be presumed that the gentleman from the city of Philadelphia,
(Mr. Ilopkinson) did not contemplate the extent IO which this argument
m’ly be carried ;-but I put the questton directly to him. So far as
relates to himself, I cannot think that he believes the doctrine which he
advocates. He has said upon this floor? that it is more than human nature
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can do-that it is asking too much of a judge to do his duty when, by
doing his duty, he knows he is to lose his office. I took down at the
time some of the sentiments whmh several gentlemen expressed in the
course of their observations, and I believe that some gentlemen forgot
what thev aatuallv did say. The sentiment to which I have referred.
howevertis the sentiment expressed by the gentleman from the city of
Philadelphia.
I will ask him, if it is no{.
>Ir. HOPKIXSOX, rose to reply
from Bucks, (&lr. M’Dowell.)

to the interrogatory

of the gentleman

In the first place, said Mr. H., I will take the liberty to remark, that I
do not think it is in good taste to make these personal appeals.
I never said any thing like that which the gentleman imputes to me. I
did, it is true, put a certain case of strong tempt&on, in which I said it
was too much to expect of human nature that a judge would do his
duty.
Mr. M’DOWELL resumed. I took down the sentiment of the gentleman at the time he uttered it, and I did so with a view to*prevent mistake.
I will read the words as I wrote them, and I will be obliged to the learned
judge, if he will say, whether they are not the words which he spoke.
They are as follow :
“ It is asking too much of a judge to secure you and destroy himself.”
This is the precise language.
Mr. HOPKINSON. It is true I said so.
Mr. M’DOWELL resumed. I believe that this is nearly the same in
substance, as I expressed it before, and as to the personal appeals of which
the learned judge has spoken, I did not, and do not intend to make any.
I have treasured up these opinions in order that I might be enlightened
and benefitted by them in my future course of argument.
But, Mr. President, there is another curious thing in regard to the
judges. The second section of the constitution of 1790, declares that
the judges 6‘ shall, at stated times, receive for their services an adequate
compensation, to be fixed by law, which shall not be diminished during
their continuance in office.”
So far this matter was carried, and so strange
and curious a sort of being is a judge, that you cannot even diminish his
salary for fear that you wiil destroy his integrity.
Your forefathers,
however, did not seern to think of one thing. Tlrey have made no security in the constitution, against a judge’s salary being increased. Not
a word on that point is to be found. What, let me ask, has the greatest
influence on the mind of men-the fear of losing that which they have
already got, or the hope of grasping more 1 I do not know which is the
stronger influence of the two. I do not believe that any one of these
things operates upon the mind of an honest man. 1 do not believe that
when we raise to the bench, a man learned in the law-eminent
for his
talents and his integrity, (for so he is believed to be at the time of his appointment) 1 do not think that we have any thing to fear from such influences as these. I do not believe that they will have any effect upon the
mind of an honest judge.
I confess, that I am entirely at a loss to know,
why you wish to shield this indvidual, more than any other, from a great
and proper responsibility.
I confess that I am unable to see why he .
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cannot discharge honestly and faithfully the duties of his office, unless he
is an irresponsible man ; because the gentleman from Chester, as well as
the gentleman from the ci:y of Philadelphia, asks, will you make your
judges responsible to the executive?
Will you make them responsible
to the representatives 1 Will you make them responsible to the popular
The question then
will ? To all this, suppose the gentleman say-no.
Does the gencomes, to what power will you make them responsible?
tleman from Chester, (Mr. Bell) democrat as he is, intend to say that the
judges must not be held responsible to any human tribunal neither to the
executive, nor to the legislature, nor to the popular will 1
I am free to confess that an honest, conscientious, upright judge is not
to be awed, nor swerved by the fear of the law ; he has no need of such
But in as much as judges are hut men, frsil, falinfluence or protection.
lible creatures as they are said to be, it may chance that they are not all
honest; it may chance that they are not aII conscientious; it may
chance that they are not all upright; and therefore for the purpose of
guarding the people against the tyranny and wrong of a dishonest, despotic, or tyrannical judge, I would have them all made responsible to the
law. With the honest, the independent and the upright judge. the law
will never interfere, because he will never be swerved from his duty by
such influences as have been here alluded to. It may have a tendency
to awe the dishonest judge into the performance of his duty ; but it never
can touch, affect, or awe the honest and the upright man.
Mr. President, there is no dispute in any part of this hall, as to the integrit,y or the independence of the judges. 01~ this point, none of us entertain any doubts. He would be worse than a madman who would
express any other opinion than that the judiciary of the commonwealth
of Pennsylvania, are upright, honest and independent ; that is to say, that
they discharge the duties of their offices independent of any external considerations or circumstances.
There is, however, another side to this question, and it appears to me
that, up to this time, the whole mattter has been argued with reference
only to one single consideration -that is to say, to the protectton of the
judges. Do we fibrget that the people-and the rights, prop rty, liberty
and reputatiou of the people, need protection as sell as the judges 1 The
gentlemen who take the .opposite side of this argument, would not have
the law supervise and operate upon the judges of the commonwealth, for
fear that they should thereby swerve from the direct path of their duty,
and they would not place in the power of the people too essy a remedy
for the many and bitter scenes of which they might have cause to complain, for fear that by so doing, they might injure the independence of the
judges.
Now, sir, let me ask, whilst you are doing all this for the judge, what
are you doing for the people 1 How many suitors are injured by the
dishonest discharge of the duties of the judge? And are,not the people
to be protected as well as the judge ? Have they not a right to claim
any thing at your hands? Is it not better that an honest man should
occasionally be found guilty of misdemeanor in office, even if he were
not actually guilty, than that the people’s rights should be trampled upon,
or that they should not be regarded at all. It would be better that a judge
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should sometimes suffer wrong, than that the rights of the people should
be disregarded or set at naught. You must not forget-for you are not
at liberty to forget -that while you are contesting for the rights and immunities of judges, the people also have rights to be maintained. It has
been said that thejudiciary is the most important branch of the government, that it decides daily on the property of the people to the amount
of thousands upon thousands, and upon the rights of the people. It is
t:ue that such is the case. And since it is so, how careful should we be
that no judge should be permitted to be beyond the reach of all responsibility. It is important to the interests of the people-it is important to the
rights of the people that a proper responsibility should be cnforced ; and
the people are entitled to protection as well as the judges.
This brings me, Mr. President, to a second point in the discussion of
,this question
We all agree that the judges of our courts should be honest men. We
all agree that they should be learned men-and we all agree that they
should be fearless and upright in the discharge of the duties of their office.
On any of these points, there is not any difference of opinion here or
elsewhere.
And we all agree that they should be independent.
This
then is common ground upon which we can all meet. Now, the great
question is, in what way will you make your judges most independent, so
as not to wrong the people as to those rights and interests they are called
upon from time to time to protect, upon whose liberty, and life&hey are also
called upon to pass judgement ? ‘I’his is the question ; because as I said
before, at the same time that you throw a necessary protection around
the judge in the discharge of his duties, and to enable him to maintain
his independence and to keep straight on in the path of his duty-while
I say, you do this, you must, at the same time, remember that the rights
of the people are also to be protected. It is, therefore, an important and
a nice point to settle, how far you will, or can protect the judge without
trespassing on the rights and immunities of the people. It is a nice and
critical point to determine how far you will maintain his independence,
and yet not place him in a position where he will be above all human
responsibility.
Well sir, upon the one side, it is contended that nothing but the tenure of good behavior, as it has been denominated, and which is to all practical intents aud purposes, as I propose to show, a life of&e-will
protect a judge in his rights and independence,
Upon the other side it is contended, that a tenure, during a term of
years, with the privilege of being re-appointed, sufficiently protects the
people, while at the same time, it protects the judge. And this brings
us to the point which is now at issue between a tenure during good behavior, and a tenure dming a term of years.
Now, Mr. President, I must here be permitted to say, as I can with
perfect candor, that I am an advocate of the tenure during good beha;irof ii believe in the necessity of such a tenure--I believe in the vir. And I believe the only legitimate and proper tenure during
good behavior is a tenure for a term of years. But do not let any gentleman tell me that, if you put a man into office for life, that is a tenure
*during good behavior. If it is, as gentleman say that it is, a tenure dur-
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ing good behavior, why shrink from accountability 1 At the expiration of
the term for which a judge may be appointed, all that he has to do is to
apply to the source of all power and to ask a re-appointment.
The
question will then be, sir, have you behaved yonrself we111 How did
the people say that you have performed the important duties of your office 1 If nothing should besaid against him, he will, as a matter of course,
be re-appointed.
And this, Mr. President, is the only true and practical
tenure of good behavior, that is known to the law. It is in vain to say
that it is not so.
But gentlemen have told us, that honest and upright judges may not
be re-appointed when they deserve to be so ; while dishonest, frail and
dependent men may be reappointed. To get at this argument, to give it any
consideration or weight-you
have to assume the fact that the appointing
power is corrupt and dishonest. There is no other wav in which the
argument can be of any avail. You must begin by assum&g that the governor is corrupt and dishonest ; and if gentlemen are to set out, in their
arguments with assuming that which does not exist, why, we all know
it will be a very easy matter for them to arrive at any conclusions which
may best suit their purposes. But I have not heard any difficulty raised
upon this point. I have not heard any gentleman advance the position
that no trust or confidence is to be placed in our senators or in our governors to be hereafter elected ; or that there is any danger to be apprehended that they will fraudulently exercise the appointing power. Gentlemen have no right lo assume this. I go upon the premises-and I
have an undoubted right to the argument- that the appointing power is a
correct and intelligent power -that they will do in behalf of the people,
that which the best interests of the people seem to require-and
that
they will not wantonly or without proper regard to those interests, make
injurious or dishonest appointments.
Take Bway, then, the assumptions
on which the opposite arguments are founded--that is to say, that the
appointing power is dishonest and that it is not worthy to he trusted, and
what follows 1 As a matter of course, the arguments themselves fall to
the ground. Gentlemen have told us that if a judge under a tenure for a
term of years, is not an active politician, there will be little or no hope
Sir, I do not believe it ; I cannot believe
of his ever being re.appointed.
it. I never yet knew a judge of a coult that did not interfere in politics,
and who faithfully performed the duties of his office, that was complained
We may feel
of. I can refer to instances within my own knowledge.
assured, that if ajudge demeans himself well, and carries himself unofkndingly am@ his fellow citizens, there will be no difficulty in the matI do not believe that there is a single delegate
ter of his re-appointment.
to be found in this body who will say, that any judge in the commonwealth of Pennsylvania has become obnoxious, from the fact that he has
There is not I believe, such an instance
discharged his duty faithfully.
to be found. I havemore faith in the integrity, in the intelligence, and in the
virtue of the people of the community over which a judge presides, than
t,o believe any such thing. Therefore, I contend that if a judge demeans
himself honestly, if he is impartial in the administration of justice between
man and man-and if his manners and habits, as a man, are unoffending
to the community, I contend that the people will never take a dislike to
him-that he never will become obnoxious-and
that he never will be in
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any danger as to his ofice, so far as that danger may be supposed to result from an honest discharge of his duties. In this respect, judges are
like other men. ‘I’hey have their duties to perform, like a member of
We have all our duties to percongress, or a member ofthis convention.
form in this body, and if we do not faithfully perform them, we know
that we are responsible to the popnlar will; we know that we are responsible to our constituents.
And will it be contended that a member of
this body will shrink from the performance of his duties here, because
he may be subject to the will of his constituents 1 Will it be contended
that therefore he is not fit to be trusted ? I apprehend that no gentleman
WOUICIundertake to defend such a proposition.
How then does the tenure for a term of years operate? It is said that
its effect will be injurious. It is said that, under the tenureof a term ofyears,
thejudiciary will be dependent on the executive will-that
a judge will
be disqualified for the proper discharge of his duties, because as the period
approaches at which his term of office is to expire he wi!l find it necessary
to make fair weather -to join a political party, and that while, by doing
so, he gives satisfaction on the one side, he will on the other give great
offence.
Wheu we are told that a judge, whose tenure of office is about to expire, will not do his duty, because he thinks he will not be re-appointed,
I must confess that to my mind it is a most singular argument, and one I
do not umierstand. I should have supposed that when a person hasstood
high, and wants to stand higher-when
he has received favors from a
certain source, his own feelings would prompt him to an upright and
fearless discharge of his duty. The argument may be well founded,
when predicated OII the supposition to which I have alluded. But, suppose that he has discharged his duty faithfully, then the afgument falls
to the ground. It is contended by a portion of the conservattves, that the
judge should be responsible to some pqwer-that
he should be made subject to some law -that the present power of impeachment is not amplethat it is insufficient.
Now, let us examine this matter, because I confess I am not only in favor of a limited tenure-but am in favor of a
majority of that body- whether it be the senate or the house of representatives, deciding upon all matters of the kind, Prejudiced as I am, I
believe in the potency and virtue of the majority.
How does the power
of impeachment operate? How has it operated ? Why, gentlemen tell
us that there is not a long catalogoe. I believe I have before me a list of
those who have been complainedof, and I am sorry to see the uame of
one man, (Mr. hl’Dowel1,) among the number. 1 think there have been
some twenty, or thirty, or forty, judges complained of since 1791, perhaps 1801-Z. While, it is said, that only one judge has been impeached
successfully, one removed by address to the legislature.
MC, LM’D.
said that was really the fact. There had never been an instance of a
man’s being bronght before the senate. whose actions had not been represented as so criminal as to justify his being arraigned there, in which the
senate found no difficulty in coming to the conclusion that he was guilty,
or represented that he was, if obnoxious to the party then in power.
Therefore, it was contended, it was necessary to have the concurrence of
two-thirds, to dismiss. Well, it might operate very well. But, let us
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suppose a judge about to be convicted, to belong to the popular party,
and there was no doubt of his purity coming within the law of independence, he (Mr. M’D.) wonld ask if they would undertake to have that
man successfullv impeached 1 They might undertake-but
that would
be all. It was just as good in the one case as the other. Neither were
to be exactly relied on, and neither were exactly safe. But, it was said
that the impeaching power of Pennsylvania had operated beneficially.
IMr. M’D. was about to proceed to show how it had operated, when he
was arrested on his remarks bv
The CHAIR, who apprizcd him that he had spoke out his hour.

JASUARY 25,A.

M.

The convention again resumed the second reading of the report of the
committee to whom was referred the fifth article of the constitution, as
reported by the committee of the whole;
The amendment to the second section of the said report being again
under consideration.
Mr. bl'I)OWELL, r&e and said ;
When I addressed the convention last evening on the subject of the
present judicial tenure in the state of Pennsylvania, I was endeaT oring to
show the inefficiency of the impeaching power under the provision of the
constitution of 1799, and I was about saying that the power which the
law really contained had been generally evaded by the legislature, and as
an evideuce of this tact, I was about to introduce to the consideration of
the convention, the cases of judges, who have been brought before the
And I was
legislature, charged with offences in their official capacity.
about also to show that, from time to time, the same men have been
brought before the legislature, and that each time the consideration of the
It has been asserted
complaints have been postponed by the legislature.
in the course of debate on this floor, and contended as an argument in
favor of the existing power of impeachment, that although the charges
which have been made against judges and have been brought before the
legislature, have not received the immediate action of that body, still that
they have had the beneficial effect of frightening the judges into a resig
nation of their offices.
It has been asserted that the senate, sitting as an impeaching power,
as a court of high criminal jurisdiction, is a tribunal of great importance
as well to the parties accused as to the interests of the commonwealth.
And if it be so, if the senate is a high impeaching power, then it is of the
utmost importance that that body, sitting to decide upon the criminality
of these high officers of the commonwealth, should act in that capacity
not only promptly, but directly and certainly.
And when I say that the
legislature have evaded their duty in this particular, according to the
arguments of gentlemen upon this door, I say nothing more than what
appears to be strictly true ; if the concessions made here in relation to the
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impeaching power are to be taken as true. If the senate is the impeaching power, let me ask, what right has that body, sitting as a high court
of impeachment, to banter with the criminality of any judge against whom
charges of official misconduct may be brought? If an o&rcer is brought
before the senate charged with an impeachable offence, it is an accusaThat community h;is a right to
tion brought by an injured community.
be heard, I say, sir, that community hasaright to be heard, yes,and to be
heard immediately without delay or loss of time. And there is no feeling of mercy or sympathy-or
rather I should say, there ought to be no
The
feeling of mercy or sympathy- in the minds of the legislature.
legislature is bound to hear it, and bound to beat it on the spot, and at
the time the accusation is presented. What more authority has the senate
as a court, to evade accusations, out of sytnpathy or mercy towards
the accused party, than the judge of a court, actuated by feelings of a similar character, has a right to evade a criminal charge hrought against an
offender? Suppose a man to be accused of murder! Or, suppose a man
to be accused of perjury.
What would you think of that court asking
time for another term, in order that the party accused might have time to
run away ? And this is the argument which has been advanced by gentlemen here ; that although the legislature do not act immediately, yet
that beneficial results have followed ; that the judges have been rebuked,
that they have been terrified- that they have been admonished to resign
their commrssions by another ttrm of court-or within a given space of
time.
Now, the judges against whom these charges have been brought, were
either guilty or not guilty.
According to the constitution and thelaw ofthe
land, the parties bringing these complaints against the judges had a right
to be heard. I know of no sympathy in this matter. 1 know of no sympathy that a judge is entitled to on such an occasion. As I have said
before, be is either guilty, or he is not guilty.
Either the party had prefered a frivolous accusation, or he had prefered a substantial accusation.
In either point of view, it iti. the duty of the senate to have the case decided. At t11eL:::IZ Liese m‘itters are in the course of agitation, are there
no considerations of public policy to be regarded? Are there no considerations of justice belonging to the party complaining ? While you are giving to a tyrannical or unjust judge, an opportunity to escape the disgrace
which would fall upon him by conviction, or by removal from office, are
you not to take into your c.onsideration, what is due to the injured party ?
What is to become of them ? Are they IO be passed over as thongh they
were not entitled to notice 1 Must they yield to sympathy for the juc!ge ?
Must they yield to sympathy for the criminal ? It is for this reason that
I say there has been an evasion on the part of tlie legislature--that the
power contained in the constitution of 1790, has failed to answer thenecessary purpose.
But, sir, this is not all. There are other evils attending this system.
What is the present process of accusing a judge ?
In the first place, who is it against whom you prefer the charge? It
is against the president judge of a court of common pleas-of the court of
a district.
He has his power. And here I take leave to say that I differ
from the learned gentleman from the city of Philadelphia, (Mr. Hopkin-
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SOII) when he asks us, as he did, who is so powerless as a judge? I do
llOt intend to say that a judge, by virtue of his oflice, possesses political
power, 1 do not mean to say, that all jud,er s exercise political power.
NO judge who has a proper regard to the duties of liis office, would do so.
Yet thev have power. Their power over tile communitv is enormousit is nothing less than enormous. Where is the man tn be found who
~oulcl wish to come in contact with judicial power?
Where is the man
who would wish to be brought in contact wit’1 a judge. or who would
wiilingly expose himself to the enmity of the judge 1 Where is the man
whose lot it mav not be to-morrow, to have a court decide upon
his character, his property, or his liberty ? .4nd is it to be said that judges have no power. Sir. they have power-power
connected with the
very nature and dignity of the office. There is a monstrous power in
the judicial bench. It IS unseen ; and probably it is unfelt, until such an
occasion as this ariseu, when it is exercised by every judge in the community.
Where is the man who does not weigh the consequencesofbring
Where is the man whose moral couring an accusation against a judge?
age is equal to the task of accusing a judge ? Sir, there are few tnen who
would like to do it? The gentleman from Northampton county, (Mr.
Porter) has said, that the cry against the judges, has arisen sometimes intlisappointed and vexed snitors, and sometimes in disappointed lawyers.
Sir,
I say it is not exactly
I will appeal to the experience of that gentleman.
true. So far as relates to the bar, I believe that it is neither the interest
nor the inclination of its members to find fault with, or set themselves in
opposition to the court in which they practice.
I appeal to that gentleman to say whether it is not the first business of
young men who go to the bar to gain the influence of the court 1 Whether
he has notseen them-1 have frequently seen them-playing
the sycophant
at court. There is nothing like having a friend at court. It is a feather
If he
in a yonng man’s cap to say, ‘6 I am a favorite with the judge.”
can make the community believe it, he has a fast foot-hold of them. And
does he not posses the power of calling down the enmity of the judge on
those who may be obnoxious to him ? Do you believe that any member
of the bar would wickedly, causelessly, provoke the ire of any judge ?
No. Not only do lawyers calculate it, but it is calculated by the suitors
and it is very seldom, though there may be cases where frivolous charges
are made, such as were mentioned by the gentleman frotn the city of Philadelphia, (Mr. Hopkinson) but they are rare, compared with tboee of longer durance sod the difficulty of which is to reach the source of remedy.
Ont of the thirty or forty jndges that have been complained of from time
to time in the commonwealth of Pennsylvania, since 1791, (I have been
told, 1 know not how true it is) one single judge only has been impeached~
Now, have the judges
and one removed by address to the legislature.
all been right, or have they all been guilty 1 Or, have the people who
complained from time to time-1 speak of communities-for
it is a matter
generally joined in by communities-large
masses of the people-been
wrong, and prefered charges against innocent men 1 Is it SO? Or, has.
there been a shrinking-a
failure to carry into effect, the impeaching
? Just in proportion to the imporhnce of the judicial character of
~~~&lvania,
is it important that that judicial character should be upheld.
and that justice should be fairly and properly and promptly administered..
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And whenever there is a spirit wanting to carry the provisions of the cons
stitution into execution, there is a failure to do justice to some party or
other. There is a failure to do justice to the people on one side, while at
the same time it is said, there has never been an instanceof an attempt to
shield a judge. And, just in proportion to the attempt made to shield a
judge, do you do injury to those who preside with him. There is now
an unnecessary and improper protection thrown around the character of
ourjudges.
No man could have a higher opinion of the judicial character of Pennsylvania, than I have myself, and no man is willing to labor
more, or to go further to secure a pure administration of justice than I am.
Give me integrity-give
me purity -give
me honesty-give
me every
thing that is granted by the ronstitclional provision and thrown around the
judicial character. Give me a prompt execution of all the duties that belong to the office, I will risk the judicial independence.
I hold it to be
a cardinal principle of the judiciary of Pennsylvania, that the laws shall
be not only promptly and honestly executed, but that justice shall be satisfactorily adminished.
I would even go further, and say, that the laws shall be not only honestly, promptly, and uprightly administered, but that it is due to ttle people
-due to the community, that when justice is administered, it should be
administered IO,the satisfaction of the people. But suppose a case-and such a case .may arise- I do not doubt that there have been cases
in Pennsylvania-it
may be that a judge is uprightness and honesty--it
may be that in his offiw, he acts correctlv, but it may be that thet:e are
some circumstauces. in connexion with his private character, or relations
that have rendered him exceedingly obnoxious.
Such may be the objections to his character, or to his connexions, that however honestly, fairlyand promptly he may administer justice, still he may not be sattsfactori
to the people. I do not mean that a judge should be removed from
office, merely on this account.
But, with regard to a limited tenure there is this advantage-that
although a jud,ge may have done nothing to forfeit his office-nothing
to
forfeit the judtcial contidence that should be placed in him, y-et, as we
must on this, as on all other occasions, minister to men’s prejudices-for
they must be regarded- an opportunity would be afforded, not to remove
him from oflice. but to send him to another district, where he is unknown.
And, this would give satisfaction to the people, The judge may have
done nothing to forfeit the office he holds, but seeing thal heis obnoxious
to the people of the district in which he presides, he would rather administer the law in another portion of the community where he miglrt be
more acceptable. Hence, sir, the benefits that would arise from the adoption of a limited tenure.
Sir, I am entirely opposed to a local judiciary.
1 believe that one of
the great evils of the system-one of the cardinal and prominent evils of
the judiciary system, is the locality of the judges to the people. Sir, I
repeat that I regard it as a cardinal evil, and that we never will have a perfect judiciary and a perfect judiciary system, until the practice is abandoned. I believe that justice would be better administered-that
the duties
of the judge would be better performed, if we had a better system in
the commonwealth of Pennsylvania.
It is the locality of the judge to the
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people among whom he dispenses justice, which sometimes makes him
unpopular.
He has his political f&ends and his political enemies. He
mav be a violent noli
1 tician, and although he may feel conscious of doing
-----7
justice to men of all parties, when administering the law, he will find that
it is impossible for him to create that impression among the community.
I hold, then, that it is of the highest importance that when justice is administered, it should be satisfactory to t!le people. Sir, ‘it would be
much better if we could have a judiciary on therotatory principle-if
we
could have men brought from different parts of the community, to pieside where they are free and unshackled hy the ties of relationship and
old associations. By the adoption ofa limited tenure, this would be partially effected, although the principle cannot be carried to the extent I
desire, yet it may be accomplished from time to time, as the judges’ commissions expire, and are renewed.
Sir, these are some of the reasnns why I say the tmpeaching power
of the present constitution is aullihilated-tllat
it is a farce-that
it is a
dead letter, and never has been carried into execution, but with one or
Enough on that subject.
two exceptions merely.
It is said that the present change, wbicb is about to be made, is an
experiment-that
the appointment of the judges for a term of years,
instead of for good behavior, which has been denominated an appointment for life, is nothinpless than an experiment, and tbnt it is introducing
an iml!ortant alteration m the fundamental lam, of the land ; an assertion
he flad already denied. But, suppose
it to be an experiment.
And, I
know that in the estimation of some members of this convention, it is a
that in the opinion of some gentlevery dangerous experiment.
I how
men, it is dangerous to run counter to that which our forefathers regarded
as right and proper, and did for US. I am :Iware, sir, that some delegates
in this body firmly believe that we are less wise than those who have
gone before us. I know, moreoyer, that it is not only the impreEsion of
a great many of the members ol this convention, but that, perhaps, it is
the general bpinion that to change a fundaluentnl principle of the government is an important matter, and therefore ought to be approached gravely
This is the doctrine --whelller true or false, I will show
and carefully.
directly.
It is a doctrine, not confined to bne party-not
confined to the
conservative party-but,
it is the doctrine of alnlost all parties, that it is
dangerous to alter the fundamental law of the state. I perfectly agree,
sir, that frivolous alter .
hould not be made-that unless there exist
of principle, it ought not tobe made. But,
a great necessity for a
1 deny the doctrine that in a repulllican government it is a c’angerons mat.
ter to touch the fundamental law of the land. It is a good doctrine in a
But, in a country like this, where the government is a rllatter
monarchy.
of choice, it does not at ail apply.
Sir, there is an essential difference between the government of this country and the government of
There is a very material difference between a republiEngland.
can government and a monarchy.
In this country, the government
belongs to the many, while, in other countries, the government
belongs to the few. What, sir, is the fundamental law bf the landi
Why,it is this government, which was entered intoby the people. And,
ue not the people competent on all occasions 1 Are not the parties to
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the instrument, who made the instrument, and who signed it 1 And,are
their successors and their children, who follow after, less able to do it,
than those who entered originally into the compact ? I say, sir, that this
doctrine, is the doctrine of tyrants.
It is the doctriue of tyranny
over the mind.
It is the doctrine of a monarch to an enslaved
people. You must not change the fundamental principle of your government, however great the evil. Sir, it is the doctrine of a monarch to
tell his subjects-to say to his people : 6’ lou cannot change the fundamental law of the land. It is daogerous ; it is wrong in itself.”
I believe
that the people of the commonwealth of Pennsylvania are just as competent to change the laws of the laud now , as thev have been, or will be
at any future day. And, I believe that the constiiution of Pennsylvania,
in the hands of the people, is as clay in the hands of the potter.
What
And, I believe that the people of this
is it 1 A written constitution.
country are the only people that have written constitutions.
And, what
is the argument after all 1 Why, that the people cannot change it-that
they do not grow wiser than those who have gone before them-that
they cannot, and should not, alter aud amend their government so as to
accord more nearly with the spirit of the age and times. This was the
\Vhy, say thtkse men, in so many words, ,the people grow
argumenl.
They say, why is this change of opinion?
little wiser by experience.
Why is this departing from the principles of our forefathers ? I answer,
for similar reasons that actuated the framers of the constitution of 1790,
who rhought they were theu wiser than the framers of the constitution of
1776. I ask, sir, was it not right and proper for them to change the constitution of 1776, io 1790 1 So it is for us IO change the constitution of
1790. ‘l‘bey had lived only fourteen or tifteeu years under their constiIf there be any advantage in time, we
tution, while we have lived fifty.
have had il. I say it is exercising a tyranny over the mind, when gentlemen undertake to hold in terror over the people the idea that they must
not interfere with the fundamental law of the land
What, sir. is the
result ? What is the argument ? The argument is, that you must shut
your eyes ; you must close your intellect J you must take every thing for
granted, to be perfection, and not make any inquiry as to it. Such, sir,
has been the doctrine all over the world. ‘he names of Hampden and
Sydney, have been introduced here. Why, sir, they were martyrs to
the very spirit for which we are contending here. What did they fall
they
martyrs to? ‘Fneir own spirit of freedom and independence-for
had the boldness of mind to avow their belief, that the government under
which they were then living, was not the best government in the world.
They dared to assert their opinions c,andidly, and freely, and openly.
Is
this an experiment ? Because, if it be au experiment ; if it be true that
there is danger in making the experiment, and that there is no necessity
for making any alteration, then, I am free to admkt that the change ought
not to be made. But, sir, the question is-is it au experiment 1 1 saycertainly uot. In the first place, what does it contemplate to do ? To
change the tenure of the judiciary, from the tenure for good behavior,
which is said to be a tenure during life, for one for a lermof years. And,
that is said 10 be a monstrous alteration- a cardinal alteration in the law
of the land. Where, sir, are your district courts ? Where your district
judges ? 1 would appeal to the gentlemen from the city and county of
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Philadelphia.
I might also appeal to the gentleman from the city of Lancaster. And might I not appeal to the gentleman from Pittsburg 1 Have
they, not judges in those courts, who hold their offices for the term of
five or ten years? And, I ask those gentlemen whether it is, so far as
they are concerned, an “experiment?”
Certainly not. There is ‘no
experiment about it. The matter has been tried; and if there is any
complaint against them, I have not heard of it. On the contrary, I have
heard it said that the district judges are the best judges. And, it has been
said, that the dificulty was m getting competent men to fill the offices.
Espetience, however, has shown no such thing. There was no trouble
in obtaining the most able and competent men to fill those offices.
What
is the question immediately before us ? It is on the amendment of the
ger,tleman from the city of Philadelphia, (Mr. Meredith) to strike out the
tenure for a term of years, ds regards the supreme court, and lo allow
them to hold their appointments during good behaviour.
And, we were
asked to draw a distinction between the judges of the supreme court and
the president judges of the common pleas. If it be a principle, valuable
in itself-if
it be a principle distinct m its character, 1 confess 1 can see
no reason to apply it IO the common pleas, and not apply it to the snpreme
judges. Now; I say there is great force in the argument, that, if there
be danger at all, there is less danger as regards the supreme court than
the common pleas. Who, I ask, sir, are the judges of the supreme
court? They are men of high standing. I never heard any thing against
them, except what I have heard on this floor. And, the people generally
know nothing of them. How does it happen,? They are removed
from, and out of the reach of the people. They are not like those judges
who sit in bane and who decide questions of law, It is not to those
judges’ the principle will apply.
There is ten times more danger in the
common pleas- the judges of which have to sit in judgment tn the respective counties, to decide on the rights and interests of parties and are
concerned in the granting of licenses, in the appointing of auditors and
commissioners of roads, &c., and are engaged in such a way as is likely
But, there is no danger as regards the
to bring them into tlisr,pute.
supreme court. They decide matters of law. And, I have heard great
complaint made as to their decisions. ‘l’his, however, is not a difficulty
in which the president jndgsa could become involved.
I1 is with the
interference of the facts of the case that there is more offence given to the
people. I call it the exercise of illegitimate power, because, in many
cases, the court is both judge and jury.
It is 311 interference with the
jury,
If, sir, this is an important principle, and if it is valuable to the judicial character of Pennsylvania, then I maintain that it is doublyimportant
as regards the judges of the supreme court. And, why, should it not
be 1 Why, gentlemen say, the danger is of introducing instability into
the decisions of t!:e court. The danger is of having changes introduced
I do not wish to
into that bench. Sir. let me not be misunderstood.
change any where. Gentlemen, take it for granted chat because a judge’s
commission expires under the proposed limited tenure, that he will not
be re-appointed.
I deny the correctness of the position. 1 do not see
why a man, whose commission expired to morrow, should not he re-appointed. I know, as I have already said, of no complaint against any of
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the judges of the supreme court, and I am willing to see them re-appointed when their commissions expire, if they continue to perform their
duties as they have heretofore done ; but as the principle of a limited
tenure, has been decided by this body to be an important principle in
regard to the jud.ges of some of the courts, * I desire to see it carried out
in regard to the Judges of all the courts, from the lowest to the highest.

JANUARY 12, 1838.
FIRST ARTICLE.
The convention resumed the second reading of the report of the committee to whom was referred the first article of the constitution, as reported by the committee of the whole.
The question being on the amendment submitted by Mr. HIESTER, to
the amendment of Mr. REIG.ART, striking therefrom, all preceding the
word ‘4 nor,” and inserting as follows :
6‘ The legislature shall not grant or renew any charter of incorporation,
until after three months’ public notice of the application for the same
shalt have been given in such manner as shall be prescribed by law.
Nor shall any corporation hereafter created, possessing banking, discounting, or loanmg privileges, be continued for more then fifteen years without renewal; and no such corporation shall be created, extended, or revived, whose chartermay not be modified, altered, or repealed by the concurrent action of two successive legislatures, subject to an equitable and
just indemnification.”
Mr. HIESTER rose and modified his amendment, so as to read as follows,
viz :
6‘ No corporate body shall be hereafter created, renewed or extended,
with banking or discounting privileges, without six months’ public notice
of the application for the same, in such manner as may be prescribed bv
law. Nor shall any charter for the purposes aforesaid, be granted for ‘a
longer period than twenty years ; and, every such charter shall contain a
clause reserving to the legislature the power to alter, revoke and annul the
same, whenever, in thetr opinion, they may be injurious to the citizens of
the commonwealth.
No law hereafter enacted shall contain more than
oue corporate body.”
Mr. CRAIG apologised for offering an amendment at i time when the
patience of the convention was borne down with the numerous amendments which had been already proposed.
The amendment nom o&red contained a very important principle,
which he would explain in very few words; the amendment offered by
the gentleman from Lancaster, (Mr. Hiester) contained a provision. for
VOL. XIV.
G
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indemnifying the bank, as it was originally offered, but the delegate hnri
changed and modified his proposition so often, that it has entirely lostitrr
originality, and is now deftsctive in this particular.
There are but two cases in w!kh the legielalure will be likely to repeal
the charler of a bank. First, in case of mismanagement-gross
mismanagement. In that case, the suoner the charter is repealed, the better f’o~
the stocltholders.
It IS true lhat tl:ose who miemannge the bank, may
:urn it to tlleir own ad~~:inf;ige, whilsl rhe scocliliolderh generally a;e sulfering a loss ; for it is a well lilltr\\ n f>c.t, that unlr~s a ballli is Well managed, it will always be an u~lprolitable concern. It rherefore fullo\rs that
no damage can arise to the s~ochholders, in co~~scqucnce of repealing rhr
charter of a mismanaged bank ; and no judicious men, chosen as slated
in the amendment proposed, would give damages, and the state would not
be compelled to pay kmnges under suoll circumstancea.
The other circumstance which may occasion the repeal of a bank
chartel, is political excilt=ment ; this has been alluded to by the tlrlegatc
from Allegheny, (Mr. Forward) and it is only necessary for me tn turn
the attention of the c,otlvention to it. A bank may be dragged into politics by refusing to appoinl some political aspirant one of its ofiitkrs, or
by refusing a loan to an influential politician, and thereby incur l!le displeasure of a party, (I allude to no pzrtioular party) and it’ the party thus
offended sl~o~ddhave a majoriry in both branches of the legislature, and
a governor, the bank wouitl be in their power, And is it too much to
say, that in time of 111gllparty exci\ement, the charter of a bank may be
repealed uujuslly, wilhoutrenictlp or compensalion? The legislature that
would take away the charter unjustly, would, on the same principle, withhold compensation, unless ctrnlprlled to do so by the fundamental law.
He regretted the necessity oi’ detaining the convention one moment at this
very late hour of the night, but in order to do juslice to this subject, he
felt bound to take the yeas and nays.

JAXUARP, 16, 1838.
The convention then resumed the second reading of the report of the
committee, to whom was referred the second article of the constilution,
reported by the committee of the whole.
The eighth section of the said report, amended by the committee of the
whole, being under consideration, as follows, viz :
SECTION 8. He shill appoint a secretary of the commonwealth during
pleasure, and he shall nominate, and, by and with the advice and consent
of the senate, appoint all judicial officers of courts of record, unless otherwise provided for in this constitution : Provided, That, in acting on executive nominations, the senate shall sit with open doors, and, in confirming or rejecting the nomiuations of the governor, the vote shall be taken
by yeas and nays.”
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The question recurring on the amendment to the eighth section, as
amended by the committee of the whole, by imerlin? after the word
“second” in t11efourth line, the words ‘+and all other officers whose offices are, or shall br, established by law.”
Mr. CRAIG said, rlrat, after lonp delay, we have arrived at a part of the
constitutiorl, whcro the people oft the commonwealth are looking for action on 0111’part; iI’ lilere is 311~’one measure in lyhich all are agreed, it
is in this, tllat sc~rnrtlring should be done to allay the excitement which,
in l’tlnusplvan~a. alrra~s prec*edes the election of a governor. For this
very purpose we are assembled in convention.
I admit that we may readily go to an extreme iu taking away executive patronage, but tllc,re cau be n1) danger of that error m offering the
amerrdmetlt now before us, inasmuch as it is ralculatetl to increase executive patronage, by conferring on tile executive and senate the residuary
power of appointmeut,s, that is, to fill all offices now in existence, that may
not be provided for iu tliis constitution, and all offices hereafter created
by law, which may be numerous.
The report of tile committee of the, whole, leaves this residuary power
‘with the legislature, where it is safer than to confer it on the governor and
senate, for 1 cannot believe that the legislature is so corrupt as is sometimes
asserted here. The legislature will have the privilege of exercising the
power thus conferred on it , giving it to the governor and senate, or to the
people, which, to say the least of it, will be a great convenience.
The delegate from Beaver, (Mr. Dickey) says, there is great danger in
leaving this power wilh the lrgiflalnre, to creale oflices, and fill those
offices themselves.
I do not tliink so; experience drawn from what is
past, shows that the tlauger is on the other side ; the Irgi&ture have not
retained to themselves, nor to the people, the power of Lilling manyjoffices which could have been very conveniently filled by a vole of the peapie, or bv the legislature ; in this way the patronage of the governor has
been cor&mtly Increasing.
The constit,ution of 1790 did not require the
cornmissioners, anti a numerous class of offiI governor to appoiut Ciillal
cers spread over the whole commonwealth; these o&es were not contemplated by the framers of the constitution of 1790, and were not provvlded for. ‘I’l-.e legislature has created tllese oiiices, and conferred on the
governor the duty of filling them; in this way the executive patronage
has been extended and enlarged to an extent never thought of by the convention of 1700, and to an extent alarming to the community.
This
axtraordinary ine!ease of executive patronage is one of the fruits of party
tpirit, and being thus increased, it fans the fl4me of party spirit, which is
:onsuming the vitals of our republican institutions.
When a party comes
nto power, it grasps all the power possessed by the party that preceded
t, and will, if possible, acquire more power, and exercise it to the advanWhen a governor is elected, his party generally have
age of the party.
.he ascendaucy in the legislature, who confer the power of appbinting
ifficers on the gnvernor, and he gives it back to the party that placed him
n office, by appoiuting his friends in the party to fill these offices; by
Iiis process, friends are mutually accommodated. The legislature but
*rely, iC ever, employ a printer of the laws, but hand it over to the gor-
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ernor, or his secretary, in order that he may accommodate some influential political printer.
Now, sir, the amendment proposed, will be giving a sanction to this
Nay, it will compel the legislature to adopt this
course of legislation.
mode in filling all offices hereafter created.
The delegate from Beaver, (Mr. Agnew) has one, and only one objection to the report of the committee, that is “ that the legislatni-e may create an office, and not provide for filling it.”
That, sir, would be an extraordinary case indeed, the legislature knowing that the governor had no
authority to fill the office, and having the law before it, forget to provide
for filling the ofice ! ! would he as extraordinary as if a gentleman should
build a house, and forget IO live in it. I trust that this objection will not
stand in the way of the gentleman, ia voting for the report of the committee of the whole.

JANUARY 17, 1838.
The convention proceeded to the second reading of the report of the
committee on the third article of the constitution, as reported by the committee of the whole.
The first section, which is as follows, was then read :
"SECTION 1. In elections by the citizens, every freeman of the age of
twenty-one years, having resided in the state one year, and, if he had previously been a qualified elector of this state, six months, and within two
years paid a state or county tax, which shall have been assessed at least
ten days before the election, shall enjoy the rights of an elector. Provided that freemen, citizens of the United States, between the ages of twentyone and twenty-two years, and having resided in this state one year before the electton, shall he entitled to vote, although they shall not have
paid taxes.”
Mr. CRAIG said, his worthy friend from Juniata, (Mr. Cummin) seems.
to think that he is the representative of his and my friends in Ireland,
and that an attack is made hy honorable members of this convention on
the loyalty. and bravery of his constituents. In this, sir, the delegate is
entirely mistaken, no ,one has, no one dare cast such a reproach on these
nobleshearted Hibernians, the delegate’s constituents. Whether they are
yet in Ireland, or in the United States, we all acknowledge that they are
soldiers-fighting,
warlike men, who never feared an enemy at home or
abroad. The delegate who rrpresents the hardy, patriotic moumaineers
of Centre county, (Mr. Smyth) has fallen into a similar error, (by way
of sympathy) in supposing that the bravery and patriotism of his constituents rue implicated.
Not so, gentlemen; the question before us this
morning is on the right of suffrage, KLshall a voter reside within his distzict ten days before he is entitledto vote, or not?” I believe this restric-
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tion to he necessary to prevent fraud in elections ; if the amendment is
not adopted, a petson entitled to vote in any one district, can vote in any
other part of the state. without reference to residence: thns you open the
way for a general amalgamation of voters throughout the state, and nulli=
fy the district system. It is said that voters are now illegally imported
into some counties in the slates, in time of strong political excitement,
Is it not right and proper that we should
and frauds are committed.
place a bar in the way of those who are disposed ,to exercise this right
improperly.
But very few will be prevented voting who are residents of
the state, by the amendment, an d they will be on both sides, whereas,
illegal votes are generally on the wrong side; if there is a corrupt party,
fraudulent voters will certainly be for that party.
I rose principally for the purpose of calling the attention of the convention to the fact, that unless we adoptthe amendment, we shall have returned to the principles of the constitution of 1776, which says, (chap.
2d, sec. 6,) every freeman of the full age of twenty-one years, having
resided in this state for the space of one whole year next before the day
of election for representatives, and paid public taxes during that time,
shall enjoy the right of an elector, &c. Under that constitution there was
no restriction as to being in the district, nor the time when the tax was to be
assessed. After fourteen years’ experience, the framers of the constitution
of 1790, finding, no doubt, that this part of the constitution did not work
well, made a’cbange, that is, that the tax should be assessed six months
before the election. This was to prove that the voter had a residence,
and was assessed in the regular way. The committee of the whole has
chauged that part of the constitution of 1790, which requires the tax to
be assessed six months before the election, and reduces the time to ten days,
which renders it necessary to fix some time of residence within the district.
The framers of the constitution of 1790 ‘were as intelligent, honest, and
patriotic, as any body of men ever collected together in the state. They
lived under the conslitution of 1776, up to 1790, and at a time when every
eye was turned to the operation of their new government, they abolished
the principle contended for by gentlemen of t!lis convention,
I ask,
should not their decision have some weight in this matter ?
Having stricken out the six months assessment, let us now substitute
ten days residence as the next best safe.guard against illegal voters.

The Stenographer feels it due to himself, to make a brief explanation
of the causes which produced delay in publishing these Debates. It
was the desire of the couventiou, that the members should have an opportunity to revise their speeches, before publication.
For this purpose,
the franking privilege was conferred on the stenographer; and in compliance with the sense of the convention, the manuscripts of speeches,
whether such as seemed to require revision, or those the examination of
which was requested, were transmitted for correction.
A very short
experience proved that the result of this process would be materially to
retard the work of publication.
Speeches were detained, in consequence
of irregularity in the mails, or the absence of members, or the interference of professional duties at home ; until it became necessary, to prevent the printers from discharging their unemployed operatives, to pass
over the intermediate voiumes (leaving a calculated space for the portions
to be transmitted) and to re-commence with the more advanced stages of
There was no alternative but the protraction of the
the proceedings.
work for years. But this arrangement has also been productive of its
A great many of the transmitted speeches have never
disadvantages.
been returned, and most of those which reached the stenographer, came
back “ shorn of their fair proportions,” curtailed, and chauged, so as tq
produce the disparity in the size of the volumes left open for their reced
t,ron, which would otherwise have been avoided. A few speeches which
came to hand after the appropriate volumes were closed, have been pre,
nented in this volume, as a ‘6 General Appendix,”
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